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Let summer begin!

‘Camden Is Blooming’ Events This
Weekend
Sidewalk sales will continue on Saturday.

T

he Camden Area Business Group’s annual Camden Is Blooming weekend, which
kicks off the summer season and celebrates the
town’s new business owners and operators, will
be held Friday through Sunday, June 4–6.
Friday morning will feature sidewalk sales
throughout the downtown area. Poetry on Windows, presented by the Stewardship Education
Alliance, will be on display in celebration of
United Nations World Oceans Day, showcasing works of local poets and students. S.E.A
will hold a fair from 1 to 4:30 p.m. on Friday
at the Camden Public Library Amphitheatre.

New Models
In Prescription
& Non-Prescription

Painting & General Contracting Services

Best
of the
Best
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The Camden Farmers Market, located at 116
Washington Street, will be open from 9 a.m. to
noon. Live music will be offered from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m., with Matt & Mac playing live jazz
in front of Camden National Bank, located at
2 Elm Street, and Alice Limoges singing originals on the deck at the Penobscot Bay Chamber of Commerce, located at 2 Public Landing.
Sidewalk sales and Poetry on Windows will
continue on Sunday.
For more information about the Camden
Area Business Group, visit camdenmaine
experience.com.

eizing this opportunity, I would like
to celebrate and heap praise upon my
right arm for being so good at what it
does. A congratulatory handshake is in
order, although I would need another
right hand to properly execute that
maneuver. I simply did not realize my
right arm was so dexterous and adept at
so many things.
Not to slight the left arm in any way
but, really, the right arm would win the
Oscar, hands down, for best actor. The
left would, no doubt, win for best supporting role but with no
hope of anything
better, unless …
unless something
were to happen to
the right arm rendering it completely useless. Say the
right arm was disqualified for doping after winning a big
race or it fell victim to an addiction from
which it could never recover even with
interventions and exclusive re-hab. It
would take something this dire before the
left arm could ever hope to rise to take the
place of the right and, even so, there
would always be the nagging, sub-surface
prejudice that it was still, technically, left.
What brought me to this observation is
the same circumstance that has affected
my writing and whole life in general: my
right arm has been in a sling, tied firmly
to my side for the last five weeks. When
people see me at church or in the liquor
JUST SAYING ... continues page 5

SUNGLASSES!

WARREN DENTAL

It Doesn’t Hurt to Look
Call for A Free Consultation
273-2835

at the junction of U.S. 1 & Rte. 97 • Warren

Damariscotta Hardware FRONT 05-24-18, 2x1.5, PROOF, AdMaker
free estimates online

NorthAtl anticPainting.com

- JUNE
nina
LA DISPENSA

Memorial Day
Weekend
Sat. 7:30-5:30
Sun. 8:30-4
Mon. 8:30-12:30

Damariscotta Hardware

A Tradition of Helpful Service and Honest Value
Open 7 Days 563-3428
• 563-3428
• DamariscottaHardware.com
• DamariscottaHardware.com
• Open 7 Days

We Have Furniture In Stock...

24 Central Street, Rockport – 207-236-8880

Now open for in-house dining, Wed thru Sat
Prix fixe or at the bar
June: the splendid island cuisine of Sicily
Reserve at http://exploretock.com/ninajune/

good impressions

COMPARE
big
impact
OUR PRICE, QUALITY & SERVICE TO ANYONE’S!
make a

shop small • shop local

PRINTING
COPIES
PRINTING • COPIES•• BLUEPRINTS

Selling off the floor. NO WAITING!

Auto
58 Park St., Rockland

Mon.-Fri., 8-5
Monday-Friday
8–5
Park
StreetRoad
Rockland
596-0707
3133
New
County
❖ Rockland ❖
596-0707

Home

Commercial

jedwardknight.com

Marine
594-8823

Primo Is
Open

Thank you
for celebrating our
20th season with us!
207.596.0770
2 Main Street
Rockland

primorestaurant.com

We are hiring passionate,

We are now closed for the season
season.
experienced
people who want
Reservations open April 1st for
re-opening
in May!
toour
join
us on our
journey.
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Roofing

Your
Maine
Home…

Call for a Free Estimate Today

Insurance

Home

Auto
58 Park St., Rockland

Commercial

jedwardknight.com

Marine
594-8823

Heating

“MCES takes care of all of our
plumbing, heating and electrical
needs… but most of all we have
been so pleased with their efficiency,
level of professionalism &
communication … they never leave
us hanging… and we always
know where we stand.”
— MC Energy Customer
Karen Bachelder & “Missy”

Real Estate

33 Midcoast Rd.
Damariscotta
800-890-7196

midcoastenergysystems.com

Your Locally Owned
& Operated Community
Real Estate Agency
for Mid-Coast Maine

DON’T HIDE YOUR
TAX REFUND MONEY
UNDER THEwww.catesre.com
MATTRESS!

313 Main St., Rockland 701-5600

Generators

NEVER
LOSE POWER
AGAIN!
Put It Into a NEW
MATTRESS

33 Midcoast Rd.
From FRANTZ Furniture!!
Damariscotta
800-890-7196
OFF
midcoastenergysystems.com

$100
Furniture
$300 OFF

Coil Spring Mattresses
Gel Foam Mattresses
(Floor Models)

2485 Camden Rd., Route 90, Warren
Phone: (207)273-1270

info@frantzfurniture.com
2485 CAMDEN RD
WARREN, ME
207.273.1270
FRANTZFURNITURE.COM
2 4 8 5 CA M D E N R D WA R R E N , M E
207.273.1270
F R A N TZ F U R N I T U R E . CO M

Electrical
Responsible,
Professional, Fast.

Custom Window Treatments
For all your window treatment needs
Serving Midcoast Maine Since 1960
Visit our showroom on Rt. 90, Warren ME
M-F 10am-5pm, Sat. by chance or appointment

(207) 273-4093•www.barnesawningandblinds.com

Custom Showers

Custom
Shower Doors
& Enclosures

PEN-BAY GLASS, Inc.

Route 1, Thomaston Line, Rockland, 594-0766 • www.penbayglass.com

Got a Plumbing
Problem?

Problem Solved.

33 Midcoast Rd.
Damariscotta
800-890-7196

midcoastenergysystems.com

DESIGNER SERVICES AVAILABLE

FURNITURE
I N CO LO R S I N S P I R E D
BY THE SEA

D E S I G N E R S E RV I C E S AVA I L A B L E

33 Midcoast Rd.
Damariscotta
800-890-7196

midcoastenergysystems.com

Banking

Name: ______________________________
Phone: _____________________________
Business: ___________________________
Entries must be received by noon, 6/25/21, Drawing 6/25/21.

Plumbing

Whether your problem is
urgent or you need a simple
upgrade, we have
years of experience
and expertise.
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to any business in this
paper or on our web site:
www.freepressonline.com

We provide a full range
of electrical services for
both residential and
commercial settings.

FURNITURE

IN COLORS INSPIRED
BY THE SEA

Send to:
Bus. of the Wk.
c/o THE FREE PRESS
P.O. Box 1076
Camden, ME
04843-1076

ONLY ONE ENTRY PER
HOUSEHOLD, PER WEEK,
WILL BE ENTERED IN
THE DRAWING.
Last Month’s
Winner was
Paul Monska
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DREAM FIRST
Looking to build or buy a new home? Ready to refinance?
At First National Bank, we can start working with
you at any phase of your home ownership process
to make your dream a reality.

National Bank
TheFirst.com • 800.564.3195
Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender
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Cash for Carbon—

Dear Appleton friends and neighbors,
I’m writing to ask support for a Resolution to Take Action
on Climate Pollution, which will appear as Warrant Article
30 on the ballot at this year’s town meeting, to be held on
Tuesday, June 8. Voting will be at the Appleton Fire Station
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The Resolution reads as follows:
“To see if the town will authorize the Board of Selectmen
to convey to Appleton’s state legislators, members of Congress, governor and president of the United States that the
town hereby calls upon our federal elected representatives
to enact carbon-pricing legislation to protect Maine from the
costs and environmental risks of continued carbon inaction.
To protect households, we support Cash-Back Carbon Pricing that charges fossil fuel producers for their carbon pollution and rebates the money collected to all residents on an
equal basis with monthly dividend shares. The record of the
vote approving this article shall be transmitted by written
notice to the above-mentioned parties by the Board of Selectmen within 30 days of this vote.”
The goal is to speed up the transition to a carbon emission–free energy economy by including the hidden cost of
pollution in the price of fossil fuels.
What are some more details about this pricing policy? It
would apply nationwide, avoiding state-by-state attempts at
regulation or pricing. Modest but steadily increasing fees
(not taxes) would be placed on fossil fuels at the mine, well
or port of entry based on their emissions. All money collected, less administrative costs, would be returned to U.S.
households on an equal per-person basis monthly. Border
carbon adjustment will protect U.S. jobs from non-fee countries. (Many U.S. trading partners already have instituted
carbon pricing and will soon use border adjustments against
the U.S.)
Some of the advantages of the Carbon Cashback approach
over the usual tools, like regulations, are:
• Supported by a majority of climate scientists, economists
and many elected bipartisan officials as being the most effective way to reduce CO2 and other greenhouse gas pollution;
• Would reduce carbon emissions 40% in 12 years and
90% in 30 years;
• Good for the economy and jobs. The pricing alone accelerates and incentivizes energy innovation;
• Market driven and revenue neutral. People, not government, get the net revenues. All proceeds from the carbon fee,
minus administrative costs, would be divided equally and
returned to taxpayers on a per-person basis through a monthly dividend check or automatic deposit;
• Most Americans (61%), especially in middle- to lowincome brackets, would benefit economically since they heat
smaller homes and travel less than wealthy households but
would receive identical dividends.
Voting will be held by secret ballot. Your vote is important. The outcome will be determined by the number of people who come out and vote!
Together we can support a healthy planet not only for
today, but for our children and their children. There’s nothing more important!
Sharon Pree, Appleton

White Distress—

As shown in the following books, White communities are
in distress. The popular nonfiction books “Hillbilly Elegy”
by J.D. Vance and “Hill Women” by Cassie Chambers focus
on the distresses of the poor Whites in Appalachia, while the
seminal study “Deaths by Despair” by Princeton professor
Anne Chase and Nobel Prize winner Angus Dunton depicts
distresses in the poor and working-class White communities, especially for White midlife males.
The deaths of despair are the death or mortality by drug
overdoses, alcoholism and suicide of less-educated, working-class and less-skilled Whites. It is marked by economic inequality such as low wages and accompanied by ill
health, sicknesses and pain or morbidity along with a sense
of hopelessness, especially among younger White males and
White males in midlife from ages 45 to 54. What is occurring among working-class midlife White men is increasing
mortality leading to declines in life expectancy and, for those
not dying, increased morbidity and mental stress.
Chase and Dunton point out that Whites with a bachelor
of arts degree or above do not suffer, to the same extent, the
maladies that affect working-class Whites, and that the maladies which make their lives worse are long-term.
Although neither of the books touches on the distresses of
the White middle class, it is increasingly apparent that the
deaths of despair, along with morbidity and mental stress,
are creeping into the rapidly shrinking White middle class,
hastened by the COVID-19 virus.
In summary, higher income and wealthier Whites do not
seem to suffer the distresses associated with poor and working-class Whites.
In closing, while the lives of most groups in America may
be improving, the lives of working-class and middle-class
Caucasians, especially males, are worsening.
Rodney Lynch, Rockland

A Park for Waldoboro—

With regard to the proposal for a park (the A.D. Gray Community Park) in Waldoboro, some may dismiss it out of worries of gentrification in Waldoboro.
Bringing in more low-cost housing (for older adults without preference for villagers) might do this, but it would also
deter Waldoboro’s youth from putting down roots. Here are
four things the board should consider first:
1. Build and encourage the building of middle-income
housing
2. Reduce or freeze property taxes for long-term residents
3. Protect senior home-owners (by giving financial assistance for upkeep)
4. Prohibit large-scale luxury development
A park, on the other hand, is an incentive to hold on to
Waldoboro’s vitality. Imagine a gazebo for summer concerts, a playground for young families, community gardens for growing food and meeting other local people, activities such as pickleball, skating rink and fields and shade and
tables for families of all ages to gather for all purposes. And
a park could help create more life and small businesses for
downtown (think employment). This is what will enable
Waldoboro to thrive and keep its young people, for generations. Waldoboro may have plenty of public land, but no
place to do these things.
Susan Szwed, Waldoboro

Marijuana Vote in Hope—

We are writing to ask our neighbors in Hope to please vote
yes on Article 4 during our town election on June 8.
That ballot question reads, “Shall the Ordinance Prohibiting Retail Marijuana Establishments and Retail Marijuana
Social Clubs in the Town of Hope, Maine, be amended?”
The actual legal change is very narrow. A yes vote would
only allow Hope’s two longstanding and legally licensed
“medical” marijuana growers — like us — to sell our product to the new “recreational” marijuana stores in Maine.
That’s all. A yes vote would not allow any retail stores,
social clubs or anything like that.
The recreational market is growing, and we would like
to sell our product in our new recreational store we are building in Rockland. That’s why this is on the ballot.
Now that recreational marijuana is legal, some big companies are starting to grow marijuana in Maine. A yes vote
will give us a fighting chance to compete. It will also mean
a few more good jobs in Hope and in Rockland.
Not much else will change in Hope with a yes vote, except
our longstanding family business will survive and hopefully thrive. Please consider voting yes to keep Hope the way
it is — and give our business a chance to really grow.
Seth and Ashley Haskins, Hope

Diane Giese for Thomaston—

I am writing to support the candidacy of Diane Giese as
(incumbent) member of the Thomaston Select Board. I feel
lucky to have this funny, intelligent and warm-hearted person as a friend and neighbor, and I feel proud to share just
some of the reasons I hope Diane will be re-elected.
Since she moved to Thomaston eight years ago, she has
contributed to Thomaston in multiple ways, bringing both
her special combination of entrepreneurial experience and
nonprofit experience to everything she does.
Not long after moving here, Diane started a fabulous program through the Thomaston Public Library called “40 Days
of Summer.” Based on her past experience as executive director of Portsmouth, NH’s, food pantry, she was aware of the
issues of hunger in our town, and how important it is to provide summer lunches for children. Diane came up with the idea
of a program that combined free lunches with extraordinary
children’s activities, and through grants and fundraising made
this available free to all children in the area. Last summer, she
and the library staff came up with adaptive strategies to continue the program in spite of COVID, serving over 2,800 meals
to community children with breakfasts, lunches + crafts to go.
Diane’s entrepreneurship started in the hospitality industry as a chef owner of a well-known restaurant for 21 years
in Cambridge, Mass. I think this helped her get a sense of
what brings community together. In 2015, Diane initially
volunteered to serve as head librarian for the Thomaston
Library and ultimately was appointed. As head librarian, she
was instrumental in making the library into a special gem
for the community with a number of programs that brought
people together. Since retiring from this role, she has continued to help by writing grants and participating as a trustee
on the Library Board and the Academy Building Board, and
as a member of the Friends of the Thomaston Library.
During her two years as a selectperson, Diane has been a
strong voice for moving the town forward. This strong record
of commitment to Thomaston, combined with her amazing
energy are the reasons I support her. I am sure everyone who
works with her — whether they agree with her on every detail
or not — can relate to her being both hardworking and forthright with her ideas. I see these qualities as huge benefits for
Thomaston and truly hope you will vote to make sure she continues to serve on our Select Board. Please vote on June 8.
Jane Farthing, Thomaston
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From Offshore
by Eva Murray

Around in Circles
(a circuitous nod to island teachers
and offshore sailors)

I

remember being “the new schoolteacher,” so-called, in
1987, without a name for the first six months as was customary in those days, and without much of a field guide to
this foreign posting. The things I’d heard around Spruce
Head were all the result of one particular knife fight, so largely ignorable, and the rumors at the Rockport lumberyard
where I was employed sounded more like “Moby Dick” than
a teaching job. Well, I figured — go, live and learn.
More recently came a Facebook message from the wife of
our next new teacher making a couple of perfectly logical
inquiries. Where does one start? I might suggest certain irreverent Roald Dahl stories or that book about overwintering at
the South Pole, but no; that’s just being a wise aleck. Maybe
read up about going away to sea.
As it happens, earlier this spring I was asked to read the
draft of an upcoming book about such an experience. Blackwell’s Uncle’s account of his circumnavigation of the planet by sail was intentionally reminiscent of Joshua Slocum’s
voyage in the 1890s, only with little actual solo time, a backup Yanmar, and a single-sideband radio. I was encouraged
to write a line or two by way of a blurb. “In Slocum’s Wake”
is not out yet, but I shall recommend it. You need not know
a thing about sailing.
“Blackwell’s Uncle” is how Captain Nat Warren-White
has been referred to in my house since he first ordered a blueberry pie by handwritten note from the ’43 Bahati through
the Matinicus Post Office, back years ago when the P.O.
overlooked the harbor and was captained, if not oiled, by the
inexplicable Dick Moody, postmaster and unwilling storekeeper. Blackwell would be Adam Blackwell, our son’s
roommate from Gould Academy, also briefly indentured
as “the Phone Man’s Apprentice.” He was here in the early
days of YouTube when Paul and Adam discovered that they
could sit around after work watching gigantic Wartsila diesels
online, complete with cheerful engine sounds, while baking
a nightly round of chocolate chip cookies. They burned some
cookies with the volume cranked up so high they couldn’t
hear the kitchen timer.
Dick Moody, for his part, kept the island post office
smelling pretty much like either toast or Brussels sprouts,
depending on what he was cooking in the back. A few things
were understood about how he ran the operation. One shouldn’t ask for much. A boxholder’s subscriptions would be
judged (I was getting “The Northern Logger and Timber
Processor” at the time and he had a lot to say about that).
Sadly, that particular United States Post Office, newly renovated — with a new postmaster who was a crabmeat-picker rather than a Brussels-sprout-cooker, which entirely altered
the smell of the place — burned down in 2008. I wasn’t at
the fire, which made me feel useless to this community.
I was at “dump school” learning how to operate a transfer
station. Everybody else ran to put the fire out. Turns out, it
had started with a garbage fire.
If all that doesn’t say something to new folks about living
here, I’m not sure what else to offer.
We might steal a few quotes from Blackwell’s Uncle’s
book which just happen to describe Matinicus with notable
accuracy. Hey, maybe the new teacher’s family will see this.
“Most of the time,” writes the author after returning to his
home port, “I enjoyed the challenges we faced ‘fixing things
in paradise,’ one definition of long-distance sailing.…”
It’s a decent definition of this place, too.
“People often ask: ‘What do you do out there day after
day?’ They have no idea how time-consuming managing a
sailboat offshore can be.” Likewise, each islander has
answered that question more times than they can count. There
is enough to do. Sometimes it helps to have hobbies, and
watching YouTube video of diesels while baking cookies
absolutely counts as a hobby. Other days are entirely spent
sorting out the convoluted logistics of getting your groceries
home.
“At sea, a fellow comes out. Salt water is like wine, in that
respect” (Warren-White attributes that quote to Herman
Melville). Believe me, an offshore March will answer a few
questions and make you meet yourself coming and going.
You can’t kid yourself in a week-long gale with a solid fifteen neighbors and you’re out of milk.
The bookshelf described at the end of “In Slocum’s Wake”
included the usual Chapman and Bowditch, books on knottying, Farley Mowat’s “The Boat Who Wouldn’t Float,” and
“Where There Is No Doctor.” Those last two might be a good
idea.
By the way, if you are writing a memoir, please don’t think
of me for a happy little blurb. Not this time of year, anyway.
Island summers are no time for lengthy bouts of reading if
you work here.
Eva Murray lives, works and writes
on Matinicus Island.
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Notes from Lime City

Yes on 4 in Rockport, Yes
to Pine Tree Power Co.,
and What’s Up with
Community Solar Farms

by Becca Shaw Glaser & Nathan Kroms Davis

B

ecca: So Nate, I think it’s time we let people know the
big news: I’ve moved to the neighboring Lime City.
I didn’t want to leave Rockland, but various circumstances
led to me finding myself living in the spandex-wearing, dogwalking capital of Maine. We are about to vote here in Rockport and I don’t know what’s going on, like I would have
in Rockland. Signs recently popped up: “Protect Property
Rights; Vote No on #4.” At first they mystified me. Then
I realized the signs are against regulating Airbnbs. In fact,
they are so against regulating Airbnbs, they are opposing a
ballot item so weak sauce it is merely a basic polling of the
voters on whether we think the Select Board should pursue
a formal ordinance regulating Airbnbs. I say, yes on 4! We
need to prioritize year-round housing and neighborhoods,
not treat private property as sacred kingdoms that exist without regard for the common good.
Nate: In other political affairs, today I testified to the
Maine Legislative Committee on Energy, Utilities and Technology regarding LD 1708, also known as “An Act To Create the Pine Tree Power Company, a Nonprofit Utility, to
Deliver Lower Rates, Reliability and Local Control for Maine
Energy Independence,” also known as “The Bill to Get Rid
of CMP.” It’s about replacing CMP (and Versant) with a
consumer-owned utility (the delightfully named “Pine Tree
Power Company”), which I think would be a great thing for
Maine. And apparently a lot of other people think so too: 74
people signed up to testify in favor of the bill (Maine Public reported “more than 80,” but I counted 74), and only 13
signed up opposed; most of those opposed were reps or lobbyists for CMP or Versant. The Pine Tree Power Company
would exclusively serve the people of Maine, unlike CMP
and Versant, which are for-profit companies beholden to
their foreign owners.
Becca: Give me the two-second pitch. What’s the cost,
upfront and, say, 10 years down the line?
Nate: The Pine Tree Power Company would be financed
initially by bonds, at no upfront ratepayer or taxpayer cost,
and is projected to save Mainers $9 billion over 30 years
(though, of course, there is a great deal of uncertainty in such
projections). Unlike CMP, it would embrace renewable energy. And it’s important to realize that consumer-owned utilities are not new or rare — there are already nine of them
in Maine alone!
Becca: What do you mean by renewable energy? That’s
a slippery word. Like, CMP and its partners have deluged
us with fake stuff about their “clean energy corridor,” Summit Natural Gas claims fracked gas is green, some claim
burning trash is renewable, etc.
Nate: It’s good you pointed that out. I was being a little
careless here. The legislation itself doesn’t contain explicit
definitions of renewable or clean energy, but it does state
that one of the purposes of the company would be “to provide an open, supportive and competitive platform to develop and deploy renewable generation, storage, efficiency and
beneficial electrification technologies.” The intention of the
proponents (including me) is that the Pine Tree Power Company would explicitly work towards low carbon emissions.
And because the Pine Tree Power Company Board would
be elected, the people of Maine could elect board members
who would prioritize clean energy (or potentially not, if that
is the will of the voters). What about you, Becca? What do
you think of the Pine Tree Power Company? Are you as
charmed by the name as I am?
Becca: I’m more fond of Maine’s raggedy spruce trees
myself, but I’m thrilled at the idea of getting rid of CMP for
a locally managed, nonprofit, environmentally forward power company. On the subject of CMP, lately I’m getting flyers for solar stuff. A while back we wrote about how Summit Natural Gas’s offers were too good to be true, but the
community solar offers seem legit, if a bit confusing. The
basic thing is that instead of having to front the often-expensive cost of a personal solar system, Mainers can (hopefully) save money on electricity while increasing our solar power infrastructure. I haven’t decided which community solar
program to be part of, but I like ReVision because it’s
employee-owned and Maine-based. I was hesitant about its
partnership with non-employee-owned Arcadia. But after
speaking with ReVision, it seems that ReVision builds and
maintains the solar farms, while Arcadia manages billing.
P.S. I’ve moved one town over for now, but Notes from
Lime City will continue to cover diverse issues, feature fantastically scintillating interviews, and, Nate, you’re never leaving Rockland, so the column will stay rooted, but evolving.
Nate is an accordionist, and a Rockland City
Councilor who speaks here for himself. Becca grew
up sliding down the lime mountain at
Walker Park in Rockport.
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Experimental Housing——————————————————————————————————————

In May 2018 Habitat for Humanity appeared before the
Rockland Planning Board with a proposal to construct as many
as 12 very small houses on six Habitat-owned lots at the end
of Philbrick Avenue. Residential B zoning requires a minimum 6,400-square-foot lot size and an 80-foot setback, but a
reduction of both was granted. The experiment of tiny houses on Philbrook Avenue hasn’t been a good example, with the
lots mostly empty three years later. A couple of homes are nearly complete, though it’s difficult to tell if any are occupied.
Habitat for Humanity now has another tiny house experiment in the works, this time for 165 Talbot Avenue. There are
a number of difficulties in their concept design. The Planning
Board and City Council are being asked to change setbacks
and minimum square footages again. This property has never been built on because it’s a wetland with Lindsey Brook
tributaries running through it. The 10.6 acres is so wet that
50% isn’t buildable at all. Habitat proposes building eight onebedroom rental residences that will each be a tiny 500 square
feet, three rental duplexes that will each have a one-bedroom (1,000-square-foot), and a three-bedroom (1,200-square
foot) residence. That’s a lot for a wetland stress to manage
with a drainage system that has already been overburdened.
When you have been vandalized several times, you are wary
about a development such as this with a history of bringing
noise, trash, drugs, violence and a perpetual police presence.
Attending the Planning Board meeting recently, I was
excoriated for thinking that my backyard could be less secure
even before 14 houses were planted in my backyard.
When our children were young (children acting as children), [they] were told that we must be rich to live in this

Dental Services for Students—

I have worked as a school nurse in Rockland schools over the
past 16 years, and what I have seen during that time is that families struggle to secure adequate dental care for their children.
Our school’s free and reduced rate is greater than 60%,
and 44% of children in Rockland are enrolled in MaineCare.
Our families live with significant financial stress. Knox
County does not have any dental homes that are open to children with MaineCare, forcing many families to travel long
distances to find a dentist.
In my school system, only our elementary schools have
been able to participate in the Maine CDC’s School Oral
Health Program (SOHP) due to current eligibility guidelines.
This program provides evidence-based services to our students, including oral health screenings, fluoride varnish and
sealants. We also have a mobile dental hygienist who comes
to school to see a few students who have MaineCare and no
dental home; however, this is far from adequate to meet the
needs of the students at our school. Because of limited funding, many schools are not even able to enroll in the SOHP.
The SOHP is critically important to help my students stay
healthy. LD 1501: An Act To Protect Oral Health for Children in Maine would expand the SOHP so more schools and
students K-12 could benefit from this program. Dental care
should not be a luxury for children. I encourage legislators
to support LD 1501 so children need not suffer from preventable dental infection and pain.
Ilmi Carter, RN, Rockland

Turning Away Is a Privilege—

Telling the story of our Black, Brown and Native neighbors
does not undermine America. Wanting to mend the wound
that we all carry is not conspiracy; it’s caring. But many Americans refuse to carry even a small portion of our problematic
history. We tend to off-load both the blame and grief onto the
very ones who were (and still are) maligned. Their stories
deserve to be told in our schools. Why would we allow racial
conditioning to pass unopposed to the next generation by sidestepping our duty to name the elephant in the room? Turning
away, which is a privilege, allows that old seed to germinate
once again. Pridefulness would have us only remember America’s affirming legends. A thoughtful reappraisal that includes
the darker history of legislative discrimination supported by
terror and violence is dismissed as a self-hating exercise sure
to undermine American self-regard.
This very same pattern of willfully not wanting to know is
on full view in Washington, D.C. The GOP is now opposing
the creation of a bipartisan commission to investigate what happened leading up to and during the January 6 insurrection at
the Capitol. After months of negotiations and delay, a bill finally emerged and the Republican leadership promptly disavowed
it as unnecessary. This was pure Lucy from Peanuts, pulling
the football at the last moment, yet again. We are no longer surprised that people entertain the Big Lie in spite of everyone
knowing that it is a lie. The fiction has come to serve another
purpose: it is a badge of allegiance to a vengeful ex-president.
George Mason, Nobleboro
The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.

house. The childish remarks haven’t gone away as the name
calling continues even today, showing ignorance about hard
work and the success it brings. The name calling is disrespectful and childish, then and now. Maturity hasn’t come to
some who know nothing of the struggles we’ve had to navigate. Our security, safety and serenity are being threatened.
Our neighbors got together recently on a walk with a few
city councilors and Planning Board members to take a look
at the drainage issues that already exist downstream from
the proposed site at 165 Talbot Avenue. Our walk was an
eye-opening experience, guided by our neighborhood hydrology expert Dr. Milan Pavich. I’d never seen these areas
where the Lindsey Brook is eroding its banks and the lawns
of homeowners. Sediment and debris from the runoff ends
up in Lermond Cove, ultimately. (That’s where the schooners
dock.) The expense of dredging many years ago was in the
range of $80,000 to $100,000, with a special deal for disposal at the landfill. This price will be much higher as the
landfill is closing and the dredging will need to be done again.
No special price this next time, so taxes will have to be
increased substantially for this experiment in wetland housing development. The whole city will be paying the price of
an experimental housing development.
Beverly Cowan, Rockland

CMP Corridor—

Dear treated like a fellow flunky,
Have you been all too frequently receiving your pro(paganda) Central Maine Power Corridor (marketing-ly renamed
the “Clean Energy Corridor”) sheets?
Yes, that two-or-three-a-week mail delivery!
My reaction to such a printout is simple. Any time a foreign energy conglomerate, much owned by investors in
Spain, spends so much time and energy trying to convince
me I will gain soooo much from what they want to do for
themselves, I get suspicious!
So … reject!
Likely the printing of these sheets qualifies as a benefit to
the Maine economy. That printing is likely as much of an
advantage to the Maine economy as the corridor itself would
provide. I plan to use the sheets as a table placemat for particularly greasy meals.
If you have no other use, please recycle them so as to do
no harm to the Maine economy. By comparison, that will put
l
you
T a large step ahead of their proposed corridor alternative!
Thank you,
John Meyn, Friendship
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Sen. David Miramant—

LD 1411 Is Giving Working Mainers a Fair Shot

N

o matter the circumstances, one thing will always be true:
Maine depends on small businesses, and small businesses depend on Maine. With close to 99% of Maine businesses
categorized as small, small businesses are central to our economy and our success. We should do everything we can to ensure
their survival. Yet, we’ve seen more and more manufacturing jobs go overseas, and more and more contracts go out of
state. For those reasons, I want to talk with you about LD 1411.
This bill, “An Act To Establish the Maine Buy American and
Build Maine Act,” puts emphasis on Maine businesses and
gives preference to the hardworking people here in Maine.
The bill has two focal points. The first requires Maine to buy
most of its manufactured goods from American companies.
This includes products such as cement, steel, textiles and so
on. The second prioritizes Maine-based businesses when awarding government contracts. These contracts vary from web page
servicing to mask production to chemical testing. Overall, this
bill prioritizes Maine-based businesses, workers and American manufacturing when the state awards procurement contracts. This is something we’ve always known is a good idea,
and now we are trying to establish a system to do it.
This measure guarantees that taxpayer dollars are used
to help workers here in our state. This puts Maine businesses in the best position possible when bidding for public projects across all levels. If two companies submit similar bids for projects, it will go to the Maine company.
Additionally, if a Maine-based company is outbid by an outof-state company, the Maine company will have the opportunity to match the bid and get the contract.
Maine would join 38 other states with similar laws in place.

This levels the playing field for Maine businesses and Maine
workers. Small businesses support our communities, and
now it’s our turn to support them. If our state is going to
spend dollars from hard-working taxpayers on goods and
services, why not make sure they’re Maine-made? I always
want to maximize taxpayer investments and put everything
back into the community.
This bill will bolster local economies and grow our “Made
in Maine” brand. Here in Knox County, we know the benefit of having good, high-quality family-run businesses — many
of which have had a hard year. I hope this provides a sense of
relief to our local business owners and encourages them to
continue growing this summer. This is an opportunity for us
to give Maine companies a head start going forward and to
really support and strengthen the middle class. When given
the option between a local, small, family-oriented business or
a big corporation, the choice is simple. I couldn’t bear the
thought of putting businesses that employ our neighbors, invest
in our schools, and support our community organizations at
odds against a company with lower labor standards overseas.
I will always be for Maine businesses and Maine labor.
I’m glad to be supporting this bill that puts the power back
in the hands of hard-working Mainers and the middle class.
I support this bill and I hope you do too.
If you have any other ideas, thoughts, or questions, please
don’t hesitate to reach out. Feel free to call my office at
287-1515 or send me an email at david.miramant@
legislature.maine.gov.
David Miramant represents Maine Senate District 12,
which includes most of Knox County.

JUST SAYING ... C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1
aisle they ask, “What happened to you?” “Bar fight” is my ing. Polo is out, that’s for sure. I mean you may still be able to
standard reply, “And I had to have surgery.” They invari- control the horse but what’s the point? No handsprings, no chinably ask how my opponent fared. I confide that “After the ups or cartwheels and no working out on the rings in the gym.
surgery, the doctor was a mess too.”
Typing is a challenge and operating a computer mouse with
The humdrum truth be told, I managed to find the last ves- your “other” hand is so unmanageable that it’s pointless.
tige of ice from the 2020–21 winter, my feet slipped out from
More pedestrian restrictions include using a knife and fork
under me and I fell, hitting the ground with all my might, at the same time. There is no driving, sleeping in a bed, using
landing a punishing blow with my right elbow.
ladders or scaffolding, operating jack hammers and chain
The ground did not appear to suffer all that much damage. saws, or doing anything productive that involves my right
Remarkably, my elbow escaped unscathed and cleverly trans- arm — even if it’s just on stand-by, like on a roof where
ferred all that momentum into my right shoulder. I did not break I might have to use my right arm to steady myself when
any bones but the frightful force had to go somewhere and was my left arm is busy beckoning for help.
In the bathroom, a quick shave turns into a lengthy trial,
taken up by two tendons, which were ripped from my rotator
cuff along with most of the tendon that attaches the bicep to brushing teeth is awkward, and buttoning a shirt becomes an
the shoulder. Unfortunately, the bicep is the upper arm mus- exercise in patience. Then there are the many personal chores
cle you flex on the beach when you want to impress the girls. that the left hand might not be adept at — such as changing
All that had to be reattached if I ever hoped to swing a a toilet paper roll. Don’t let your imagination stop there.
All this brings on not only praises for my right arm but a
hammer overhead, plaster drywall seams, or impress any
girls with the arm that knows how to do those sorts of things. newfound respect for the left-handed. How do you manage?
With the surgeon, anesthesiologist, hospital and pharmacy, Even scissors are against you.
So, as far as my school-age declaration that I would give
this billed out to about $36,000 not counting the bar tab or
the hospital gift shop. It’s more than I usually pay an elec- my right arm to be ambidextrous, that’s just silly. Ambidextrician but less than you have to shell out to buy a new pick- terity isn’t worth a right arm.
up truck. Luckily, I had already paid this highfalutin fee
Contact the author by sending e-mail
through decades of health insurance premiums and selfto sadowski@tidewater.net. © 2021, TOM SADOWSKI.
employment contributions to Medicare.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. AND, UNTIL THE RIGHT
The list of things I am not allowed to do at this time is dauntHEALS, ALL LEFTS ARE NOW ALSO RESERVED.

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
Long Game Is Minority Rule—————————————————————————————

Not only have Republicans introduced 360 voter suppression bills in state legislatures meant to limit citizens’ ability
to vote, Republicans have also introduced legislation to limit voters’ ability to challenge the changes in court. This resembles a hostage-taking of sorts. Habeas Corpus is the very old
(12th-century England) concept that aims to prevent a state
authority from imprisoning, then denying a person the ability to challenge one’s imprisonment before a judge or court.
Suppressing voters’ rights then preventing challenges to
the suppression turns citizens, mostly poor and people of color, though really all of us, into hostages held captive to, in
our current politics, the whims of the minority in this country. Of the three major voting groups — Independents,
Democrats, and Republicans — Republicans are the minority party. According to Gallup polling from 2004 to today
Independents make up the largest block of voters, Democrats next, with Independents over the same period consistently leaning toward the Democrats, at times by as much as 15%.
Mitch McConnell single-handedly blocked Merrick Garland, Obama’s nominee for the Supreme Court to replace
Antonin Scalia, from being considered, claiming that seating
a new justice during an election year was inappropriate. This
maneuver nine or so months before the election was seen as
an unprecedented power grab denying a sitting president his
constitutional authority to have his nominee considered.
McConnell forced Amy Coney Barrett’s nomination through
the Senate just days before the 2020 election while voting was
already under way. Not only was McConnell’s hypocrisy on
full display, his success solidified the minority party’s ideo-

logically biased SCOTUS majority with an ability to dictate
minority priorities on the majority of Americans. Democracy
was severely undercut by this minority power play. Voter suppression laws and efforts to rig the judicial system against challenges to these laws reinforce anti-democratic minority rule.
A form of gerrymander, designing districts that crowd particular voters together to influence election outcomes, dilutes
a voter’s ballot. “One person, one vote” and “equal representation” no longer apply in districts drawn to assure the
minority wins state elections in spite of losing the majority
of votes. This has happened in Wisconsin, Ohio and North
Carolina, and the effects subvert state legislatures and federal representation to benefit the minority party. Trump’s
COVID chaos, the Big Lie and the January 6th cover-up are
political consequences of the minority party winning state
and congressional majorities with dubious public support.
Americans, by and large, dislike cheaters; unfortunately
too many Americans view cheating as how to get ahead. Voter suppression laws, disenfranchising legitimate voters, court
packing, gerrymanders, foreign influence peddling, unprincipled obstruction of popular public policy and legislation,
dishonest media such as Fox News and the OAN network
capitalizing on the Big Lie are all ways Republican actions
and rhetoric have cheated the public. Despite being the
minority party, the long game they’re playing is closing on
that Holy Grail Karl Rove envisioned in 2007 of a “permanent Republican majority” in Congress. American democracy is over when a tyranny of the minority succeeds.
Steve Demetriou, Waldoboro
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From Bitcoins to F-150s
by Michael G. Roskin

T

he enthusiasm unleashed by the unveiling of the electric
Ford F-150 has jolted our national psychology: America is back! We’re still great innovators! It’s a new dawn!
Quite possibly true.
Along with the decline of COVID infections, the new pickup fosters a positive mood. Sales should be brisk and accelerate the shift to electric vehicles. This could turn our economy from a volatile, speculative obsession with tokens of
no intrinsic value to tangible durables you can really use that
employ workers.
Bitcoins, for example, gain and lose several thousand dollars a day. Based on nothing, they neared $65,000 (for one!)
but last week far less, along with other cryptocurrencies.
There were some better — but still chancey — investments:
stocks, venture capital, homes, baseball cards and smartphone apps. During manias, investors bet on just about
anything.
The chief reason is excess liquidity: so much cash floating around that investors don’t know where to put it. For a
while, this works. The GDP could grow 7% this year. Desperate workers get the relief and now jobs they need. Everybody’s house is worth more. Corporations boost their value by buying back their own stock. Foreigners flock to the
safe, soaring U.S. economy. The rich get richer than ever.
But can it last? Liberal economists argue that inflation will
be temporary. It’s been so low for so long that a rise to the
desirable 2% may help more than hurt. But asset inflation is
already way past that. Now just about all consumer prices,
fueled by pent-up spending, are rising. Official inflation statistics lag, and they don’t include food and gasoline. Too
volatile. As if people don’t eat and drive.
But inflation may not be the big threat. The danger is
that this rather contrived growth will end when someone
pulls the liquidity plug, which has to eventually happen. The
Biden administration proposes that their $6 trillion relief and
infrastructure packages are temporary necessities and that
once growth takes hold federal deficits will shrink. We could
soon see how this works.
I’m all for aiding people desperate to put food on the table
and pay the rent or mortgage. But where does the money go
after that? To landlords and mortgage-holders, many of
whom are also hard pressed to pay their own debts. And
where does this money go? Eventually up to banks and hedge
funds.
Federal spending aimed at ordinary citizens, however
praiseworthy, soon rises into the hands of the investor class,
which has to invest it in something. They make no money
sitting on cash amid years of absurdly low interest rates. The
Great Recession of 2008–09 persuaded the Federal Reserve
to keep interest at essentially zero. For retired savers, this
amounts to a stealth tax on their savings: zero interest income
minus several percent inflation.
The Fed now rightly fears that even modest interest bumps
could end the investment mania and crash the economy.
When you’re on the tiger’s back, how do you get off?
There is no hard-and-fast threshold for the U.S. national
debt, now around 100% of GDP. This sounds huge until you
learn that Japan and China have long had national debts
above 200% of their respective GDPs. But neither the yen
nor the yuan (RMB) play a major role in international trade;
some two-thirds of international deals are written in U.S.
dollars. (Beijing tries to alter that in promoting RMB for
world trade, with some success.)
The cash-infused mania can continue for quite some time.
But eventually either a Republican administration (and a few
Democrats) on top of a change of heart at the Fed will stop
the cascade of money. Will that end the growth spurt?
Here’s where I hope my pessimism proves wrong. If
there are enough sound, sustainable investments among
the silly ones, the economy, boosted by the current jump in
venture capital, may thrive. A cryptocurrency crash does little harm to the overall economy. Electric vehicles will build
a better, solid economic base, one that gives Americans
decent jobs.
I’m delighted when Elon Musk expands production of his
all-electric Tesla car, so far the industry leader but now tasting competition. I’m concerned when Musk touts and then
disparages cryptocurrencies, sending them first soaring, then
crashing. Shoemaker, stick to your last.
Much depends on how soon we can build a nationwide
network of recharging stations. Electric vehicles can go over
200 miles on a charge, enough for most purposes but always
leaving drivers a bit worried that they’ll run out. Home
recharging overnight — you’ll need a 220 outlet — offers
some assurance.
One interesting shift accompanies electric vehicles: antienvironmentalist conservatives stop sneering. They too will
want rapid acceleration, low fuel costs, jobsite electricity
and vehicle batteries that can run your home during power
outages. This change is as big as the spread of gasoline-fired
piston engines over a century ago.
Mike Roskin is a retired professor
of political science.
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Pilots Association Offers COVID Vaccine to International Sailors

W

by Ethan Andrews
hen Maine removed the residency requirement for
COVID-19 vaccination last month, Skip Strong of the
Penobscot Bay and River Pilots Association immediately
thought of the crews aboard cargo ships and tankers.
“Just by chance, we had a bunch of ships coming into Searsport,” he said, “and I was thinking, you know, let’s try to
do something for these guys that have generally been stuck
on ships and screwed over since the start of this pandemic.”
Like everything else in the past year, the relationship
between the pilots, who navigate commercial
ships in and out of local ports, and the international crews aboard them has been complicated.
Local restrictions at ports around the world put
an end to shore leave and often kept crews in a
de facto quarantine for months at a time. At the
same time, the close confines of the ship left
them vulnerable to outside infection.
“They were more concerned about us, the
pilots, coming on board and bringing something
on,” Strong said.
In Maine, pilots weren’t vaccinated early as
essential workers, but they were expected to
work, which meant taking great care, Strong said
— windows open, masks on, surfaces wiped
down, no handshaking, no signing paperwork.
When the vaccine eligibility was opened to

anyone, Strong talked to several state agencies in an attempt
to get the mobile vaccination lab or another provision for
visiting crews. When nothing came of it, his wife, Annie
Dundon, a physician assistant at the Community Health Center in Southwest Harbor, offered to approach Mount Desert
Island Hospital. The hospital released 70 doses of Johnson
and Johnson vaccine, “which is the perfect one for the
sailors,” Strong said. “Because they’re one and done.”
Since then, Strong has coordinated with the shipping companies and crews in advance of their arrival to find out how

many sailors want the vaccine. Dundon has worked on a volunteer basis around her regular work schedule to give the shots.
On May 20, she vaccinated 23 Thai sailors aboard Sunisa
Naree, a bulk carrier with a load of petcoke from Cartagena, Colombia.
“It took us about two hours from start to finish,” Strong
said, “and they were ecstatic, I mean, these guys were so
happy to get that.”
Two days later, a cargo ship arrived from Turkey with
windmill blades and less-than-perfect vaccine attendance —
nine of 17 got the shot. Sailors aboard a ship
carrying wood pulp were found to have already
been vaccinated during a port call in Albany,
N.Y., where a similar initiative was in place.
Dundon vaccinated all 19 sailors on a ship that
traveled from Japan with a load of iron oxide.
The couple are hoping to get some help from
someone who can administer vaccines and, in
a small way, keep the flow of global commerce
moving.
“Ninety percent of what most people consume comes on a ship,” Strong said, “and we
need to keep those guys healthy.”
Annie Dundon vaccinates crew members
aboard Sunisa Naree on May 20.
PHOTO COURTESY SKIP STRONG
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Sponsor Pulls Plug on Aquaculture Building
Code Exemption
Oceans will continue to work with local and state

A

by Ethan Andrews
bill that would have exempted land-based
aquaculture from the state’s building and
energy code has been voted down in committee
at the request of the sponsor. To what extent
companies planning such facilities will have to
comply with the code remains unclear.
LD 1473, an emergency governor’s bill sponsored by Sen. Kimberley Rosen, R-Hancock
County, was written by the Maine Department
of Economic and Community Development
at the request of Whole Oceans, the company
that is developing a land-based salmon farm on
the former paper mill site in Bucksport. According to DECD, Whole Oceans asked for the
exemption because the Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code (MUBEC) would have
required it to install sprinkler and air handling
systems it felt were not necessary for land-based
aquaculture buildings. DECD spokeswoman
Kate Foye previously told The Free Press that
the bill was written as a broad exemption for the
industry in anticipation of other companies facing similar obstacles. Foye did not respond to
an email seeking comment for this article.
Michael Thompson, senior project coordinator for Whole Oceans, testified to the Legislature’s Criminal Justice and Public Safety Committee in May that the sprinkler and
air handling systems required under MUBEC
would cost $33 million, and a number of
smaller items would add to the total.
In a statement to The Free Press after the bill
was voted down, Thompson said, “Whole

officials on determining the codes that are applicable to land-based aquaculture. We’re confident that through those processes we can address
many of the costly items that aren’t really applicable to buildings that house aquaculture tanks.”
Nearly all public testimony submitted to the
committee was against the bill. The opponents
saw it as a favor to a new industry in Maine that
would allow it to sidestep necessary safety and
energy efficiency standards. Supporters of the
bill, including DECD, argued land-based aquaculture buildings should be treated like agricultural buildings used for livestock and harvested crops, both of which are currently
exempt from MUBEC, and that other codes
would ensure safety at the facilities.
“The sponsor heard very clearly that this was
a large move to exempt this new industry from
MUBEC and has asked that we not go forward
with that,” Committee Chair Rep. Charlotte
Warren said. “They are going to work to find
another path. They don’t want to send the message that was obviously emanating from the
discussion. That’s why the sponsor has asked
us to please vote ‘ought not to pass’ on the bill.”
Much of the opposition to LD 1473 came
from the vicinity of Belfast, where Nordic
Aquafarms is getting final permits for a large
land-based Atlantic salmon farm. However,
NAF has said it had nothing to do with LD
1473 and would not have benefitted from it.
Other proposed land-based fish farms
include Kingfish Zeeland in Jonesport and
Aquabanq in Millinocket.
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business fronts and community events.
by Ethan Andrews
“We’ll have a big banner, and there’s going
nox Clinic will be surveying residents
in July and August about the medical to be free goodie bags,” she said.
The survey will be distributed through
services they get today, the services they
businesses, organizations and churches and
need, and what stands between the two.
The volunteer clinic is seeking input from will be available online at knoxclinic.org.
In addition to helping Knox Clinic improve
people of all ages, incomes and backgrounds.
Data collected over the two months will be its offerings, Batley said the findings could
make the case for a Federally Qualified
made available to the public. Meredith Please
Bat- helpREVIEW
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ley, executive director of Knox Clinic, IMMEDIATELY!
said Health Center in mainland
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ticular that we are hoping to connect with is peo- includes patients. Today, the only FQHC in
ple who are making reasonable money and are Knox County is on Vinalhaven. Nearby ceneither paying out-of-pocket for their care … or ters include Sheepscot Valley Health Center
who have a marketplace plan, one of the health at Coopers Mills and Seaport Community
insurance plans through Obamacare, but have Health Center in Belfast.
“I’m just really curious to hear whether
really high deductibles that may prevent them
from actually getting regular preventative care.” transportation or cost is a bigger factor for
The clinic is not planning a set schedule of folks,” Batley said, “particularly in the outappearances. Batley said residents to be on the er communities, like Washington and Union.
lookout for a table at various locations around Are they getting care? And if not, what is that
Knox County, including libraries, pharmacies, specific barrier?”
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IN BARTLETT

Call today to schedule a visit!

Make
Place
A Reality
Do
You Aging
Need In
Help
With
Stairs?
A Pneumatic Vacuum Elevator
will allow you to move effortlessly
between floors, uses less energy
than other home elevators and
requires no shaft or pit.

breakh20.com

207-230-0919
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ROCKLAND • 207.593.1608 • BARTLETTWOODS.COM
55-plus active adult community
58 one & two bedroom apartments

Private balconies
Maintenance-free living
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SANDWICH SHACK
OPEN FOR THE SEASON
WED.-SUN.

10AM-4PM

Sandwiches - Cold Drinks - Ice Cream
Picnic Area - Kid & Pet Friendly

ORDER ONLINE! www.MaineMeat.com
310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)
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BURNER SERVICE
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Above, birdwatchers spot a prairie warbler at Beech
Hill with trip leader Ann Boover. Top left, blackthroated blue warbler. Middle left, fox sparrow.
Bottom left, scanning for birds on Clark Island with

BOWEN
OIL BURNER

trip leader Eddy Edwards. WARBLER PHOTO BY EDDY EDWARDS: SPARROW PHOTO BY DON REIMER

“Bird Time on the Coast”—

SERVICE

338-4265

CALL US FOR ENERGY EFFICIENT IDEAS!

Safe Sale

15% off

Birding Walks Hosted by
Experts in June and July

HEAVENLY
THREADS

THRIFT
SHOP
New
Hours
Open

All in stock safes
CASH & CARRY.

New Shipment
Just In!

Tuesday - Saturday
10am to 3:00pm

Maine Coastal Islands National Wildlife
Refuge and Friends of Maine Coastal Islands
has added dates in June and July to its free
bird-watching series, called “Bird Time on the
Coast.” Walks take place from 7 to 9:30 a.m.
and the number of attendees is limited. Registration is required.
Open to those of all bird-watching abili-

ties, from beginners to advanced, the series
features local experts who are knowledgeable about birds in the midcoast.
To view dates for upcoming outings and
to register, visit mainecoastislands.org/events.
For more information, email info@maine
coastislands.org or phone 594-0600, extension 5.

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

57 Elm Street, Camden, ME
236-3203

738 MAIN STREET • ROCKLAND

MON.-FRI. • 9 AM - 3 PM • 594-4750

OPEN Tue.-Sat. 10-3 pm
We are an Outreach Mission
of the First Congregational Church

Wish your friends, loved ones
(and yes your fur loves

3 unit apt. building, with one 1BR unit and
two 2 BR units. Located at scenic head of the
bay, just a short distance to all the beaches and
downtown Rockland and all it has to offer.
Fully rented and ready for a new owner/investor! Owls Head $309,000

)

a Happy Birthday
or Happy Anniversary
in
The Free Press
The Courier-Gazette
& The Camden Herald
or The Republican Journal

Contact Jody at
594-4407, Ext. 135
or email

jmckee@villagesoup.com

Location, Location,Location!!! Walk to downtown Camden & the harbor from this low
maintenance, 3 Br, 2 Ba home perfect for either
a year round home, summer home or rental.
J ust bring your suitcases… this home is fully
furnished! Come see this property in Camden
- $285,000

od n,
oo l n
an
ado looking the harbor. 4 Br, 2 Ba, living room,
dnn
a oo o n a n n
lac
a o. a
on d ck, c onal
landscaping, new roof, siding, culinary center,
an co n , a d ood oo n
aa .
FHW oil heat, heated basement, Owls Head
$883,300
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Friends of Sears Island—

O U T D O O R S

Vendors, Items Sought for
Treasures & Trash Sale

Hidden Valley
Dragonfly Hike
and Workshop

Friends of Sears Island will hold its Treasures, Trash,
Crafts and Bake Sale on the Sears Island causeway on Saturday, July 24, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.; vendors are encouraged to sign up now. Space is available for $15, paid in
advance. The rain date is July 25.
Vendor spots will be 15 feet wide, with six feet between
them. Vendors must bring their own table and will be responsible for cleaning their own area and removing any unsold
merchandise. No pet or gun sales will be allowed.
Friends of Sears Island will also have a booth and is accepting donations of items in good condition to sell. To reserve
a space or donate items for FOSI to sell, email Bill Kulbe at
coffeesales@roadrunner.com.
Maps and information about new trails will be available,
and new boxes of holiday cards with photos of Sears Island
will be sold. Proceeds support FOSI’s conservation work
and educational programming.
To learn more about the work of Friends of Sears Island,
visit friendsofsearsisland.org.

Midcoast Conservancy will host a hike focused
on dragonflies at Hidden Valley Nature Center, located at 131 Egypt Road in Jefferson, on Thursday,
July 22, from 3 to 5 p.m. The rain date is July 23.
Phillip deMaynadier, a wildlife biologist for
Maine’s Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife who supervises the Reptile-AmphibianInvertebrate Group, will lead the hike through
Hidden Valley, where participants will spend time
on the kettle hole bog boardwalk. deMaynadier
has co-authored more than 35 scientific publications. He serves on the graduate faculty in the
UMaine Department of Wildlife Ecology, where
he received his doctorate in wildlife ecology in
1996 based on his studies of the effects of forestry
practices on amphibians.
To register, visit bit.ly/dragonfliesofmaine. For
more information, visit midcoastconservancy.org
or call 389-5150.

PHOTO: MARK OUELLETTE

Bicycle Coalition Plans Women’s Ride June 5

Bicycle Coalition of Maine will hold its Women’s Ride
on Saturday, June 5, in 20 different cities and towns across
Maine for a total of 24 individual rides. Locally, rides will
take place in Belfast and Thomaston.
The current tally of riders is nearly 300, and BCM expects
to receive more registrations.
All women — including cis, trans, femme/feminine-identifying genderqueer and non-binary — are welcome at any
of the rides, which include road, mountain or gravel options

at brand new, casual, intermediate and seasoned skill levels.
Any bike shop, bike club or individual may host a ride; all
leaders, sweeps and other riders must be women.
Registration is pay-what-you-can, with a suggested donation of $35. Upon completion of the event, all registered participants will receive a “virtual swag bag” containing coupon
codes for women-owned businesses across the state.
Visit bikemaine.org to sign up, and for more information.
Riders may also register in person on the day of the ride.

UMaine Researchers Join
North Atlantic Voyage

Boating Safety Tips from Maine Marine Patrol
The Maine Marine Patrol offers the following reminders
for a safe experience on Maine’s coastal waters:
• Wear a life jacket. In Maine, all children age 10 and under
must wear a persoanl flotation device. They are not required
for adults, but must be available on board for every occupant.
Statistics show that drowning was the reported cause of death
in four of every five recreational boating fatalities in 2019, and
86% of those who drowned were not wearing life jackets.
• Check the boat and gear. Safe boaters should have working navigation lights, visual distress signals, sound signalling
devices, VHF radio, cell phone, proper ventilation and properly displayed registration numbers. A thorough check of fire
extinguishers and flares should be done to make sure they work.
• Plan. Always check the local marine forecast before heading out on Maine’s coastal waters. Boaters should file a float
plan with a friend or relative, including destination and
planned return time.
• Paddle safely. Kayakers, canoeists and paddle boarders

should always wear a life jacket, bring a hand-held VHF radio
and a cell phone in a waterproof case and carry signalling
devices — a whistle, mirror and flares. A personal locator beacon will relay the precise location of someone in distress to
rescue agencies. Kayakers should always carry a paddle float
and bilge pump. With ocean temperatures in many places less
than 50 degrees, paddlers should dress for the water temperature and consider wearing a dry suit or a wetsuit.
Place a sticker on smaller craft like kayaks, canoes and
paddle boards, with contact information including a phone
number. If the Marine Patrol or Coast Guard finds a small
vessel with nobody onboard, they can call the number and
confirm whether the owner is missing, potentially avoiding
an unnecessary search-and-rescue operation.
• Don’t boat under the influence. According to Coast
Guard statistics, alcohol is a leading contributor in deadly
boating accidents. Marine Patrol will prosecute people who
are under the influence while operating a boat.

May 20
Denali, a New York–based tug
with fuel barge, arrived in Bucksport
from New York and delivered 45,000
barrels of jet fuel. It sailed May 21 for
Boston.
May 23
Merwedegracht, a 466-foot general cargo ship, arrived in Searsport
from Brake, Germany, and delivered
wind turbine nacelles. It sailed later
that day for Wilmington, Delaware.
Victoriaborg, a 433-foot cargo/containership, arrived in
Searsport from Albany, N.Y., and delivered baled wood pulp.
It sailed May 25 for Marystown, Newfoundland.
May 25
Claude A. Desgagnes, a 454-foot cargo/containership,
arrived in Searsport, port of origin not available, and deliv-

ered wind turbine blades. It sailed
May 26 for Les Escoumins, Quebec.
May 26

June 1 to June 8
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

4:23
5:27
6:29
7:28
8:24
9:16
10:04
10:49

Low AM

Expected Arrivals
May 28 — Tanja, to Searsport from
Vila do Conde, Brazil, with kaolin
clay, a glossy paper coating.
May 31-June 1 — Iver Prosperity to Searsport with petroleum product.
Shipping news is compiled by Ethan Andrews
using automatic identification system (AIS) data
from marinetraffic.com, local sources and
direct observation at ports.

SEA SMOKE Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

Rockland Area Tides
High AM High PM

Cardinal, a 623-foot bulk carrier,
arrived in Searsport from Chiba,
Japan, and delivered 45,000 tons of
slag (iron oxide), used in cement.

Low PM

5:14 10:49 11:09
6:13 11:48 --7:10 12:13 12:45
8:02 1:14 1:39
8:51 2:12 2:30
9:36 3:04 3:16
10:18 3:51 3:59
10:56 4:34 4:39

Scientists prepare to launch a sediment trap.
PHOTO: LEE KARP-BOSS

University of Maine researchers are participating in a
monthlong research voyage in the North Atlantic ocean to
investigate plankton communities residing there.
Teams of scientists from across the country set sail on
three research vessels to conduct multiple cooperative studies in the Porcupine Abyssal Plain — a location hundreds of
miles west of the United Kingdom that undergoes a vast
spring bloom of phytoplankton each year. The projects aim
to help quantify how much carbon from the atmosphere stays
in the ocean after organisms absorb it and to determine the
fate of that carbon and the role it plays in the carbon cycle
and present and future climates.
Emmanuel Boss and Lee Karp-Boss, professors with the
UMaine School of Marine Sciences, are studying the composition, distribution and size of planktonic communities in
the top layer of the ocean. Margaret Estapa, an assistant professor of chemical oceanography at SMS, is leading another research group attempting to quantify the flux of carbon
from the upper ocean down to the depths using robotic vehicles equipped with sediment traps to capture falling particles. Sean O’Neill, a UMaine research associate, is assisting her.
“It is a large effort with people measuring biology from
viruses to large jellies and a variety of physical-chemical
and biological properties related to carbon exports,” Boss
said in a news release.
Estapa said that “The export of biological carbon into
the deep sea is a key part of Earth’s climate, and this overall research effort is the first to characterize all of its component processes and relate them to satellite observations.”
The voyage is the second launched by NASA, following
one conducted in 2018 in the northeastern Pacific Ocean.
For more information, visit tinyurl.com/ewupckcx.
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County
Tuesday Partly sunny, with a high near 68.
Tuesday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 51.
Wednesday Mostly sunny, with a high near 70.
Wednesday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 54.

• American Glass • Papers • Portable Devices
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items
95 Main Street
Mon - Sat, 11 - 5:30pm
(Waterfront Side)
Closed Sunday
Damariscotta, ME
www.seasmokeshop.com

Thursday A 30 percent chance of showers. Partly
sunny, with a high near 68.
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Join the team
at In Good
Company
Now hiring
Busser, dishwasher, and
kitchen prep person.

THE FREE PRESS
Free Yoga and Tai Chi in Camden Amphitheatre

Free yoga and tai chi classes
will be held in the Camden
Amphitheatre several times a
week in June.
Certified yoga teacher Denyse
Robinson will guide participants
at all levels through a sequence
of yoga poses on Tuesdays
and Fridays in June, from 9 to
10 a.m. She will also offer a
class on Saturday, June 19, from
8:30 to 9:45 a.m. For more information, phone Robinson at 9755325 or email denyserobinson@
gmail.com.
Anna Dembska (left) and students practice yoga in the Camden Amphitheatre.
Anna Dembska, a certified
teacher of Yang Family tai chi, will offer classes for
Preregistration is recommended so that participants can be
beginners on Mondays and Wednesdays in June, from 5:30 reached if classes are canceled or moved to a different location
to 6:30 p.m. The classes are beneficial for people of all lev- on the library’s grounds. Donations will be accepted; a portion
els of fitness. For more information, email Dembska at of donations collected will benefit Camden Public Library.
camdentaiji@gmail.com.
For more information, visit librarycamden.org.

UMaine Associate Degrees and Certificate Programs

Wednesday to Saturday | 4:30 pm to close

207-593-9110

415 Main Street | Rockland, ME

Unique, Specialty &
Edible Perennials,
Annuals, Indoor Plants,
Trees & Shrubs.

Opening Memorial Day Weekend.
WWW.LEAFSONGFAMILYFARM.COM
507 Back Belmont Road, Belmont
207-342-2613
leafsongfamilyfarm@gmail.com

NOW OPEN
AT WESKEAG FARMS

Featuring Gifford’s Ice Cream

WESKEAG FARMS

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston, 1/2 Mile from Rte. 1

OPEN NOON - 8PM 7 DAYS

Students from midcoast Maine can now earn associate
degrees or certificates from the University of Maine at
Machias at the University of Maine Hutchinson Center in
Belfast. Enrollment is now open for programs beginning fall
2021, and scholarships may be available. The UMaine
Hutchinson Center will host an online information session
on Friday, June 4, from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Three UMM associate degree programs are available to
students through the Hutchinson Center: an associate of
arts program in liberal studies with concentrations in allied
health, audio/media production, creative writing, mental
health and rehabilitation and psychology; and two associate
of science programs: business and entrepreneurial studies or
conservation law and outdoor management.
Five UMM certificate programs also are available: geo-

graphic information systems; advanced geographic information systems; entrepreneurship; human resource management; and mental health and rehabilitation technician/
community. Students do not need to be enrolled in a full
degree program to earn a certificate.
The Hutchinson Center will be an anchor for midcoast
students participating in UMM programs, offering a supportive community of students, lab and classroom space for
live course components, technical support and access for
students taking online courses.
Enrollment and scholarship applications for UMM programs and classes (as well as Hutchinson Center classes) are
due by August 16.
For more information, visit tinyurl.com/rj9u2k8f, email Kim
Wilson-Raymondatkim.raymond@maine.edu.orcall944-1796.

LGBTQ+ and Allied Youth Art in Midcoast Maine
Clockwise from top left: “Hand in Hand” by Emma;
“10 lbs.” by Jon; “Untitled” by Ren; “Untitled”
by Eloise
June is Pride Month, and the Center for Maine Contemporary Art and Maine Coast Heritage Trust’s Erickson Fields
Preserve are displaying art, photography and poetry by
LGBTQ+ and allied youth ages 12 to 20 from all over Maine
throughout the month.
The Youth Pride Art Show is on display in the ArtLab
window at the Center for Maine Contemporary Art, located at at 21 Winter Street in Rockland. The show is curated
by Out Maine and the theme is taken from Rockland Main
Street’s “Visions of Inclusion.”
The Pride Walk features poetry paired with art and photography in a series of display cases along a wooded 1.4-mile
loop trail at Erickson Fields Preserve, located at 164 West
Street in Rockport. The trail runs along Maine Coast Heritage
Trust’s Teen Ag Crew vegetable garden at Erickson Fields.
Out Maine’s goal is to create more welcoming and affirming communities for Maine’s diverse queer youth.

Webinar Explores Treating
Anxiety with Art June 4
Kendra Arey
Kendra Arey will give a
talk titled “Transforming
Anxiety with Art” via Zoom
on Friday, June 4, from 6 to
8 p.m., as part of the Friday
Dharma Talk series hosted
by The Dancing Elephant in
Rockland. Registration is
required to receive the Zoom
link; donation requested.
For those with anxiety,
it can be challenging to
meditate. Arey will share mindfulness and art therapy techniques for self-expression and emotional regulation and discuss the nature of anxiety and its effects. The evening will
include artmaking, meditation and conversation. Attendees
are asked to have handy some basic art materials such as
markers, pens or colored pencils and some blank paper. No
prior experience is necessary.
Arey is an artist, teacher and Buddhist practitioner. In 2015,
she started Rockland Recovery Dharma. In 2018, Arey traveled
to India to study Tibetan thangka painting. She is pursuing a
master’s degree in art therapy and is the Recovery in Maine
coordinator at Points North Institute, where she works to engage
communities in conversations about Maine’s opioid epidemic.
The Dancing Elephant is a community center for yoga,
meditation and art. All programs are donation-based and
available for all levels. Visit rocklandyoga.com/upcomingevents for more information, and to register, call Rachel at
594-1694 or email rachel@rocklandyoga.com.
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Online Author Talk from Camden Public Library
Sunrise through the Field House porch
on Sutton Island AUTHOR PHOTO: A.K. WOOD

Summer Pop-Up Book Club, featuring “beach reads,” will
meet on the third Wednesday of the month, outdoors, with
a rain date the following week, in June, July and August.
The first meeting will be Wednesday, June 16, at 2 p.m., featuring works by Beth O’Leary: “The Switch,” “The Flatshare” or “The Road Trip.” Attendees may read any or all
of the titles. Refreshments will be served, and all are welcome to join for one month or all three.
For more information, email library@thomastonmaine.gov
or phone 354-2453.

Video Oral Histories of Lincoln County on YouTube
Art Mayers of Newcastle has been videorecording oral histories of people in Lincoln
County for over 30 years and has recently
made them available to the public by posting them on YouTube.
Mayers’ interview subjects stretch from
Whitefield to South Bristol, with many of
the recordings featuring storytellers such as
Charlie Thayer and Lloyd Palmer of Whitefield. Other interviews recount the history
of houses and halls, many of which have
since burned or were torn down.
Rufus Stetson and Bob Strong narrate a slide tour down
Main Street in Damariscotta when it was still lined with elms.
Other segments feature Eldon Hunt talking about farming in

Newcastle before the coming of local electricity; Keith Waning of Newcastle telling
about being one of the first troops to enter
Dachau prison camp at the end of World War
II; Lamar Seiders of South Bristol talking
about how his family salted and stored cod;
George Dow of Nobleboro recounting the
history of the construction of the Maine Central Railroad; and Ruth Gatz of Jefferson reminiscing about coming to her summer home
on Damariscotta Lake by canoe. Additional
compilations describe local activities such as
dances, travel, education and sports.
Email arthur.mayers@gmail.com for a complete list of
posted recordings, or search YouTube for “Lincoln County
oral history.” Mayers is available for free live showings or
to record folks that he may have overlooked.

Historian Will Discuss 250 Years of Maine Quilts

Laurie LaBar, the Maine State Museum
curator of history and decorative arts, will
discuss Maine quilts in a free, illustrated
webinar on Thursday, June 10, at 6:30 p.m.,
marking the official launch of her new book
“Maine Quilts: 250 Years of Comfort and
Community.”
The book is the first to take a comprehensive look at Maine quilts and quilters. For
LaBar, it is the culmination of over a decade
of research about quilts from across the
state.
“As the book’s title implies, comfort is central to Maine quilts because of the physical
comfort of having something over you during cold winters,”
noted LaBar in a news release. “But there is also an emo-

Palermo Library Reopens
with New Offerings

Anne Kurek recently joined the board of trustees of the
Palermo Community Library, which has reopened.
Public computers have been replaced; new Dell computers are available with new software, including Microsoft
Standard 2019, Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Premiere Elements. High-speed internet will be activated within a month.
Three new mystery series have been added to the catalog.
Library hours are Monday from 10 a.m. to noon, Tuesday
from 3 to 6 p.m., Wednesday from 6 to 7:30 p.m., Thursday
from 3 to 6 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information, email palermo@palermo.lib.me.us,
call 993-6088 or visit www.palermo.lib.me.us.

Car Show Planned for
Union Fairground

Free Take-Out Lunch for
Union Residents Age 55+

Summer Book Club Topics Ready for Readers at
Thomaston Public Library
Glaude, Cassandra Jackson and Piper Kendrix Williams.

Art Mayers of Newcastle
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The fifth annual Union Fair Car Show will be held at the
Union Fairground on Saturday, June 5, at 10 a.m. Registration to show or sell will be from 8 to 10 a.m. The spectator
gate will open at 10 a.m. Awards will be presented at 1 p.m.
The rain date is Saturday, June 12. COVID rules will be
enforced.
Classes will include cars, trucks, motorcycles, special vehicles and tractors. Winners in each class are also eligible to
win Best of Show, Best Stock and Judges Choice. Trophies
will be awarded in all categories and ribbons for all entries;
$100 will be awarded for Best of Show.
Other activities will include a 50/50 raffle, Touch-a-Truck
and other exhibits for children, and music. Food will be available.
The cost of registration to show or sell is $10 for a car and
driver and one other person. Show registrants may sell parts
at no additional cost. Admission for attendees is $5, children
under 12, free.
Proceeds will benefit Medomak Valley High School, agriculture education, and Friends of the Union Fair.
For more information, email mike.drickey@gmail.com,
phone 470-7401 (voice) or (301) 785-8338 (voice or text).

Camden Public Library will host Maine
author Robin Clifford Wood in an online book
talk and narrated slideshow about her new
book, “The Field House: A Writer’s Life Lost
and Found on an Island in Maine,” on Tuesday, June 15, at 6 p.m. Email jpierce@library
camden.org to request a Zoom link to attend.
“The Field House” explores the life and
legacy of award-winning author Rachel Field,
whose works for adults and children were
once very successful and are now largely forgotten. She was a National Book Award–winning novelist, a Newbery Medal–winning
children’s writer, a poet, playwright and rising Hollywood success in the early 20th century. She died in 1942 at the pinnacle of her
personal happiness and professional acclaim.
Fifty years later, after purchasing Field’s summer home on
SuttonIslandinMaine,WoodfoundherselfsurroundedbyField’s
last remaining possessions and what she characterized in a press
release as “lingering wisps of [her] creative energy.” In her book,
Wood uses letters and poems to reconstruct Field’s life.
Wood, who lives in Bangor, wrote a regular column for
the Bangor Daily News for eight years. Her poetry and essays
have been featured in national publications.
For more information, visit librarycamden.org.

Thomaston Public Library will hold two book clubs.
The Intergenerational Book Club will move to a hybrid
format on Tuesday, June 15, at 2:30 p.m. Members will have
the option of joining over Zoom or meeting in person to discuss “The House in the Cerulean Sea” by TJ Klune.
The group meets on the third Tuesday of every month to
discuss adult and young adult works including fiction, biography and other nonfiction, and Maine authors and subjects.
The selection for the July 20 discussion will be “The Toni
Morrison Book Club” by Juda Bennett, Winnifred Brown-
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tional comfort to a quilt because someone you
love may have made it for you. At the same
time, community is important because quilts,
especially album or friendship quilts, hold so
many stories about the communities of
women who made them, or about the events
that connected and shaped the lives of quilters and their families.”
The presentation is sponsored by the
Maine State Museum and the Friends of
the Maine State Museum. Call 287-2301 or
visit mainestatemuseum.org for registration
information.

A free summer cookout-themed luncheon will be offered
for Union residents age 55 and older on Thursday, June 24,
at 11:30 a.m. The meal, sponsored in part by the Aging in
Place Committee of Union, can be picked up curbside at the
William L. Pullen Municipal Building meeting room, located at the back of the town office, 567 Common Road.
The menu will include a hot dog or hamburger, cold side
salads, potato chips, watermelon and bottled water.
Delivery will be available to those who request it when
signing up for the meal. RSVP by Thursday, June 10, by
emailing townmanager@union.maine.gov or by calling 7853658.

Thomaston Library Plans
Spaghetti Dinner Benefit

Thomaston Public Library will hold its annual spaghetti
dinner to raise funds for the 40 Days of Summer lunch-andactivities program on Wednesday, June 9, from 5 to
7 p.m. The take-out meal will take place at the Thomaston
Federated Church, located at 8 Hyler Street. If weather permits, a picnic and bake sale will be held on the lawn at the
library.
The suggested donation is $8 per person; however, all are
welcome regardless of ability to donate. Baked goods will
be priced as marked.
For more information or to RSVP, phone 354-2453 or
email library@thomastonmaine.gov.

Belfast Rotary Club Golf
Tournament Fundraiser

The Belfast Rotary Club charitable fundraiser and golf
tournament will be held at the Northport Golf Club, located at 581 Bluff Road, on Saturday, June 5, at 9 a.m.
Belfast Rotary Club, founded in 1925 and approaching its
centennial celebration, has nearly 70 members who meet
in person or by Zoom each Wednesday at noon and is one
of the largest and most active Rotary clubs in Maine. The
club raises funds year-round through activities such as the
Belfast Harbor Fest, annual charitable golf tournament event,
5K road races and pancake breakfasts. Its community support includes donations to food pantries, holiday gifts to 150
children each December, $80,000 in scholarships to local
college-bound high school students, and special donations
as the need arises. For more information, or to make a taxdeductible donation in support of the club’s year-round service programs, go to belfastrotary.org.

The Poets Corner online—

Conversation with Richard
Blanco and Other Poets

The Poets Corner will host a free online conversation with
Inaugural poet Richard Blanco and poets Tess Taylor and Rick
Barot on Sunday, June 13, from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Meg Weston
and Kathrin Seitz, cofounders of The Poets Corner, will moderate. Visit thepoetscorner.org to register for the Zoom event.
Marking the one-year anniversary of The Poets Corner,
the conversation will focus on the poets’ work, their personal journeys as poets, the craft of poetry and their experiences
of the past year.
The three poets will be teaching workshops and craft seminars during the third annual Writers Harbor Poetry Week,
to be held June 14-18 at Maine Media Workshops and College in Rockport.

The team from Penobscot McCrum in Belfast won the
2019 Belfast Rotary Club golf tournament; from left,
Greg Skafidas, Alan Blood, Paul Rybarczyk and
Steve Craig.
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Little River Speaks Project
to Make Art in Belfast

The Little River Speaks Project will host art-making sessions from 10 a.m. to noon on Sundays at four sites in the
coming weeks for people of all ages and abilities with the
aim of “giving a voice to the waters and land that are under
direct threat from the construction and operation of the
Nordic aquaculture project,” according to a news release.
The first session will be held on June 6 at the waterfall off
Tufts Road in Belfast. The second, on June 20, will take
place in Belfast at 85 Edgecomb Road. The third gathering
will be held July 4 at the Belfast Water District trailhead,
located at 285 Northport Ave; the last will take place July
18 at the Harriet L. Hartley Conservation Area, located at
290 Northport Avenue in Belfast. Session locations progress
from the Little River headwaters to Penobscot Bay.
Painters, those who draw, poets, photographers, writers,
dancers, singers and others are encouraged to attend. Art
supplies will be available for those who need them.
To register, visit littleriverspeaks.org. For more information, phone 338-5719 or email lrnvalle@gmail.com.

Finding Our Voices Exhibit
in Downtown Belfast

A RT

O N

T H E

C O A S T

Left to right, “A World Beneath”
by Tom Ferrero, Laurel Dodge, and
“Snail’s Pace” by Toni Carroll

Land and Sea
Exhibit at River Arts in Damariscotta

River Arts, located at 36 Elm Street in Damariscotta, is
hosting the juried show “Land and Sea” through July 3.
The exhibition, featuring works selected by contemporary
artist Jane Dahmen, includes 97 pieces by 82 artists, all
inspired by nature and interpreted in styles from realism to
abstraction.
After operating for several years as an all-volunteer organization, River Arts recently hired a gallery manager, Lau-

rel Dodge. A naturalist and artist, Dodge offers glimpses into
nature through photography. She was an instructor at the zoo
in Brooklyn, New York, and at several nature centers, has
written and illustrated a how-to book on teaching children
about nature, and has offered workshops on how to keep a
naturalist’s sketchbook.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information, call 563-6868 or visit riverartsme.org.

Four New Exhibits at CMCA in Rockland

“Protected,” oil painting by Sheep Jones
Finding Our Voices, a Maine-based nonprofit working
to raise awareness about domestic violence, has mounted
an exhibit at venues throughout Belfast and is holding a
related silent auction online through June 30. An outdoor
reception in the park on Main Street in Belfast will be held
on Saturday, June 26, from 2 to 4 p.m.; survivors and participating artists will be present to speak with attendees.
Over 60 Waldo County artists are represented in 35 downtown business windows and 35 windows of the city hall, as
well as in two rooms at the Belfast Free Library.
Featured are photographs, paintings, poetry, sculpture,
fiber art, collage and more, created to express the theme
Love/Not Love.
The silent auction of artwork can be found by visiting findingourvoices.net; proceeds benefit the organization’s work. For
more information, visit the website or email Patrisha McLean,
the group’s founder/president, at hello@findingourvoices.net.

Free ArtLab for All Ages
Online from CMCA

The Center for Maine Contemporary Art, located at 21 Winter Street in Rockland, will offer a free ArtLab for All Ages
workshop on Saturday, June 5, from 2 to 4 p.m. on Facebook Live at facebook.com/cmcanow.
Inspired by painter David Row’s exhibit “The Shape of
Things,” participants will join CMCA educator Alexis
Iammarino in creating a series of shaped paintings that
explore ways to apply pattern and geometric illusions.
KitsforlocalparticipantswillbeavailableforpickupatCMCA
Wednesday through Friday, June 2–5, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Email aiammarino@cmcanow.org for more information.

We all have
perennial
favorites
Ours is you!
MONDAY–SATURDAY 8-5
SUNDAY 9–3
ROUTE 17, WEST ROCKPORT

594-5070

The Center for Maine Contemporary Art, located at
21 Winter Street in Rockland, is hosting four new exhibitions; all are on view through September 12. Until further
notice, CMCA continues to require that masks be worn when
inside the building for the safety of staff and youth visitors.
Masks are not required in the courtyard for vaccinated individuals. On view are:
“David Row: The Shape of Things,” the first major show
of the painter and master printmaker’s work in his home
state. The show presents a survey of the artist’s shaped paintings from the mid-1970s to the present.
“S.B. Walker: Nor’East.” Since 2014, photographer S.B.

Walker has traveled more than 100,000 miles throughout
Maine in an attempt to render a nuanced visual record of
contemporary American life.
“Will o’ the Wisp.” Collaborators Joy Feasley and Paul
Swenbeck create an immersive environment of light, sound,
and sculpture that nods to history and folklore to weave a
mesh of ideas.
“Screen: Cherrie Yu.” Cherrie Yu’s videos explore the
intersection of the everyday and the extraordinary. She
creates connective and often humorous acts involving both
professional and amateur performers.
For more information, visit cmcanow.org.

Paintings and Textiles in River Arts Show
“Coggins
Hill” (left)
by Kathleen
Thornton and
“ScandiStar” by
Linda Healy
River Arts, located at 36 Elm Street
in Damariscotta, is
hosting a two-person show in the
River Room featuring paintings by
Kathleen Thornton
and textiles by Linda Healy through
June 23. The public
is invited to meet
the artists from 1 to
3 p.m. on Saturday, June 5.
Thornton works primarily in acrylics and takes inspiration from the Maine environment. Her career in marine science has provided opportunity to venture far from shore and
has inspired many of her seascapes.
Healy’s work is tactile and functional. She finds colorways, patterns and inspiration from the natural world but
also gives a nod to her Swedish heritage and traditional

Scandinavian weaving techniques.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. For more information, call 563-6868 or visit river
artsme.org.

FERNWOOD
Maine’s “Shadiest” Nursery

  
   



   
   
   
     





   



 

Extensive selection
of ferns, hosta,
native plants & other perennials for
shade and woodland
Now Open! Visit us at:

www.instagram.com/fernwood
FERNWOODNURSERY@FAIRPOINT.NET

fernwoodnursery.wordpress.com
58 NORTH RIDGE RD. • MONTVILLE • 207-589-4726

Closed Monday & Tuesday • Open Wed.-Sun. 9 - 5
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’ve been reading Jessica Walliser’s “Plant Partners,” a Walliser suggests using low-growing companion plants to
book both beautiful and useful, given to me for Mother’s block access to the soil for pests that lay eggs, pupate or
Day, and my head is swimming with all the information dwell in the ground. It’s been shown that low-growing plants
detailed in it. Most of us gardeners have some ideas on how such as thyme or annual sweet alyssum covering the soil
to interplant beneficials in our gardens, whether to repel pred- limit the number of pests found around susceptible plants.
ators or attract pollinators, but Walliser gives science-based, A barrier of sweet alyssum surrounding a bed of ferny carnot anecdotal information on how to companion plant to ben- rot plants, for example, will not only deter carrot root magefit the whole garden. It’s a must-read for
got fly but also add sweet-smelling blosanyone who’d like to use plants to comsoms to the garden.
bat disease, reduce pests and improve soil
One final tip gleaned from “Plant
fertility, but there are a few basic ideas
Partners” details the way in which
I’d like to pass on for those who haven’t
companion planting can help limit the
the time to sit back and read the book
incidence and spread of fungal disright now.
ease such as rusts, powdery mildews, leaf
First, and this goes along with my own
blights and leaf spots. Fungal pathogens
by Georgeanne Davis
long-standing idea on basic garden manspread via spores that move on air currents
agement, a vegetable garden that contains
or even animal fur or human clothing, and
lots of flowers and herbs all mixed in a coltheir establishment on the foliage of new host
orful collage is not only beautiful to look at,
plants often relies on the presence of moisbut creates a healthier ecosystem. When you
ture. While we may be familiar with the
have freshly tilled bare soil planted with soldierly rows of advice to water in early morning so foliage dries quickly, to
plants, you might as well hang out a neon sign inviting pests focus water on root systems rather than leaves, and to space
to descend upon them. If there’s an overarching message plants properly to maximize air circulation, Walliser has
in Walliser’s book, it’s “Diversify, diversify, diversify.”
an additional practice to add to these techniques: planting in
There’s way too much information in “Plant Partners” to layers. Tall plants like tomatoes and peppers can be intersummarize in one brief column, but there are a few tips I can planted with lower-growing carrots, beets and bush beans,
pass along to help you as you begin to plant this season. One thus allowing maximum use of space while increasing airof the most interesting pieces of information I garnered from flow around plants. This can be done in a raised bed, where
the book is that scientists now think that some plant-munch- the taller plants can be placed down the center and the shorting pests locate their targets not just through visual cues or er ones used as edging. In row planting, alternate rows of
volatile chemical signals but by landing on a plant’s foliage tomatoes, for example, with shorter-growing ones of bush
and “tasting” it with their feet. These pests need to repeat- beans. This not only improves air circulation but can again
edly land on the targeted foliage before deciding it’s the right reduce the ability of pests to find their host plants amidst all
place to lay their eggs, so crops grown on bare soil in a mono- the different foliage. The lower-growing plants also can
culture have a much greater chance of pests finding them. reduce the splash-up effect of watering on bare soil, which
You can confuse these pests by interplanting disguising com- is yet another way fungal spores can be spread.
panion plants. For example, the ferny foliage of dill, when
combined with broccoli and cabbage plants, will hide the
plants from cabbageworm butterflies and thus reduce the
number of eggs laid on them. An additional benefit is that
the herb serves as a nectar source for beneficial insects that
prey on pest caterpillars like cabbageworms. If dill tends to
become a potential weed in your garden, harvest the flowers for culinary use or include them in cut-flower bouquets.
Another happy combination is basil planted with tomatoes to deter the adult moths whose leaf-eating larvae we
know as tomato hornworms — ugh! Planting tall basil varieties near and among tomato plants can reduce the egglaying behavior in these night-active moths and will give
you the perfect herb to combine with the fruits of the plants
at harvest time. Basil will also deter yellow-striped army
worms, which attack tomatoes and many other garden plants
as well.
If you’ve had problems with squash bugs, Walliser cites
studies that have found a significant reduction in squash bug
damage when nasturtiums were grown side-by-side with
zucchinis, though the benefits may also translate to deterring the pests from other squash varieties, including winter
squashes, as well. A big plus is the lovely edible nasturtium
flowers mingling with the plants, ones that can help boost
pollination in the patch. If you have limited space, select a
bush-type nasturtium rather than a vining one.
In addition to hiding or disguising plants from predation,
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DREAM FIRST
Let's make your home ownership dream a reality.

National Bank
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800.564.3195 • www.TheFirst.com
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and Rubber Roofing
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2 07- 2 73 - 1111
W W W .HORCHROOF ING.COM
The Nantucket Collection
INDOOR STYLE MEETS OUTDOOR LIVING

From Rockland Public Library—

Free Botanical Gardens
Passes for Cardholders

Rockland Public Library cardholders may now request a
visitor pass to the Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens in Boothbay. The pass is good for up to two adults with any number
of children, for one specific time slot per day.
The garden schedules a limited number of arrival times
every half hour between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
To book a visit, email refdesk@rocklandmaine.gov, stop
by the library or call 594-0310. Tickets must be picked up
at the library.

For all your window treatment needs
Serving Midcoast Maine Since 1960
RTE. 90, ROCKLAND • 594-3000• TUES.-SAT. 9 A.M.-4 P.M.
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Beautify Your Home & Deck With Retractable Awnings & Interior Window Shadings
Shadings
Beautify Your Home & Deck With Retractable Awnings & Interior Window Shadings
Beautify Your Home & Deck With
Awnings
& Interior
Window
400Retractable
Wiscasset Rd.
(Rte. 27),
Boothbay,
MaineShadings
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CamdenRd.
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Warren,Maine
Maine

(207) 273-4093

400 Wiscasset Rd. (Rte. 27), Boothbay, Maine

(207) 273-4093
108 Camden Rd. (Rte. 90), Warren, Maine
(207) 273-4093

(207) 315-2050

(207)
315-2050
400 Wiscasset
Rd. (Rte. 27), Boothbay, Maine
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Tuesday, June 8—

‘Herbs of Antiquity’ Talk
at Merryspring in Camden
Mandrake
PHOTO: DENISE DESPIRITO

Merryspring Nature
Center,locatedat30Conway Road in Camden,
will host an outdoor
program called “Herbs
of Antiquity” on Tuesday, June 8, at noon, led
by Merryspring Garden
Manager Denise DeSpirito.
Many plants with historical significance in ancient
Greek and Roman cultures are no longer widely used.
DeSpirito will speak about some of these plants and their
medicinal uses, as well their associated stories and mythologies. Inspired by a recent trip to Greece, she will discuss
plants commonly grown in that region that can also be cultivated in the Maine garden, along with their uses in modern herbal medicine.
Merryspring’s Outdoor Spring Talk series features distanced presentations in the Hexagon, with face masks
required. The cost is $5, free for members. No preregistration is necessary.
For more information, email info@merryspring.org or
phone 236-2239.

&

G A R D E N

Midcoast Conservancy—

Learn the ‘Bewildering Boletes’ in Webinar
Midcoast Conservancy will offer an online workshop led
by mushroom expert Greg Marley, titled “Bewildering Bolete
Mushrooms: So Many, and Challenging to Learn,” on Thursday, July 22, from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Boletes are medium-to-large mushrooms with a spongelike layer of tubes beneath the cap. This common forest mushroom frequently grows in yards and parks near trees. The group
includes edibles and a few toxic species that cause problems
most years in Maine and New England. Marley will introduce
the bolete mushrooms in Maine, concentrating on those that
are commonly seen, a few edibles, and those that can sicken.
Marley has been collecting, studying, eating, growing and
teaching about mushrooms for over 45 years. He is the author
of “Mushrooms for Health: Medicinal Secrets of Northeastern Fungi” and the award-winning “Chanterelle Dreams,
Amanita Nightmares: The Love, Lore, and Mystique of Mushrooms.” As a volunteer mushroom identification consultant
to poison centers across New England, Marley provides expert-

PHOTO: GREG MARLEY

ise in mushroom poisoning cases.
The cost is $10 for Midcoast Conservancy members, $15
for nonmembers. Those who register will receive a packet
of downloadable handouts supporting mushroom identification. Visit midcoastconservancy.org/events to register.

Maine Forest Service—

Volunteers Sought for Ash Borer Monitoring Project
Emerald ash borer, an invasive and destructive insect, is
spreading within Maine. The Maine Forest Service is seeking
volunteers to help monitor for the pest by creating a trap tree.
Those who wish to create a trap tree are advised to “girdle”
an ash, peeling the bark off in a band all the way around the tree
to the sapwood; doing this will slowly kill it. The tree stays alive
throughoutthisgrowingseasonbutisstressed,causingittorelease
scents into the air that make it attractive to EAB in the area. If
present, EAB are more likely to come to this tree than to a ran-

dom ash tree. A trap tree does not draw EAB into an area but may
help protect other ash in the immediate area if they are present.
A short video and full instructions on how to girdle a
tree are available at tinyurl.com/fpaku9yn. Trees should be
girdled by mid-June, as the bark will slip away from the sapwood easily at this time.
Those who register their tree with the Maine Forest Service will receive information in the fall or early winter on how
to fell and section trap trees.
Any species of ash of the genus Fraxinus can be used, except
mountain ash; the tree should be healthy prior to girdling.
Trees that have at least one side open to sunlight make the
most effective trap trees. The tree stem should be 4 to 10 inches in diameter at about 4.5 feet from ground level. Larger trees
can be used but are more work to process.
To register a trap tree or request assistance, visit tinyurl.com/
385nmmbb, email foresthealth@maine.gov or phone 287-2431.

Rockport Garden Club
Plant Sale at Aldermere

The Rockport Garden Club will hold its annual indoor and
outdoor plant sale in the main barn at Aldermere Farm, located at 70 Russell Avenue in Rockport, on Saturday, June 5,
from 9 a.m. until noon, rain or shine. The proceeds benefit
student scholarships and town beautification.
Available for sale will be vegetable and herb seedlings,
annual flowers, perennial plants, used garden tools, pots, and
other gardening needs. Cash or checks will be accepted.
Masks are required.
For more information, phone Martha Bouchard at 596-5732.

Mitchell Center to Host
Maine Reuse Summit

It’s Time To
Get Outside!

• Come see the largest selection of healthy,
high-quality plants, shrubs & mature trees
north of Portland!
• In-house landscape design service
• Home Delivery Available

We deliver state-wide!
Landscape professionals welcome.

629 Commercial Street (Rte 1), Rockport | 664 Bar Harbor Road, Trenton
(Large Trees and shrubs only)

(207) 594-7754 • Plants-Unlimited.com

Researchers at the University of Maine will host the free
virtual Maine Reuse Summit to celebrate Maine’s reuse economy on Wednesday, June 9, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Registration is required to receive the Zoom link.
Attendees will learn about a multi-year research project
concerning Maine’s reuse sector. The researchers who conducted it will report findings from a statewide survey, national economic data and ethnographic engagement to help reuse
practitioners and members of the public understand the economic and social value of reuse in Maine.
The second half of the event will be dedicated to building
relationships among participants involved in the reuse sector. All attendees interested in participating are welcome.
Visit umaine.edu/mitchellcenter to sign up and for more
information. To request a reasonable accommodation, email
Ruth Hallsworth at hallsworth@maine.edu or phone 581-3196.

Has kell’ s W at er T reat m ent
R oute 90 , R ockland

w w w .h as kellw at er.com

1- 800- 2 44- 49 47
Water filter systems for your well water that will remove:

Iron · M anganese · H ard W ater · Acidic W ater · B acteria & E -coli · Sulf ur · U ranium · R adon · Arsenic
Registered Radon Water Testing and Mitigation
C onstant Pressure Systems Pumps & Pressure T anks

MORE INVENTORY THAN ALL THE OTHER
SHOPS IN THE STATE OF MAINE COMBINED
Granite is: • Incredibly durable
• Competitively priced
587 North Sedgwick Road, Sedgwick, ME 04676
stoneit@thegraniteshop.us • www.thegraniteshop.us
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The Sketchbook. A builder’s journal

Redwood or Red Wood?

Outside at Waterfall Arts
256 High St, Downtown Belfast

T

www.BelfastFarmersMarket.org

by Jim Bahoosh

en years ago, I needed to present a sewer and water application at a meeting of the town’s Utility Board. I’ve been
to my share of meetings. This one was memorable for two
reasons. First, I was totally beguiled by how the meeting was
run. There were eight people in attendance, nine including
me. Prior to the start of the meeting, I was greeted and made
to feel a welcome guest. The eight committee members covered every stratum of the economic and political map. They
had different experiences and perspectives. The unifying factor was they all cared about their town. They cared enough
to be on the Utilities Committee, not the world’s most thrilling
activity. I’m sure any one of them could think of better ways
to spend a weekday evening after work. The truly remarkable thing was how well they communicated. They were polite
and paid attention to each other. Everyone had their say. Occasionally there was a follow-up question. There was a lot of respect
in that room, and it made for a not only productive, but pleasant, meeting. All the decisions were consensus based. It was a
wonderful example of small-town governance.
One issue that came up that evening was the town playground. It needed some work. Once complete, the ground
cover of mulch would need to be replaced. A committee member mentioned that since the mulch was for a playground,
they should seek out non-dyed mulch. That statement broke
me out of my adoration-of-communication hypnotic state.
Mulch is dyed? Strange but true. I always thought something
called Redwood mulch was composed of ground-up red-

MOFGA—

‘Grow Your Own Organic
Garden’ Webinars

The Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association’s
annual Grow Your Own Organic Garden events, which are
usually held in person at different locations around the state,
are now available online year-round as webinars.
Topics include soil science, composting, crop rotation and
more. The cost is $5, which includes continued access.
To sign up, visit mofga.org/trainings and click on Gardening.

Cedar Benches for Sale in
Merryspring Fundraiser
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NOW OPEN
9AM - 6PM 7 DAYS

WESKEAG
FARMS

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston, 1/2 Mile from Rte. 1 • 594-7555

woods, when it’s actually red wood mulch; mulch dyed red.
Here’s the issue with dyed wood mulch. It makes sense to
think the problem was the dye. That’s not the case. Reds are
colored with iron oxide, black with carbon, and other colors
utilize vegetable-based dyes. The problem is the wood. Wood
mulch consists primarily of recycled wood. That recycled
wood can be anything from pallets to pressure-treated lumber. If you’re buying mulch in bulk, ask about the source. If
you buy mulch in bags, look for certification from the Mulch
and Soil Council, the MSC. If it’s MSC certified it contains
no CCA-treated wood; wood treated with chromated copper
arsenate. I’m still slack jawed that there’s a need to be careful
about what mulch you buy. It’s either a testament to our creativity in repurposing materials, or straight-ahead criminal.
Jim Bahoosh has been a solo house builder and
designer since 1984. He lives in Unity.

Organic vegetable,
Organic vegetable,
flower,
andherb
herb
flower, and
seedlings
seedlings
OPENDAILY
DAILY 1Oam
- 6pm
OPEN
1Oam
- 6pm

153 Augusta Road, Belmont / bahnerfarm.com

153 Augusta Road, Belmont / bahnerfarm.com

REMEMBER:
PREVENTION IS KEY TO
STAYING TICK-FREE!!

IMP ORT ANT
REMINDER:
Ch eck F or T icks
Every Day !

•Wear repellent every day on your skin
•Treat clothing with Permethrin or buy Permethrin-infused
clothing (lasts 70 washes)
•Treat pets year round
•Use cleaning products that repel ticks from inhabiting your home
•Treat your yards. Call a pest control company or DIY with sprays/
powders/granules
• When you come inside, toss clothes in dryer on high heat for
15min and do your tick checks!!

Midcoast Lyme Disease
Support & Education
Awareness • Education
Advocacy • Support

www.mldse.org
B u ilding B ridg es
t o F ig h t Ly m e
Dis eas e T og et h er

MLDSE is a nonprofit 501(c)3 charitable organization, the Maine-partner of the National Lyme Disease Association, members of Maine’s CDC Vector-borne Work group, active in Maine’s Lyme Legislation movement and
on the federal Deptartment of Health & Human Services Tick-borne Disease Working Group’s “Access to Care Services and Patient Support” subcommittee.

Time For a New Floor???

A four-foot white cedar bench is one of three sizes for
sale exclusively through Merryspring.
Merryspring Nature Center, located at 30 Conway Road
in Camden, is selling wooden benches through July modeled on the original white cedar benches at the center.
Kevin Zimmerman of Quality View Woodworks in Thorndike
makes the benches in three-, four- and five-foot lengths; the cost
is $210, $235 and $255, respectively. Prices shown do not include
the Merryspring member discount or sales tax.
Orders placed by the end of June should be ready for pickup at Merryspring by mid-July. To order, call Merryspring
at 236-2239. Payment must be made upon ordering.
Net proceeds from bench sales will be used to purchase
more benches for the nature center.
For more information, visit merryspring.org or call 236-2239.

Wood · Ceramic
Vinyl · Carpet

Come to Cayouette Flooring
for a Variety of Choices

Sales
Installation
Free Estimates

Mon - Fri 9-5 PM
Sat 9-4 PM

Cayouette Flooring

210 Park St, Rockland, ME 04841 | 800-750-2461 or (207) 594-2413

Com e S ee W h at W e Have Grow ing !
• L arge, dive rse selection of annuals, perennials, v egetables & herbs.
• H igh q uality shrubs & trees.

Op en Daily
9 AM - 5 P M

• F arm raised meats.

169 Searsport Ave. Belfast, ME
www.robins-nest-consignment.com

207-218-1167

( 2 07) 877- 5 874

•

S ee Ou r W eb s it e F or:
Plant Selection
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O ther G reat Inf ormation

3 10 Com m ercial S t . Rockp ort , ME
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Victory Garden

• Org anic Com p os t
• B lack Dirt Gardener’ s Mix
• “ Dy nam it e” Cont ainer Mix
• Clay K iller Mix
• Grang er Mix ( a nu t rit iou s m u lch )
• B lack Mu lch
No Ch em icals

• T ick Cont rol Mu lch
• W ood Ch ip s
• Mill Ch ip s
• Com p os t ed Manu re
• Lands cap e Loam
• Law n Loam B lend
• Leaf Mold

Black Dirt Guy
975-6583

Anytime

Free advice... 60 years in business because we try harder.
WWW.THEBLACKDIRTGUY.COM

For 75 Years You’ve Trusted Us
With Your Auto Repair...

Now, Trust Us With Your Omelette!

Audiences to Return to Camden
Opera House
Right, sign of the times at
Camden Opera House.
Inset, an illustration of
how the reserved-seating
plan will offer open spaces.
After a year of limited and
no-audience shows, the Camden Opera House will hold inperson events in the coming
weeks. SoundCheck performances will continue to be
livestreamed free on the opera
house Facebook page and are
archived there and on the opera
house YouTube channel.
In a news release, manager Dave Morrison
said, “From the beginning of the pandemic,
all of our choices have been guided by two
things: the Maine CDC and our care and
respect for our audience, our staff and our performers. That continues to be the case. As of
May 24, the state of Maine says that fully vaccinated persons can remove their face masks
indoors, and we will honor that. But we are
going to continue to urge you to wear a mask
as a show of support and respect for your
neighbors’ safety and comfort. Our staff will
continue to wear masks.”
When buying tickets via the opera house

website, two empty seats will automatically be
reserved on either side of the ticket-holding
party for comfortable spacing. The reservedseating system is intended to allow purchasers
to choose the seats they want for any show.
Upcoming SoundCheck shows include
Anni Clark on June 11; Pete Kilpatrick on
June 25; Gintaré on July 9; Mehuman Ernst
on July 16; and more, through September.
Folksinger Tom Rush will perform live on
September 4, and the Lúnasa Irish Christmas
show will return on December 18.
Visit camdenoperahouse.com for more
information and tickets.

Submissions Invited to Youth Film Fest

The Strand Theatre in Rockland will hold
the second annual Strand Youth Film Fest,
an opportunity for young people living in the
midcoast and surrounding areas to create and
submit their own short films. Entries will
be accepted through September 30; awards
will be made and a public presentation of the
films will be held in the fall.
Filmmakers ages 9 to 18 will compete in

two divisions: the junior division includes
those entering grades five through eight (9 to
13 years old); the senior division is for young
people entering grades nine through 12 (14
to 18 years old). Participants must live in the
counties of Knox, Waldo, Lincoln, Hancock,
Kennebec, Penobscot or Sagadahoc.
For more details and submission instructions, visit rocklandstrand.com.

Farm Fresh Eggs
$5 Dozen
Call us for the following services:

Mowing, Lawn Installations, Rock Walls, Rock Patios, Tree
Removal, Excavation, Parking Lot Sweeping, and more!
s r

r

TM

70 Park St. Rockland • 594-5250 • www.easterntireinc.com

Come visit us at 295 Old County Road, Rockland.
Now selling mulch, loam and compost!

594-0559
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PORTERHOUSE
STEAKS

GREAT ON THE GRILL!
Happy Father’s Day!

SUMMER HOURS:
Open Daily: Sun 8-6, Mon to Sat 7-8 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram

A still image from the film “Jacinta”

COURTESY POINTS NORTH INSTITUTE

Points North Institute—

‘Recovery in Maine’ Films to Debut at the Shotwell
Camden-based Points North Institute has expanded its
Recovery in Maine program in partnership with state government. The program features a series of free documentary
film screenings about addiction, recovery and community
responses to the epidemic of substance use disorder. Many
will be followed by a panel discussion with characters in the
featured films, family members, film directors, clinicians
and law enforcement representatives. Preregistration is
requested.
The program will open with a trio of drive-in screenings
leading up to Gov. Janet Mills’ annual Opioid Response Summit on July 15. The first will be at the Shotwell Drive-In in
Rockport on Thursday, June 10, at 8:30 p.m. Attendees may
arrive between 7:30 and 8:15. The new film “The Oxy Kingpins” will be featured, telling the story of how a network of

pharmaceutical manufacturers, distributors and retailers
worked together to orchestrate and perpetuate the opioid crisis that has killed more than 500,000 people in the U.S.
Additional screenings will take place in Saco on June 23
and in Skowhegan on July 1, featuring the recently released
film “Jacinta,” a portrait of mothers and daughters and the
effects of trauma. “Jacinta” follows a young woman in and
out of prison as she attempts to break free from an inherited cycle of addiction, incarceration and crime.
As part of the Opioid Response Summit in July, Points
North is producing approximately 15 short pieces called
“Voices of Recovery,” which will be shown throughout
the conference.
Visit recoveryinmaine.org for more information, and to
reserve tickets.

Colonial Theatre Streams ‘New French Shorts 2021’
The Colonial Theatre in Belfast is offering films for
streaming from its website. Those who buy virtual tickets
will have several days to watch the films. Ticket prices vary;
half of ticket revenue is earmarked for the theater’s future
full-scale operation. Recently added to the lineup is:
“New French Shorts 2021.” The annual feature-length

showcase of new cinematic voices from France includes the
Oscar-nominated animated short “Genius Loci” and César
Award winners “And Then the Bear” and “So What If the
Goats Die?” The compilation includes festival favorites from
Cannes, Sundance and Berlinale.
Visit colonialtheater.com to view the film.

Via Zoom—

Guitarist Carlos Pavan in Rockland Library Concert

Rockland Public Library will present Carlos Pavan in a
free virtual concert on Thursday, June 10, at 6:30 p.m.
A Brooklyn-based composer and guitarist, Pavan blends
Argentine tango and folk rhythms
with classical and jazz concepts. He
is part of a new wave of modern classical guitar composers working from
a mix of traditions and influences.
Pavan was born in Argentina and
has been living in New York City
since 2000. He has performed internationally and has recorded three
albums. Pavan is currently the artistic director and composer for the

Park Slope Chamber Players in Brooklyn.
For a link to attend, email elewis@rocklandmaine.gov by
4 p.m. on June 10 and identify the event in the subject line.

SALE ON
PINE SAWDUST

WEAVER’S ROADSIDE VARIETY
BAKERY
CATERING
AGENCY LIQUOR STORE
1386 Waterville Road, Waldo, ME • 342-5697
Non-Ethanol Gas • Off Road Diesel • K1
weaversroadsidevariety@gmail.com

Guitarist and composer
Carlos Pavan

ACE Hardware Store
Battery
Powered
Window & Door Showroom
Mowers are Here
Drive Through Lumber Yard
Warehouse
Check out our Building Materials
line
of
Battery & Electric Lawn &
Garden tools
Buy local.
Build better.
Choose from Trimmers,
Blowers,

Chain Saws and More…
FREE STORE PICKUP,
BUY ONLINE & PICK UP TODAY!

THE HELPFUL PLACE, EVERYWHERE YOU ARE
WITH OUR MOBILE APP

acehardware.com

10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland | Tel. 594-4331 | Monday-Friday 7-5 • Saturday 8-2

10 Payne Ave
Rockland

OPEN
Monday - Friday 7-5PM
Saturday 8-2PM
594-4331
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From art house to your house—

New Films to Stream from
Portland Museum of Art

The Portland Museum of Art has added selections to
the list of films it offers for streaming. Partnering with
exhibitors and distributors, PMA is renting retrospectives
and first-run content to the public; a portion of proceeds
benefits the museum. Newly available are:
“RK/RKAY ,” directed by Rajat Kapoor. In English and
Hindi with English subtitles (not rated). Rajat Kapoor, the
“godfather” of Indian independent film, has created a “metamovie” about filmmaking itself. Working in the tradition of
such classics as “Being J ohn Malkovich” and “The Purple
Rose of Cairo,” with a light, markedly Indian touch, the film
tells the story of a film director whose main character usurps
control of the plot line and, eventually, real life.
“Two Gods,” directed by Z eshawn and Aman Ali (not
rated). A documentary about a Muslim casket maker and
ritual body washer in Newark, New J ersey, who takes two
young men under his wing to teach them how to live better
lives. Hanif mentors Furquan, a confident 12-year-old who
comes from a rough home, and Naz, a 17-year-old who
has been struggling as a young Black man growing up in
Newark. When Furquan’s home life becomes more turbulent
and Naz gets caught up in a serious arrest, Hanif fears he has
failed as a mentor and begins to spiral downward.
To view the films and others, or to subscribe to a monthly
film-series email, visit portlandmuseum.org/films.

Bay Chamber—

Young Stars of Maine,
Pine Tree Prizewinners

Bay Chamber Concerts and Music School has selected
seven winners of its Y oung Stars of Maine prize. Each
was awarded a $1,000 cash prize to further their musical
studies; a prize of $2,000 was awarded to be shared among
members of a string quartet. Prizewinners will perform in a
free concert at the Rockport Opera House on Sunday, J une
6, at 4 p.m.
Honorees include Anne McKee, a violinist from Islesboro, who received the J ean and Harvey Picker Senior
Prize; Charlie Picone of Bangor, who won the A. H.
Chatfield J r. Piano Prize; Emelia Bailey, a soprano from
Gorham, who was awarded the Eleanor Erdman and Diane
Nixon Vocal Prize; Owen Kennedy, a violinist from
Winthrop, who received the Glenn J enks Future in Music
Prize; Anya Atkinson, a flautist from Gorham, who won
the Ezra Rachlin Prize for Excellence; Annabelle Brooks,
a pianist from Portland, was awarded the Elsie Bixler
J unior Prize; and Anna Berkes, a cellist from Winthrop,
who received the Summer Cello Prize. The Anna Bereziuk
and Lindley Wood Prize for Ensemble Endeavors was awarded
to the J AKS Q uartet featuring violinists J oshua Rosenthal
of Damariscotta and Katherine O’Brien of Camden;
violist Sophia Scheck of Waterville and cellist Anna
Berkes.
The Maine Music Teachers Association recently held its
biennial Pine Tree Competition featuring 54 piano and string
students competing in four categories: Early Elementary,
Late Elementary, J unior and Senior. Bay Chamber students
receiving awards in the competition were violinist Ami
Wolovitz of Camden, a student of faculty member J osie
Davis, who received first place in the Late Elementary
Strings category; violinist Linnea Turesson of Rockport,
a student of faculty member Sophie Davis, who received
second place in the Late Elementary Strings category;
and pianist Ina Wolovitz of Camden, a student of faculty
member Patricia Stowell, who received first place in the
J unior Piano category.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions
to the Calendar of Events must be made
by noon Wednesday before the Tuesday
publication day. Send them, along with
your contact information, to
calendar@freepressonline.com
or The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076.

NOTEWORTHY
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2:
“ Maine’s First Ship,” Union Historical
Society presents the story of V irg inia at
7 p.m. on Z oom. J im Parmentier’s program
will explain how the ship was built at Popham
Colony in the early 1600s to explore the coast
for the Plymouth Company. When the colony
was abandoned, V irg inia sailed 100 men and
boys to England. See the replica built in Bath.
Get the link: unionhistoricalsociety.org.
THURSDAY, JUNE 3:
State Energy Leaders to Discuss
Maine’s Future, 6 p.m. via Z oom.
Camden Public Library and Camden
Energy Committee wrap up their Let’ s
Talk About Energy . A panel of speakers
from state government and energy
nonprofits will discuss how to reach the
ambitious clean energy goals recently set
by the Maine Climate Council. For the
link, email jpierce@librarycamden.org.
Virtual Author Talk with Margie
Patlak, at 6:30 p.m. on Z oom. Rockland
Public Library hosts the award-winning
science writer whose work has explored
the continental collisions that thrust up and
fractured Maine’s mountains; how animals
navigate; and the dance of plankton under
the microscope. Patlak will read from her
new book and discuss her writing process.
Email by 4 p.m. for the link: elewis@
rocklandmaine.gov.
FRIDAY, JUNE 4:
“S he Kills Monsters” i n Belfast, this
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, with all
shows at 7 p.m., at Troy Howard Middle
School. Midcoast Theater Company
kicks off its 10th season with the story of
high-schooler Agnes Evans as she deals
with the death of her younger sister. When
Agnes opens Tilly’s Dungeons & Dragons
notebook, she is launched into the world
that was her sister’s refuge. Performances
are outdoors, bring a chair, wear a mask.
$15, $10 students, at midcoasttheater.org.

MUSIC
Bay Chamber Concerts Summer
Season, tickets are on sale now for live
performances August 4–22 i n Rockport
and Camden, online at baychamber.org.
SATURDAY, JUNE 5:
Ravel: String Quartet in F Maj or, now
streaming at onstage.daponte.org. It’s the
final performance offered in the DaPonte
Onstag e concert series. Also available
are the quartet’s postings of Beethoven,
Schulhoff, and Shostakovich pieces. Learn
more at daponte.org or on Facebook. Email
lisa@daponte.org to join the mailing list.

SUNDAY, JUNE 6:
Free Concert by Young Stars of
Maine Priz ewinners, 4 p.m. Livestreamed
from Rockport Opera House to Bay
Chamber Concerts and Music School’s
Y ouTube channel. Free.

FILM
THURSDAY, JUNE 3:
2021 Shotwell Summer Series, at
the Shotwell Drive-In at 40 West Street
in Rockport, starts tonight at 8:30 p.m.
with a screening of the documentary “The
Truffle Hunters,” which follows a handful
of men searching for white Alba truffles
deep in the forests of Piedmont, Italy. The
201 Sum
m er Series will screen a diverse
lineup of documentaries and feature films
each Thursday and Saturday, with sneak
preview screenings and other special
events sprinkled throughout the season.
$20 per vehicle. Food trucks, including
Cold Toes Tacos, and restrooms are
available. Tickets: pointsnorthinstitute.org.

ARTS
Poetry on Camden’s Storefront
Windows, works by local poets and
students from some of the area’s public,
private and independent schools. Launched
last year and sponsored by Stewardship
Education Alliance, it is intended to draw
attention to United Nations World Oceans
Day, J une 8, and it runs to J une 12.
Youth Pride Art Show, on display
in J une, which is Pride Month, in the
ArtLab window of Center for Maine
Contemporary Art, 21 Winter Street
in Rockland. And at Erickson Fieds
Preserve in Rockport, take the Pride Walk,
featuring LGBTQ + and allied youth poetry
paired with art and photography in a series
of display cases along a wooded 1.4-mile
loop trail. Details: outmaine.org.
TUESDAY, JUNE 1:
Art Time LIVE with Waterfall Arts
of Belfast, join Bridget Matros and a
guest artist for the weekly art adventure,
streaming live to its Facebook page and
Y ouTube channel from 4 to 5 p.m. To be a
guest, email bridget@waterfallarts.org.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2:
Art & Journaling, 4 p.m. Get project
ideas through email, then meet on Z oom.
J oin Camden Public Library’s creative
group for a different project every
Wednesday. For projects and the Z oom
link: alhand@librarycamden.org.
THURSDAY, JUNE 3:
Mystery Book Group at Thomaston
Public Library, will meet at 2 p.m. The
group will return to in-person meetings in
the library’s Community Conference Room
on the second floor of the Academy building
to discuss works by Scottish crime writer
Val McDermid, with two suggested titles to
pick between: “The Mermaids Singing” or
“A Place of Execution.” The club meets the
first Thursday of every month. J uly’s book
will be decided at the J une meeting.

New Movies
Week of June 1–June 8

Short descriptions of new movies

COMING 2 AMERICA PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Craig
Brewer (Eddie Murphy, Arsenio Hall, Jermaine Fowler) Set
in the lush royal country of Zamunda, newly crowned King
Akeem and his confidante Semmi embark on all-new comic
adventures in this sequel that has them traversing the globe,
from their great African nation to the borough of Queens,
New York — where it all began.
THE COURIER PG-13/Thriller/Dir: Dominic Cooke
(Benedict Cumberbatch, Merab Ninidze, Rachel Brosnahan)
The true story of an unassuming British businessman recruited
into one of the greatest international conflicts in history. At
the behest of the U.K.’s MI-6 and a CIA operative, he forms a
covert, dangerous partnership with a Soviet officer in an effort
to provide crucial intelligence needed to prevent a nuclear
confrontation and defuse the Cuban Missile Crisis.

CRUELLA PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Craig Gillespie (Emma
Stone, Emma Thompson, Joel Fry) Set in 1970s London
amidst the punk rock revolution. A creative young grifter

FRIDAY, JUNE 4:
Exp lorations Read-Aloud for Adults,
Fridays at 11 a.m. on Camden Public
Library’s Facebook page and Y ouTube
channel. Local thespian J oseph Coté reads
fiction and nonfiction.
SATURDAY, JUNE 5:
Kathleen Thornton and Linda Healy
at River Arts, Damariscotta, from 1 to
3 p.m. at the reception to open their twoperson show featuring Thornton’s acrylics
(kathleenthornton.net) and Healy’s textiles
(tidalweaves.com). The show runs to
J une 23. The gallery is open Tuesday to
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
SUNDAY, JUNE 6:
Little River Speaks Proj ect in
Belfast, with painters, drawers, poets,
photographers, writers, dancers, singers
and other artists invited to four Sunday
sessions, 10 a.m. to noon, to make art
“in solidarity with the land, waters
and wildlife threatened by the Nordic
aquaculture project.” All ages and abilities
are welcome. Locations are: J une 6, the
waterfall off of Tufts Road; J une 20 at
85 Edgecomb Road; J uly 4, Water District
trailhead, 285 Northport Avenue; J uly
18, Harriet L. Hartley Conservation Area,
290 Northport Avenue. There will be an
exhibition of finished works in August.
Register at littleriverspeaks.org. There will
be art supplies on hand.
TUESDAY, JUNE 8:
Carver Memorial Library Book
Club, meets at 1 p.m. at the Searsport
Community Building, 42 Prospect Street.
All are welcome. Discuss the book
(this month it’s “Fraternity Village”
by Ben Ames Williams) or just listen
in. Y ou can also sign onto the library’s
Field Trip: Fraternity Village set for
Friday, J une 11, at 11 a.m. Meet at the
Searsmont Commnity Building, 37 Main
Street (Route 131). Tour the library and
historical society and explore the setting of
“Fraternity Village.”
Let’s Talk About It Book Club at
Thomaston Public Library, meets at 2 p.m.
The club returns to in-person meetings in the
Community Conference Room. The book is
“The Hours” by Michael Cunningham. The
Let’s Talk About It Book Club was born
of a Maine Humanities Council– sponsored
discussion series at Thomaston Public
Library several years ago and meets the
second Tuesday of every month to read and
discuss a set of five to six books grouped
around a common theme. The next series
will be announced soon. Contact the library
to be added to the email list.
For recurring Tuesday events, see
June 1.
COMING UP:
Drawing Workshop at the Maine
Art Gallery, Wiscasset, on Sunday,
J une 13, from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Adeline Godminc-Tronzo teaches the
drawing workshop with painting and
collage. Class is limited to eight. The
cost is $60 for members of Maine Art
Gallery, $70 nonmembers. To register:
maineartgallerywiscasset.org.

determined to make a name for herself befriends a pair of
young thieves who appreciate her appetite for mischief, and
together they are able to build a life for themselves on the
London streets. Her flair for fashion catches the eye of the
Baroness von Hellman, a fashion legend, but their relationship
sets in motion a course of events and revelations that will
cause the younger woman to embrace her wicked side.
THE DRY R/Crime/Dir: Robert Connolly (Eric Bana,
Genevieve O’Reilly, Keir O’Donnell) After an absence
of 20 years, Aaron Falk returns to his drought-stricken
hometown to investigate an apparent murder-suicide
committed by his childhood friend, Luke, who allegedly
killed his wife Karen and child Billy (sparing baby
daughter Charlotte) before taking his own life. But when
his investigation opens a decades-old wound — the
unsolved death of 16-year-old Ellie Deacon — Aaron must
struggle to prove not only Luke’s innocence but his own.

FRENCH EXIT R/Comedy/Dir: Azazel Jacobs (Michelle
Pfeiffer, Lucas Hedges, Tracy Letts) “My plan was to die
before the money ran out,” says 60-year-old penniless
socialite Frances Price. Her husband has been dead for
12 years and with his vast inheritance gone, she cashes
in the last of her possessions and resolves to live out her
days anonymously in a borrowed apartment in Paris,
accompanied by her directionless son.
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Richard Blanco, Tess Taylor, Rick
Barot Nex t Up for The Poets Corner,
Sunday, J une 13, 4 p.m. over Z oom. They
join the cofounders of The Poets Corner
for a conversation about their work, the
craft of poetry, their personal journeys as
poets, and their experiences of the past
year. The conversation marks the one-year
anniversary of The Poets Corner. Register
at thepoetscorner.org. It’s cohosted by
Maine Media Workshops + College,
Rockport, where the three are teaching
workshops and craft seminars during
Writers Harbor Poetry Week, J une 14– 18.
Intergenerational Book Club at
Thomaston Public Library, meets
Tuesday, J une 15, at 2:30 p.m. The club
will move to a hybrid format, giving
members the option of joining over Z oom
or meeting in person to discuss “The
House in the Cerulean Sea” by TJ Klune.
Contact the library at 354-2453 or library@
thomastonmaine.gov for more information.
Summer Pop-Up Book Club at
Thomaston Public Library, celebrating
lighthearted “beach reads,” on Wednesday,
J une 16 (rain date J une 23), at 2 p.m.,
outside at the gazebo at the library. Enjoy
snacks and chat about the works of Beth
O’Leary – “ The Switch,” “The Flatshare”
or “The Road Trip” (to be published
J une 1). Attendees are welcome to read
any (or all) of the titles. The Summer
Pop-Up Book Club will meet on the third
Wednesday of the month, outdoors, in
J une, J uly, and August. Refreshments
will be served, and all are welcome to
join for one month or all three. For more
information, contact the library at 3542453 or library@thomastonmaine.gov.
Master Wood Carver from Russia
Teaching In-Person and Online in
Camden, Camden Public Library and
Maine Coast Workshop invite the public
to attend the online presentation by worldrenowned wood carving master Alexander
Grabovetskiy on Wednesday, J une 16, at
7 p.m. Maine Coast Workshop is hosting
Grabovetskiy at its studio in Camden for
a five-day immersion workshop. Email
jpierce@librarycamden.org to request a
Z oom link to attend this free online event.

HOME & GARDEN
TUESDAY, JUNE 1:
“T urn Your Garden into a Food
Factory,” led by gardener and columnist
Lynette Walther at Merryspring Nature
Center, Camden, at noon. The local
garden writer will offer advice on foods
that can be grown in almost any yard or
even in containers. This talk is part of
Merryspring’s Out door Spr ing T alk series
held in a distanced manner in the hexagon,
with face masks required. The cost is $5
for the general public, free for members.
No registration is necessary.
THURSDAY, JUNE 3:
DIY Kits: Hummingbird Swing,
available starting today at Carver
Memorial Library, Searsport. “Hang it
near a window so you can see them when
they’re sitting still.”

SATURDAY, JUNE 5:
Woodland Field Tour, 9 a.m. to noon
in Newcastle at the Weary, Trueman, and
Renda properties. The Weary lot has been
a certified Tree Farm since 1958, twice
awarded the Outstanding Tree Farm for
Maine, most recently in 1999, with nearly
65 years of ongoing forest management
under two generations of ownership. The
walking tour will be about one mile, with two
small streams to hop over. To register: jenn@
mainewoodlandowners.org or 844-0348.
Workshop on Transplanting and
Dividing the Garden, 9 a.m. to noon
at Merryspring Nature Center, Camden.
Master Gardener J ohn Fromer will teach
transplanting methods for seedlings,
divisions, and bare root stock. Guests will
learn how to identify young perennials,
as well as how to care for freshly
transplanted seedlings and divisions, then
divide and take home plants. This is the
third of three in the W eek end W ork shop
series. $30 includes plants, $25 members.
Pay by J une 4: call 236-2239 or email
info@merryspring.org.
Vose Library Plant Sale, 8 a.m. to
1 p.m. It is an annual fundraiser for Vose
Library and will be held at the library,
392 Common Road in Union.
Rockport Garden Club Annual Plant
Sale, 9 a.m. to noon at Aldermere Farm,
70 Russell Avenue, in Rockport.
Belfast Garden Club Plant Sale, from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. outside of the Belfast
Boathouse. Annuals, perennials, books,
garden items. Rain date is J une 6.
TUESDAY, JUNE 8:
“ Herbs of Antiq uity,” in the hexagon
at Merryspring Nature Center, Camden, at
noon. Denise DeSpirito will speak about
plants with historical significance in ancient
Greek and Roman cultures, their medicinal
uses, and their stories and mythologies.
Inspired by a recent trip to Greece, her talk
will cover plants commonly grown in that
part of the world that can also be cultivated
in the Maine garden. Part of Merryspring’s
Ou tdoor Sp ring Talk series. Cost is $5, free
for members. No need to register.
COMING UP:
Webinar on Compost and Manure
for Home Gardens, University of Maine
Cooperative Extension and University
of New Hampshire Extension offer it
Wednesday, J une 9, from 6 to 7:15 p.m.
Learn what to look for when purchasing
compost and manure, the benefits and
considerations of each, no-till practices
and how to use compost and different
kinds of manure. Registration required;
sliding-scale fee is optional. Register on
the event webpage to attend live or receive
a link to the recording.
Forest Walk at Hidden Valley Nature
Center, J efferson, Saturday, J une 12,
from noon to
2 p.m. Forester
Barrie Brusila,
HVNC cofounder
Tracy Moskovitz,
and Midcoast
Conservancy
Forestry and Lands

Manager Tim Libby will explain the Crop
Tree Release projects at Hidden Valley and
how they relate to forest health, wildlife and
habitat, soil and water quality, trail layout, and
low-impact harvest techniques. Register for
the free walk at midcoastconservancy.org.

FOOD & DRINK
COMING UP:
“T he Maine Bicentennial
Community Cookbook” A uthors in
Virtual Chat, Thursday, J une 10, at
10 a.m. Skidompha Library’s Chat s
w ith C ham pi ons will feature Margaret
Hathaway and Karl Schatz. “The Maine
Bicentennial Community Cookbook” is
the married couple’s sixth book on food
and farming. Collaborator Don Lindgren
of Rabelais Books in Biddeford will join
in the Z oom presentation. Their talk will
detail the creation of the cookbook, which
includes 200 recipes celebrating Maine’s
200 years of statehood. Now in its fourth
printing with over 11,000 copies, funds
generated have been distributed to 25
different organizations fighting hunger in
all corners of Maine. Visit skidompha.org
for info on joining the event.
All-You-Can-Eat Pancake Breakfast,
second Saturdays of the month, starting
J une 12 and running through October 9,
from 8 to 10 a.m. at Knox County Regional
Airport, 372 Dublin Road, Owls Head.
Suggested donation of $8 adults, $5 for
children under 12. Hosted by Chapter 696
of Experimental Aircraft Association. For
more information, contact Ron Vanosdol at
eaachapter696@gmail.com or 230-2566.
Pulled Pork Take-Out Supper in
Washington, Saturday, J une 12, from 4:30
to 6 p.m. at Evening Star Grange, 31 Old
Union Road. The menu also includes
homemade baked beans, brown bread,
coleslaw and dessert. FMI: 845-3102.
Free Cookout Meal To Go for Union
Residents 55+ , to be picked up curbside at
the William L Pullen Municipal Building
meeting room at the back of the town
office, 567 Common Road, on Thursday,
J une 24, at 11:30 a.m. Featuring a hot
dog or burger, cold side salads, potato
chips, watermelon and a bottled water.
Delivery will also be available. To get a
meal, RSVP to the Union Town Office by
Thursday, June 10, at 785-3658 or
townmanager@union.maine.gov.

ATTENTION!
Hi, everyone. Recently my mother’s house caught fire
and now my mother and grandmother are homeless
and need a place to stay. Thankfully, the fire was
on the outside of the house but the furniture has
the smoke chemicals in them. It is also hard for my
mother because about a month ago she was in a bad
accident and she severely injured her wrist and ankle.
For the last 2 weeks they have stayed at a hotel but the
price of that is adding up quickly. We are also having
to leave stuff at the house because we don’t have
enough room in our storage shed.
Please consider a donation to our gofund.me account at:

https://gofund.me/a4fd73ac



KIDS & PARENTS
TUESDAY, JUNE 1:
Facebook Live Story Time with
Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from
10 to 10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Librarian
J essie will read books and sing songs on
the library’s Facebook page.

Shalimar’s Studio of Oriental Dance

407 Main St., Rockland ~ Info: 975-3317 ~ Classes with Patti Luchetti
ONGOING
CLASSES

Studio open for Private, Pairs and Rentals.

Stay safe, friends.

BALANCE • STAMINA • STRETCH • FORM

THE AMERICAN LEGION
War Memorial Post 30

PHONE: 207-236-3310

207-691-2270

2021

Membership Drive
Veterans - be a part of
the largest vet organization.
Meetings are the 1st Thursday
of the month at 7pm
Stop by 91 Pearl St., Camden
and join your fellow vets and enjoy
the comradery

Paid for by Karen Vachon, Executive Director
P.O. Box 257, Auburn, ME 04212
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Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

Chat with Miss Amy of Camden
Public Library on Z oom, 10 to 11 a.m.
Tuesdays. For a link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, on its Y ouTube
channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m. Toddlers and
early elementary school kids are invited to the
themed storytimes with songs, rhymes, books.
Outdoor Story Time at Jackson
Memorial Library, Tenants Harbor,
Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
Virtual Breastfeeding Support
Group, Tuesdays from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
The informal group provides interaction
as well as individual assistance when
needed. Women wanting more information
about breastfeeding are also welcome.
For access: 301-3950 or journeytohealth.
coursestorm.com.

N O T I C E S

LGBTQ+ Online Youth Group, for
ages 9 to 13, Tuesdays from 4 to 5 p.m.
Hang out, try a workshop, play games and
connect with peers. Go to OutMaine.org
for details.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2:
Outdoor Story Time, with Miss Amy
Graveside Service, noon, Sat.,
Died Thurs., May 20, 2021
of Camden Public Library, from 10 to
June 5, Common Cemetery,
Age 72; To share a memory
11 a.m. Story times and crafts with masks
Union. Reception, 2-4 p.m.,
or story with the family, visit
and social distancing. Bring a blanket to help
American Legion Post #1, Upper bchfh.com.
your children remain in their space. For all
Limerock St., Rockland.
Vittrice Haskell
ages. Weather permitting. Email Amy Hand
Nancy Clair Weller Brown
Died Fri., May 14, 2021
to register: alhand@librarycamden.org.
Died Sat., May 22, 2021
Age 94; To share a memory
Read-Alouds with Miss Katie of
Age 88; Condolences and
or story with the family, visit
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m.
memories may be shared at
bchfh.com.
on the library’s Y ouTube channel.
longfuneralhomecamden.com.
Story Time with Chloe Keller of
Vose Library in Union, 10:30 a.m. Email
librarian@voselibrary.org or call the
library, 785-4733,
for the password.
LGBTQ+ Teen
Group, for ages 13
to 17, via Z oom on
Wednesdays, 4 to
5 p.m. Hang out, try
WITH ANANUR
a workshop, play
games and connect
with peers. Go to
JUNE 2 TO JUNE 8
OutMaine.org for
Wednesday, June 2 — Mercury remains retrograde from in Taurus aspects Mars and Pluto. Be safe. Send out prayers
details.

Gary M. Leach

Michael Dennis Bowers

ASTROlogically

a 2 n l n 22. R
o nd
n
ction. During this phase, communications could break down.
Electrical devices and appliances probably won’t work properly. Y ou need more time to focus yourself. Venus enters Cancer,
remaining in this family-oriented sign until J une 27. Y ou want
more time with friends whom you consider family. The Sun
na
- n a c
a n,
n o
a nc .
Thursday, June 3 — n a c n
n ncn o o o do n l dn .
n na n a c
with Saturn ends by midnight. Mercury (retrograde) is in a
challenging aspect with Neptune until Saturday night. Some
people are gullible during this aspect. Mars is opposite Pluto
until Saturday, which brings violence. Be alert. The Moon
enters Aries at 2 p.m., leading to a tendency to be impulsive.
While the Moon is in Aries there is a need for affection. There
could be an upset in a personal relationship between 3 and 5
p.m. while the Moon in Aries is in a challenging aspect with
Venus in Cancer. Mars opposite Pluto is fueling this.
Friday, June 4 — Mercury (retrograde) is still in a
challenging aspect with Neptune. Y our head is foggy,
as are other people’s. Mars is still opposite Pluto. It’s a
dangerous aspect. It requires a well-thought-out plan for
personal safety if you suspect you could be a victim.
Saturday, June 5 — The Moon enters Taurus at 1:46 a.m.,
bringing security concerns. Y ou feel protective. Mercury
(retrograde) in a challenging aspect with foggy Neptune
will be complete by 8 p.m. Mars opposite Pluto, “the
dangerous aspect,” will be done by 8 p.m. We are getting
jolted by Saturn in a challenging aspect to Uranus, which
took place between November 2020 and February 2021. A
shift is occurring. There are topics we can’t discuss calmly.
Proceed cautiously from 4:30 until 7 p.m. while the Moon

for protection to those you’re concerned about.
Sunday, June 6 — Saturn and Uranus activate until
J uly 7. Life is disruptive. There is no “new normal” or
“getting back to normal.” Each day brings more stress
as our legislators try to discern what to do. They seek to
nd n l ,
on l ol on
a a odd
each other. The same energy will act up again between
December 21 and J anuary 8, 2022. I know that our lives
will be different due to rules and laws that will be made.
Monday, June 7 — With the Sun and Mercury (retroad con nc n
n o
n o
n
out. It seems too complex to be able to come up with one
ol on a
ll
all a
all n a a .
o
l
that with J upiter in Pisces for a short time (until J uly 28),
laws amended and newly created will consider what is
best for all. The inner pull for expressing compassion is
stronger while J upiter is in Pisces. J upiter will be retrograde J uly 28–D ecember 28. J upiter will move back into
Pisces on December 28 until May 10, 2022.
Tuesday, June 8 — The Moon in Taurus will be in a
positive aspect with Mars in Cancer from 9 until 11 a.m.
Y ou’ve got energy to burn. Thursday, the Solar Eclipse (New
Moon) will occur at 6:53 a.m. with Mercury close by. The
eclipse is meant to get you thinking about what’s going on.
d a ll a
l n o a . on c n ac
ll
announced, making it tougher to know what’s real. Neptune
will cause you to doubt what you thought you knew.
NOTE: Due to spac e c onstraints, t hi s c olum n has been
edited. Read the f ul l v ersion at f reepr essonline.c om .
Ananur F orm a liv es in Roc k land and c an be reac he d f or
a pe rsonal astrologi c al reading i n pe rson or by phone
at 207594256. V
isit w w w .Astrology W ithA nanur .c om .

FREE to Worship

A weekly feature in THE FREE PRESS Contact Glenn Billington: glenn@freepressonline.com

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
OurSunday
ServicesServices
& Classes
are ONLINE
Holy Communion

7:30
9:30*
am
See ourand
website
for schedules

links to
services
*Nursery and
and Sunday
School
availableon

Facebook and YouTube.

33 Chestnut Street • 236-3680 • www.stthomascamdenme.org
33 Chestnut Street ● 236-3680 ● www.stthomascamdenme.org

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

John Street
United Methodist Church
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

We Welcome All Persons

ROCKLAND
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
All Are Welcome!

Worship 10 a.m., Sundays. In person and online.
180 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

594-8656

rocklandcongregational@gmail.com

find us at: rocklandcongregationalchurch.org

First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ
Join Us for Zoom Worship Sundays at 9:30 am. Sunday School meets by Zoom at 8:45.
To be added to the Zoom lists, call the church office.

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

Sunday Worship: See our
website for online worship.

Virtual Open House at Ashwood
Waldorf School, 180 Park Street,
Rockport, from 6 to 7 p.m. Brief
presentation and Q &A. Registration
required: info@ashwoodwaldorf.org
or 236-8021.
THURSDAY, JUNE 3:
Baby Time with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m.
on the library’s Y ouTube channel.
FRIDAY, JUNE 4:
Preschool Outdoor Story Time with
Miss Amy of Camden Public Library,
10 to 11 a.m. in the amphitheatre. Bring
a blanket to sit on. Weather permitting.
Email: alhand@librarycamden.org.
Environmental Education and Fun
at the S.E.A. Fair, from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
Camden Public Library hosts an afternoon
of learning and fun at the Stewardship
Education Alliance (S.E.A.) Fair in the
amphitheatre. Meet representatives from
16 local nonprofits that support responsible
stewardship of the environment. This
family-friendly event will offer activities
including a mobile marine tank, story time
with librarian Miss Amy, drawings for free
sailing trips and other prizes from local
businesses, and more.
MONDAY, JUNE 7:
Emerging LGBTQ+ Leaders Online
Meetings, for ages 16 to 22, Mondays
from 3 to 4 p.m. Out Maine hosts the

!
Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church
Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

Shalom

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland
Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
virtual meet-ups where LGBTQ + young
adults can share knowledge and increase their
leadership and facilitation skills. The group is
creating podcasts to share online and on FM
radio. Email leah@outmaine.org for details.
TUESDAY, JUNE 8:
For recurring Tuesday events, see June 1.
COMING UP:
UMaine Cooperative Ext ension 4-H Offers
At-Home Aq uaponics Proj ect, an experiential
learning program for youth ages 9 to 18 will
be delivered virtually from J une 15 to October.
The project includes learning experiences in
introductory aquaponic systems and design,
fish husbandry, aquaponic gardening, cooking
and nutrition and more. With program leaders
as mentors, youth complete their individual
projects at home and are also members of a
statewide group participating in the project
together. Prior experience with aquaponics is
not required. Enrollment is limited to 10. Learn
more on the aquaponics project webpage.
Waterfall Arts Offers “ Funny HaHa” All
Ages Art Happening, a free, outdoor, all-ages
event on Saturday, J une 12, from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Steamboat Landing Park. At this picnic-style,
distanced gathering, kid comics as young as 4
are invited to share their best jokes or silly songs.
There will be goofy games, a collaborative
doodle area, a special “Dad J oke” competition,
and materials for a drawing game the Surrealists
called “Exquisite Corpse.” Attendees can wear
wacky get-ups and bring picnics, but are asked
to avoid wrappers or other fly-away items, and
to pack out all trash. For more information, visit
waterfallarts.org or call 338-2222.

MISCELLANEOUS
TUESDAY, JUNE 1:
Yoga in Camden Amphitheatre, Tuesdays
and Fridays in J une, from 9 to 10 a.m. with
certified teacher Denyse Robinson. All levels. By
donation. Details: denyserobinson@gmail.com.

Leer y Charlar Meeting on Z oom, from
1 to 3 p.m. The Spanish language reading
and conversation group invites people to
practice their Spanish. For more information
and to request a link, email Lynne Taylor at
leerycharlar@gmail.com.
Alz heimer’s Disease Support Group Meeting
Virtually, at 6 p.m. The group provides information
and support to area residents who have loved
ones coping with Alzheimer’s disease or related
dementias. Free. To participate, contact Cheri R.
Blouin, LSW, 301-6237 or cblouin@pbmc.org.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2:
Qi Gong Class Wednesdays in Tenants
Harbor, 10 a.m. at J ackson Memorial Library.
Weather permitting, the group meets on the
library lawn. Otherwise, it is presented via
Z oom. All abilities are welcome. Videos of past
classes can be found on the library’s Y ouTube
channel. To join the email list or get the Z oom
link, call or email the library.
Camden Brain Inj ury Support Group,
meets 10 a.m. to noon in Camden Public
Library Children’s Garden near the underground
entrance. This group welcomes survivors,
family and friends of stroke survivors, and
anyone faced with a neurological challenge.
For more information, call 273-2090.
Black Lives Matter Vigils in Rockland,
every Wednesday at Chapman Park (corner of
Park and Main, by Walgreens) from noon to
1 p.m. Everyone is invited. Wear a mask. More
info at 385-7452 or smanning5757@gmail.com.
Tai Chi in Camden Amphitheatre,
Mondays and Wednesdays in J une, from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. with certified teacher Denyse
Robinson. All levels. By donation. Details
denyserobinson@gmail.com.
Waldo County Technical Center Annual
Recognition and Awards Night, 6:30 p.m. to
honor all students, to recognize students who
have earned special awards, and to present
scholarships to members of the senior class.
It will be held outdoors at the tech center,
1022 Waterville Road in Waldo.

THURSDAY, JUNE 3:
Camden Public Library’s Tech Help Hour
via Z oom and Email, 1 to 3 p.m. For those who
need help with a new device or operations like
transferring photos from camera to computer.
Sign up at librarycamden.org.
FRIDAY, JUNE 4:
Yoga in Camden Amphitheatre, Tuesdays
and Fridays in J une, from 9 to 10 a.m. with
certified teacher Denyse Robinson. All levels. By
donation. Details: denyserobinson@gmail.com.
Camden Is Blooming, this Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, with sidewalk sales
throughout the downtown. Also on Saturday,
live music from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., with Matt
& Mac playing jazz in front of Camden
National Bank, 2 Elm Street, and Alice
Limoges singing original music on the deck at
Penobscot Bay Chamber of Commerce, 2 Public
Landing. Camden Is Blooming is hosted by
Camden Area Business Group. Learn more at
camdenmaineexperience.com.
Online Chess Club, with matches every Friday
from 4 to 6 p.m. Members may also challenge
other members at any time. J oin at lichess.org/
team/camden-chess-club. For more info, email
Evan Annis at camdenchessclub@gmail.com.
SATURDAY, JUNE 5:
West Bay Rotary and Midcoast Recreation
Center Yard Sale, at the rec center, 535 West
Street, Rockport, this Saturday and Sunday,
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Come at 7 a.m. for a $5
entrance fee. On Sunday from noon to 2 p.m.
shoppers may fill a box or bag for $5.
Community members may donate items for
the two organizations to sell (no clothing, baby
items, electronics, or couches) or rent space
for $10 and sell their own items. Those renting
space must provide their own tables and chairs.
For information, contact MRC at 236-9400.
Annual Book, Bake, and Plant Sale at
Stockton Springs Community Library,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., rain or shine. Baked
goods both sweet and savory, flower and herb

perennials, and a wide range of books and audio
books. No early birds. SSCL is an all-volunteer
library and all proceeds from the sale benefit
the library. For more information: 567-4147 or
stocktonspringslibrary.org
SUNDAY, JUNE 6:
5K Run/Walk Fundraiser, Thomaston Trek,
in-person and virtual race, with an 8:30 a.m. start
at Thomaston Public Library. T-shirts, prizes,
breakfast. $25 entry donation ($35 day-of) benefits
Trekkers youth programs. Learn more at trekkers.
org. Call 594-5095 to sign up.
Rockland Bicycle Club Weekly Ride, with
bicyclists asked to meet at 9 a.m. on Sundays
at South School, 30 Broadway, Rockland. Plan
to ride single file six feet apart. Wear a helmet.
The rides will continue through September,
ending with the second annual Rockland
Classic, a 50-mile ride to Marshall Point
Lighthouse in Port Clyde. The Rockland Classic
is free and open to all. For more information,
call Ron Staschak at 691-7578 or see the
Rockland Bicycle Club Facebook page.
MONDAY, JUNE 7:
Camden Public Library’s Walsh History
Center Hour via Z oom at 1 p.m. The Walsh
History Center will try to find an answer
to your Camden questions. Email kgross@
librarycamden.org for the link.
Tai Chi in Camden Amphitheatre,
Mondays and Wednesdays in J une, from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. with certified teacher Denyse
Robinson. All levels. By donation. Details
denyserobinson@gmail.com.
COMING UP:
Friends of Rockland Public Library Book
and Plant Sale, on Saturday and Sunday, J une 12
and 13, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the lawn of the
library on Union Street. In case of rain, the sale
will be held the following weekend (J une 19
and 20). Offering thousands of books in adult
fiction, classics, cookbooks, gardening books,
young adult fiction, children’s books, and more,
and a small selection of plants for sale.

BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORY

Business Insurance

Fine Furniture

Elderly Services

Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout 11 77
Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout

Tree Service

Love Your Home!
Amish
Dining Sets

Insurance for
Insurance
for
your
business.
your business.
Call Krissy
Krissy Campbell
Campbell today
Call
today

236-4311
236-4311

AllenIF.com
AllenIF.com
Clock Repair

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair

B y Appointment O nly
“ H ouse C alls”

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144

P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices

Licensed Arborist
Fully Insured
Friendly, Reliable Service

Landscaping
Tree Removal
Aerial Lift Service

Sterling Waterman
Home
Cell
763-2988
592-5504

Retirement Community

Miscellaneous

Don’t just live.Thrive.
55-plus active
adult community
58 one & two
bedroom
apartments
Private balconies

Maintenance-free
living
Walk to downtown
Rockland’s art galleries, restaurants, museums & unique shops

2485 Camden Rd
(Rt. 90) Warren
273-1270
frantzfurniture.com

Storage

Call Lori today and find the
key to your new home!

AMERICAN GLASS PAPERS
PORTABLE DEVICES IV:XX GEAR
VINTAGE ITEMS
MON - SAT, 11 - 5:30PM
CLOSED SUNDAY

Thomas R. John, Sr.
Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks

A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE

www.seasmokeshop.com
95 Main Street (Waterfront Side)
Damariscotta, ME

bartlettwoods.com • Rockland • 207.594.1159

Furniture Restoration

RESTORE THE HIDDEN BEAUTY
• Stripping
• Finishing
• Repair
• Total Restoration
Please call or come visit
our wood shop today.

Route 90, Rockport

Chair Caning
Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

Anne’s Old Chairs to Mend
Chair
Caning
& Cane
Supplies

Since 1998

207-236-4673

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

25 Warrenton St. Rockport • 594-2015
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Auto Body Repair

207-596-0423
Rockland, ME

Carpentry & Painting

Home Imp & Renovations

J.H. KILTON

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING

Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

JAMIE KILTON
ROCKPORT, ME
jhkilton@gmail.com
701-8824
WWW.JHKILTON.COM

51 Glen St.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Peter Gardiner

1-207-626-3039
www.all-season.com

594-8424
New & Used
Shepard Toyota

Lawn & Garden

Auto Repair Service

Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.

All Aspects of Home Repair & Light Construction
Care Taking Services
Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE • Call 596-3563

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

✸ LAWN MOWING

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

- WE DO IT ALL -

SIMONE CAUTELA

“Providing Quality Care for Your Property”

236-0541 • 542-7327

Basement
Waterproofing

Landscaping ~ Miscellaneous Jobs
Insured ~ 832-5845 / 542-9094

Flooring

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation
Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

596-5555

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS
358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843

Elderly Housing

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP
594-7013

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

MATHIESON DIGITAL
Call Craig at 226-7419

Computers

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

207-594-2413

TOM FORD

COMPUTER SERVICES

(207) 354-7077 or (800) 876-8418
www.homeshareinc.com

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

Heating

Yard Work

LOCAL
FAMILY
& OPERATED
LOCAL
FAMILY OWNED
OWNED & OPERATED

Heating
Fuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Heating
Fuels
including # #2 2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
Diesel.
Propane, K-1,
K-1, andand
Diesel.
Equipment
including
systems,
hot water
Equipment
including heating
heating systems,
hot water
systems,
LPLPstoves,
Rinnais
and more.
systems,
stoves, Rinnais
and more.
www. Ma ritimeEnergy.com
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup
tomford21@gmail.com

Soule’s

Property Services

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts

• Mowing
• Clean-Ups
• Property
Maintenance
• Landscaping

594-4487
ParkSt.St.
Rockland 207-691-3955
594-4487• 234
• 234 Park
Rockland
233 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME 04841

We Service
All Brands!

Miscellaneous

Spring Clean-up • Caretaking

Free Estimates: CALL US TODAY!

Let us get your
machine ready for
mowing season

For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

✸ BRUSH/TREE WORK ✸ LANDSCAPING ✸ RAKING ✸ MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

Full Service Residential and
Commercial Cleaning,
Rug & Carpet Cleaning,
Floor Care Services, Fire/Smoke,
Water Damage &
Mold Remediation Services.

Is Your Lawnmower
Ready for Summer?

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE

THE

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.

Cleaning Services

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

Our 30th Year In Business!

US Rt 1 Thomaston

LICENSED
FULLY INSURED

Power Wash Siding

Power Equip. Sales/Service

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

FREE
ESTIMATES

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING
Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

Automotive Sales

Rooﬁng

Painting

542-9120

ADVERTISE
IN THE

BSD
Call Steve 596-0055

B U S I N E SES

SERVIC
DIRECTORY
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

SEE ALL OUR LISTINGS AT WWW.FREEPRESSONLINE.COM (CLICK ON THE CLASSIFIEDS LINK)
FREE ONLINE ADS AVAILABLE. MORE THAN JUST HELP WANTED TOO!
CALL STEVE DAVIS AT 207-596-0055 FOR MORE INFO.

YARD SALE
NEIGHBORHOOD
YARD SALE
Yard sale (Pearl St., between
Park and Willow, Camden)
June 5th, 8 a.m. to 12 noon
(Rain date the 6th)
Wide variety of items
including: 2-person kayak,
furniture, baby items,
paintings, and much more.
No early birds.
(6/1)

BLUE TULIP BARN SALE
Saturday/Sunday,
June 5 & 6!
Clearing out our barn after
closing the Blue Tulip Garden
Boutique at year-end 2020.
Tables…antique chest of drawers…revolving card rack…
jewelry display pieces…gift
boxes… baskets…and much,
much more. Also…hundreds of
classical and pop music CDs…
fabric yardage…women’s
clothing...and “treasures” we’re
ready to part with. Make a reasonable offer and it’s yours!
Look for our “Blue Tulip”
sign at the corner of Port Clyde
(Route 131 South) and Barter
Hill roads, across from the Tenants Harbor ball field. Hours:
9:00-5:00 Saturday, 11:00-5:00
Sunday. Cash or check only. No
“early birds” please!
Call 207-372-8102 or email
info@bluetulipmaine.com with
questions.
(6/1)

FIREWOOD

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FIREWOOD — Cut and split FUN AND REWARDING
and delivered. 691-6758. (kr) — Seasonal (May-December),
full-time position available at
FIREWOOD — cut, split, Wooden Alchemy in Camden!
delivered. CFMI, 975-1147. (kr) If you like talking with people
and are as excited as we are
about our beautiful products,
EQUIPMENT
we want to talk to you. Please
RENTAL
email if interested, woodenalU N I O N FA R M E Q U I P - chemy79@gmail.com. (kr)
MENT RENTALS: Tractor/ HIRING CARING PEOPLE
loader/back-hoe, excavator, — Do you have a loving heart?
wood splitter, wood chipper. Cared for elderly? Raised chilDelivery available, reasonable dren? Volunteer? Train to be a
rates. 1-800-935-7999. (kr)
home care worker and make
a valuable contribution to the
senior population. Call 354-7077.
WANTED
Full and part time, flexible hours.
LUCKY LADY — I want to Stop by for free coffee at 641 St.
buy your junk cars and trucks, George Road, South Thomaston,
pay up to $500. Roll my dice Monday through Thursday from 8
because I pay the best price. a.m. to 4 p.m. Or … email recep993-2629 or 441-7929. (kr)
tion@askforhomecare for consideration. A rewarding opportunity.
LUCKY LADY — wants your
woodlot. Turn those trees into GROUNDPERSON/LANDcash. Roll those dice and give me SCAPER — Established mida call, 441-7929 or 993-2629. (kr) coast company dedicated to quality tre e care seeks person to assist
ALLIS CHALMERS GARDEN arborists/climbers with tree presTRACTOR, HD 112 or HD 212 ervation, pruning, planting. Must
desired. Rockport, 596-6303. (kr) be conscientious, responsible,
committed to quality and safety.
FARM & HOME Work is physically demanding,
environmentally rewarding.
NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm & Clean driver’s license, reliable
Home, the former Union Agway, transportation. Prefer experience,
Heald Highway, Route 17, in but will train. Smoke-free workUnion. 785-4385. (kr)
place. Equal opportunity employer. TREEKEEPERS LLC. Call
BUSINESS
236-6855. (kr)

OPPORTUNITY

ROCKPORT YARD SALE
PROJECT FREEDOM
High end house hold marine We need serious and motivated
furnishings etc. Saturday
people for expanding health and
June 5, 8 a.m. until everything wellness industry. High speed
sold. Infront of barn at
internet/phone essential. Perfect
482 South Street, Rockport
for savvy social media fans.
(6/1)
207-613-5517.

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

In Home Caregiver
NEEDED

HELP WANTED, IMMEDIATE OPENING — We are
looking for a delivery person.
Must be honest, reliable, able to
lift furniture, do basic maintenance, and provide a clean drivers license. Pay based on experience. Please stop into Sproul’s
Furniture, 76 Main St., Newcastle, for an application. (kr)

ARBORIST/TREE CLIMBER — Established mid-coast
company dedicated to quality tree
care and preservation seeks experienced tree climber skilled in aesthetic pruning, cabling, bracing,
removals to join our talented team.
Must be conscientious, responsible, committed to quality and safety. Current Maine arborist license,
clean driver’s license. Smokefree workplace. Equal opportunity
employer. TREEKEEPERS LLC
at 236-6855. (kr)
MERCHANDISER needed to
stock books and magazines in
multiple stores in the Damariscotta area. Moderate lifting, not a
delivery job. Part time, flexible
and work as an independent contractor. Contact Tony Bogna, Hudson rpm 207-595-8058 . (6/15)

TREE SERVICES
GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
• Tree, brush removal
• Pruning
• Aerial truck or climber
• Chipping, stump-grinding
• Lots Cleared
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured Arborist
Matt Green, 322-0320.
— Reasonable Rates —

SERVICES
BCB PROPERTY
SERVICES
- Lawn Mowing
- Tree & Brush Removal
- Light Clearing, Chipping
- Field Mowing, Bush Hogging
- Rototilling
- Tractor Services
• MAINTAINING ALL YOUR
OUTDOOR SPACES •
BETTER CALL BEN
207-542-3299

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

WE ARE HIRING!

PAGE LAYOUT/
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Duties include designing page layouts and advertisements
for newspapers, special sections and websites.
Applicants should have a solid command of Adobe InDesign and Photoshop,
and be able to use typography and graphics creatively and efficiently
to design accurate material under tight deadlines.
Applicants must also be organized, self-motivated and able to adapt
to ever-changing priorities, needs and workflow.
Experience and a bachelor’s degree in a related field preferred.
Job requires late production on Tuesday evening.
This is a full-time, benefits-eligible position.
Mail or email cover letter, résumé and design samples to:
John Cross, Production Manager
P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
jcross@villagesoup.com
(No calls or walk-ins.)

S

MaineStay Media

MaineStay Media

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Work Schedule is 5 days a week and
5 hours per day. Salary is $20/hr.
Qualifications: A flexible scheduling with either
part-time or full-time hours. Reliable transportation.
A caring, compassionate demeanor and Patience.
For more details about the job,
please email Kevin at
eanda516@gmail.com

FULL TIME
HELP WANTED
Salesperson with phone and
counter skills.
Includes taking phone orders, shipping
and hydraulic troubleshooting.
Apply In Person At:
MARINE HYDRAULIC
ENGINEERING CO., INC.
17 Gordon Drive
Rockland, ME 04841
594-9527
marinhyd@midcoast.com

SWANS ISLAND
COMPANY
seeks individuals interested in joining our
growing crafts based company in
Customer Service (4 days 9-5)
Weaving and Stitching (Full/Part-time)
Will Train
We offer a 401K plan, paid time off, competitive pay, and
a well organized, team based work environment.

Please respond to:
bill@swansislandcompany.com

Camden Rockport Schools
Custodian/Bus Driver
Full-time
Camden Rockport Schools is an exceptional school district located
in a scenic coastal community and provides a highly competitive
salary and benefits package. As a district, we are committed to equity, excellence, the environment, and forward thinking. Our simple,
but powerful mission drives our work – Be Kind. Work Hard. Keep
Learning. We highly value our sense of place and surroundings
which boast mountains, lakes, rivers, a ski hill, and the ocean.
MSAD #28 has an immediate opening for a year-round, full-time
Custodian/Bus Driver. The normal work schedule for this position is
6:30am-12:30pm and 2:15pm-4:15pm. Successful candidates will
be able to work a somewhat flexible schedule including weekend
rotation and be willing to adapt to different assignments from day to
day. A valid Maine Class B license with S&P endorsements and a
satisfactory driving record are required. The successful candidate
will be subject to pre-employment drug testing, DOT physical,
and appropriate background checks. Current Maine Department of
Education Criminal History Records Check Approval is required for
this position (may be completed at the time of hire).
The pay scale for this position starts at $16.98/hour and increases
based on experience. MSAD #28 offers an exceptional comprehensive benefit package including single health insurance at no cost to
the employee, paid holidays, and paid sick time.
Please apply online at www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp or
call 207-236-3358 for a paper application.
Applications accepted until suitable candidate is found.
For more information about this position, please contact Julie
Waters, Transportation Director, at 207-236-3358, ext. 4309.
MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane
Camden ME 04843

Help Wanted
We’re seeking an inside
sales/marketing representative
for our Belfast office.
This is a full-time position,
8am - 5pm, Monday - Friday and includes a
benefit package

Passionate about Sales?

Competitive salary plus
commission for a bright, motivated, detail
oriented person. Strong, sales experience,
communication and organization
skills preferred.
Please send resume and cover letter to:
admanager@freepressonline.com
No calls or walk-ins please.

EOE

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS CONTINUE NEXT PAGE
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Applications are now being taken for the

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS
192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$29,580 for 1 Person
$33,840 for 2 Persons
If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

PORSCHE 944

FOR
SALE

1986 PORSCHE 944 Southern Car 37,768 original miles,
Zermatt Silver Metallic with Black Leather Interior, Power
Driver’s Seat, Power Windows, Power Door Locks, Sunroof,
Automatic, Bluetooth Blaupunkt AM/FM Stereo, updated
air conditioning system blows cold air. New Tires, Brakes,
Maintenance Current. Mint condition, no accidents or
paintwork, rustfree. Everything works.
Asking $14,995.00 OBO Trades Considered 207-852-1603

SERVICES
SOULE’S CARPENTRY
Siding, roofing, garages,
window replacement,
decks and more.
Free estimates.
Fully insured.
Call 691-6758.
Ask for David.
(kr)

Run your ad one week for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ e ach additional word.
Run your ad for two weeks for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ e ach additional word.
Run your ad for three or more weeks for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ e ach additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read

Please run my classified ad _ t
imes and list it under:
_
Vehicles _
Boating _ F
or Rent _ F
or Sale
_H
elp Wanted _ R
eal Estate _ S
ervices _
Wanted
_
Y ard Sale _
Other
Name
Adress
Town
Phone
RENTAL

(kr)

HELP WANTED CONTINUED

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE AND SUPPORT
SPACE — available now, 2-3
NA HOTLINE
days/week, month-to-month.
For meeting information
Must be COVID-conscious/safe.
1-800-974-0062
Clean, spacious, south-facing
www.namaine.org
windows, furnished. Scent-free,
chemical-free space. Heat and
AL-ANON HOTLINE
electric included. Ample parking.
For meeting information
For more information and pictures, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
please call or text 701-1702. (kr)
1-800-498-1844

STORAGE
WATERMAN BEACH
STORAGE
10 x 15 unit, $100
10 x 20 unit, $120
10 x 25 unit, $140.
South Thomaston, 975-1326.

Domestic Abuse Helpline
for Men and Women
Support Group.
FMI: 1-866-786-0758.

FREE PRESS
ADS WORK!

HELP WANTED

Bookkeeper/Office Assistant Lowe Hardware - Rockland, ME
SKILLS NEEDED:
• Bookkeeping skills through General Ledger financial statements, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable.
• Must have Intermediate to Advanced skills in QuickBooks Desktop.
• Other computer skills including Microsoft Outlook, Word and Excel spreadsheets.
• Good professional communication skills to email/phone with vendors and customers.
Experience in a manufacturing environment a plus.
TASKS WILL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
• Reconciling all checking, credit card, brokerage, loan accounts.
• Prepare for annual review and tax returns for accountant.
• Complete 1099 forms for vendors who need to receive them.
• Submit sales tax payments to Maine and New York states.
• Calculating royalties and commissions for annual distribution.
• Purchasing, tracking payables, answering questions from vendors, entering and paying bills.
• Entering vendor items and keeping vendor item list organized.
• Invoicing customers and assisting them when needed.
• Tracking accounts receivable, sending statements to customers, collections.
• Prepare documents for health insurance audits, maintain annual property tax list, and other needs.
• Monitor payroll, send weekly reports to payroll company, communicating with payroll company about employee changes.
• Keeping paper files organized. Maintaining paper files on an annual basis after year-end.
• Performing some Human Resources tasks including orientation for new employees,
enrolling new employees in health and dental plans.
• Enrolling employees in Simple IRA plan.
• Help with other miscellaneous administrative tasks as needed.
REQUIRED EXPERIENCE:
Bookkeeping: 5+ years / QuickBooks: 5+ years
Resume and references required.
Starting Pay $19/hour. Part-time 24 hours per week with the potential to become full-time.
Benefits: PTO, Paid Holidays, Eligible for Simple IRA after 1 year.

SELF HELP

RENTAL

SENIOR HOUSING — The
Homesteads in Cushing and Owls
Head have vacancies for seniors
who wish to live in a home-like
environment but need homemaking and/or personal/nursing services. The Homesteads provide
a small, intimate setting where
frail elderly can age in place
SERVICES
and pay for services as needed
at significantly lower rates
JR’S PAINTING
than traditional medical facilities.
Fine Interiors/Ex teriors
We have enjoyed a reputation for
Painting & Staining,
high-quality meals and services
Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing, for more than 25 years. InforPlaster Repair.
mation and pictures of available
Free estimates. References.
rooms/suites can be accessed
Fully Insured.
by calling 354-7077 or at www.
273-6116.
homeshareinc.com. (kr)

Sales Associate
Receiving
Manager

part of our
customer
serviceweekday
team! Parthours.
or full-time
position
requiring
PartBe
orafull-time
role
with flexible
Requires
good
computer
one weekend
day, and
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of requires
daytime and
evening
hours.
Computer
skills
and attention
to detail.
Position
lifting
heavy
boxes
up to 50
knowledge
retailbasis.
experience
preferred
but not
People
a
pounds
on aand
regular
Hourly
pay based
onnecessary.
experience,
$15skills
and up.
must! Starting pay $12.50 and up, based on experience.

Assistant Manager
Manager
Assistant

Provide
anddirection
direction
team
of salespeople.
with
Provide leadership
leadership and
forfor
ourour
team
of salespeople.
Work Work
with Store
Store
Manager
and
Owner
to
conduct
hiring,
training,
and
reviews.
Maintain
Manager and Owner to conduct hiring, training, and reviews. Maintain great
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communication
on the
computerskills
skills
and
prior
retail
communication
between
theteam.
team. Strong
Strong computer
and
prior
retail
experience
required.
Full-time
requiringdaytime
daytimeand
and
weekend
hours,
experience
required.
Full-timeposition
position requiring
weekend
hours,
including
oneone
weekend
$15and
andup,
up,based
based
experience.
including
weekendday.
day.Starting
Starting pay
pay $15
onon
experience.

All positions offer generous store discount, paid time off,
plus health insurance for full-time (30+ hours) employees.

Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Additional words
=
Subtotal =
Times # of weeks ad to run
TOTAL Due =

$
$
x
$

If Paying by Credit Card Just Call in Your Ad
Copy at 596-6696 Or, enclose payment and:
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden
HELP WANTED CONTINUED

SAVE THE DATE

Job Fair Thursday June 10, 2021
11:00 am – 3:00 pm
Walk-In
No Appointments Necessary

Are you ready
and willing to help out
your community?
Dietary Aids to be part of our kitchen crew,
Bartlett Woods is offering the following
positions and opportunity to
join our great team!

we have two part-time positions of 24 hours per

Come
outhours
of retirement
join
us!
week. The
are 6am – 2pm and
or 7am
– 3pm

and will include every other weekend. Both
We are offer
looking
forbenefits
a few like
compassionate
positions
a few
paid time off.
women and
men
join our
dedicated
Dishwasher
to join
ourto
kitchen
crew
is one parttime
of 14 – 16 professionals.
hours per week.
teamposition
of healthcare
The hours are 7am – 3pm and does include
weekends.
We have had a some
few open
positions that we have
Housekeeping
Department
looking for times,
one
not
been able to fill
during theseis challenging
full-time
of 32
or us.
two
and we position
would love
tohours
inviteper
youweek
to help
part-time positions of 16 hours per week. The
Our housekeeping
and
kitchenthrough
departments
hours
are 8am – 4pm
Monday
Friday
occasional
3 hour
shiftwith
on meal
could with
use aan
few
experienced
people
Saturday
mornings.
preparation,
serving,
and cleaning.
Administration Department is looking for
Are
you
an
experienced
CNA,
RCA, or PSS?
additional staff to assist at our Reception
Desk.
This is Our
part-time
with
shifts
during
the week
Activities department could
use and
weekends. Hours are 6pm – 9pm during the
an extra pair of hands.
week and 11:30am – 3:00pm on week-ends. This
position assists
residents
who are coming and
We
are vaccinated!
going through-out their day or evening and
Give
us a members
call for more
assisting
family
whodetails.
wish to visit.

Bartlett Woods Retirement Community • Rockland

Please contact Mary:

Please contact Emily Lowe: emily@lowe-hardware.com or 207-593-7405 x101

meads@bartlettwoods.com ••(207)
meads@bartlettwoods.com
(207)594-1163
593.1259

FREE PRESS ADS WORK!
END HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

MARKET BASKET
Deadline is WEDNESDAY at NOON for the following
TUESDAY issue.
Please read: As long as the
total price of all your items is
$100 or less, it’s FREE (ads
must include prices for all items
or we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one per household
per week will be printed. We can
only accept ads that are 20 words
or less. We cannot accept ads over
the phone — we do accept faxes
(596-6698). Market Basket ads
must be received by noon Wednesday for inclusion in the next
week’s issue. NO BUSINESS,
SERVICE or Y ARD SALE ADS
qualify for the Market Basket. Ads
that do not follow these guidelines cannot be printed.

Very Good Used Grille with
350 emblem, fits 1973-76
GMC, $100. 230-1195.
Basket Making Supplies, two
big boxes, reed, handles, etc., a
great buy, $50 firm. 589-4242.
Greenhouse Parts, 20 clear
polycarbonite panels, 23.5 x
46" ; 11 twin wall polycarbonite
panels, 23.5 x 61 x .25" , $100.
273-0162, Warren.
Patio/Lawn Chaise, green Meadowcraft, dogwood pattern, excellent condition, $95. 236-6505.
Three Rossignol Vintage
Tennis Racq uets, new, never
used, one is graphite, two are
mid-size, $30 each. 563-6441.
FOR SALE
Spalding Basketball Hoop on
Mitered Chop Saw, $75. Miscel- mobile stand, good shape, $40.
laneous hand tools. Call 354-8055. 485-7130, Rockport.

Oil Tank, 250-gallon, upright,
some rust but still good, $50.
230-4835, Rockland. ■
Bicycle, women’s Columbia
Tourist V, $50. 774-602-2601,
J efferson.
Boston Pencil Sharpener, new,
wall-mount, $15. Vintage Berggren Happiness is Catching tile,
$10. Can email pics. 563-7100.
Persol Sunglasses, handmade
in Italy, polaraized, comes with
case and cleaning cloth, $75.
542-2724, Rockland.
Pair Toyo Tires, new with
tags, 195/50/15, $80 for both.
230-1195.

FREE PRESS
ADS WORK!

MARKET BASKET RULES
Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 Total of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 Only one ad per week per person/phone number. 6 No business, service or yard sale ads accepted.
Use the regular classified ad form for these and all other ads which don’t fit the above guidelines —
Ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

7 Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we cannot take Market Basket ads by phone or e-mail, but you can fax
your ad to 596-6698. 10 Do NOT copy this form and then fax it — copies from newsprint don’t fax well, and we
can’t read them — write your ad on a white sheet of paper and fax that — remember to include your phone number. 11 And about the handwriting: If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.

Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
for the following TUESDAY issue.

THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, June 1, 2021

Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW
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TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207
Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Modern Modern
Family
Family
CBS 13 Ent.
News
Tonight
Law & Order: SVU
Early Edition Å
SportsCenter Å
NFL Live Å
Pitch
Red Sox
Rizzoli & Isles Å

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
MasterChef (N) Å Crime Scene Kitchen FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
(N) Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Kids Say the Darnd- S.W.A.T. “Crusade” S.W.A.T. “Next of
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
est Things
(In Stereo) Å
Kin” Å
Corden
Chicago Med “For the Chicago Fire “Dead Chicago P.D. “InNEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Want of a Nail”
of Winter”
stinct” Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Press Your Luck “We The $100,000 Pyra- A Million Little Things WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Got Robots!”
mid (N) Å (DVS)
(N)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
Life at the Waterhole NOVA (N) (In Stereo) Human: The World PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
(N) Å
Å (DVS)
Within “React” (N)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Kung Fu “Destiny” (N) Nancy Drew (N) Å WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
(In Stereo) Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
Kids Say the Darnd- S.W.A.T. “Crusade” S.W.A.T. “Next of
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
est Things
(In Stereo) Å
Kin” Å
News
Corden
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Early Edition Å
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at Houston Astros. (N) (Live)
SportsCenter
SportsCenter (N)
Boxing
Boxing
Boxing
Boxing
UFC Unleashed
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at Houston Astros. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox Hours
Baseball
Married at First Sight Danielle faces a crisis. Married at First Sight Married at First
Married at First
(N) Å
(N) Å
Sight Å
Sight Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Big Trick Big Trick Jokers
Jokers
(6:45) Movie: ›
Movie: ›››› “The Gold
Movie: ›››› “The Movie: ››› “Lassie Come
Movie: ››››
“Bloodlust” (1961) Rush” (1925) Charles Chaplin. Music Box” (1932) Home” (1943) Å (DVS)
“Sounder” (1972)
“Neigh- NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Inside the
bors”
NBA
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Park Å
Yankers South Pk South Pk Yankers South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ›‡ “Baywatch” (2017, Comedy) Dwayne
Movie: ›‡ “Baywatch” (2017, Comedy) Dwayne
“Deadpool 2” Å
Johnson, Zac Efron. (In Stereo) Å
Johnson, Zac Efron. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Queen of the South Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Conan Å Full
Seinfeld Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Frontal
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
(5:00) Movie: “EnMovie: ››‡ “Shooter” (2007) Mark Wahlberg. A wounded sniper Movie: ››‡ “Demolition Man” (1993)
emy of the State”
plots revenge against those who betrayed him. Å
Sylvester Stallone, Wesley Snipes. Å
Real Housewives
Real Housewives
Family Karma (N)
Family Karma Å
Real Housewives
“Harry
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
(6:00) Movie: “Love, Movie: “Mix Up in the Mediterranean”
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
of Course” (2018)
(2021) Jessica Lowndes. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
David
Gaither
Stage
Worship Gospel
Elevation S. Fur
Watch
Prince
Access
The Titans That Built America Å
The Titans That Built America (N) Å
The Titans That Built America Å
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper “Pain in the Neck” (N)
Save My Skin (N)
Dr. Pimple Popper
Expedition
Expedition Unknown: Rediscovered (N)
Curse of Akakor
Secrets of the
Expedition Un.
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(5:30) “Grown Ups” Movie: › “Grown Ups 2” (2013) Å
The Bold Type (N)
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
“SpongeBob Movie”
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Å
Friends
Big City Big City Bunk’d
Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Gabby
Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Greens
Greens
(N) Å
Greens
Greens
Duran
Max
Home
Home
North Woods Law
North Woods Law: Uncuffed (N)
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
(5:55) Movie: ››‡ “GhostMovie: ›› “Underworld: Blood Wars”
Movie: ››‡ “Underworld” (2003, Fantasy) Kate
busters II” (1989) Bill Murray.
(2016) Kate Beckinsale, Theo James.
Beckinsale, Scott Speedman, Michael Sheen. Å
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Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D. (In
Chicago P.D. (In
Chicago P.D. (In
Chicago P.D. “You
Chicago P.D. “Sanc“300,000 Likes”
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Wish” Å (DVS)
tuary”
Big Bang Big Bang Beat Shazam (N) Å HouseDuncan- FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
(DVS)
Broken
ville
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Young
United
Mom Å B Positive Clarice Catherine
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Sheldon States
Å
Martin escapes. (N)
Corden
207
Inside
Manifest “Duty Free” Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Orga- NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
(N) Å
Victims Unit (N)
nized Crime (N)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Station 19 “Forever Grey’s Anatomy
Rebel (N) (In Stereo) WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
and Ever, Amen”
(N) Å
Å (DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Greenlight Weekends The Carol Burnett
Legacy of An Art
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Show Å
Colony
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Walker Hoyt comes Legacies (In Stereo) WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
home from prison.
Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Young
United
Mom Å B Positive Clarice Catherine
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Sheldon States
Å
Martin escapes. (N) News
Corden
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Celtics
Celtics
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
2021 Women’s College World Series
Update
2021 Women’s College World Series
SportCtr SportsCenter
NFL Live Å
UFC Unleashed
UFC Main Event
UFC Main Event
UFC Unleashed
UFC Unleashed
Minor League Baseball: Red Wings at Red Sox
Red Sox NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Rizzoli & Isles A mail- Rizzoli & Isles
Married at First Sight Cam whisks Jules
Rizzoli & Isles “There Rizzoli & Isles
man is killed.
“Shadow of Doubt”
off. (N) Å
Be Ghosts”
“Shadow of Doubt”
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Big Trick Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Big Trick
(6:30) Movie: “The Movie: ›‡ “High School Confi- Movie: ››› “Blackboard Jungle” (1955) Movie: ››› “To Sir, With
Old Dark House”
dential!” (1958, Drama) Å
Glenn Ford, Vic Morrow. Å (DVS)
Love” (1967) Sidney Poitier.
Big Trick NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Inside the
Energy
NBA
Office
The Office Å
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Yankers South Pk South Pk
Movie: ››‡ “The Fate of the Furious” (2017) Vin Diesel. A
Movie: ››‡ “The Fate of the Furious” (2017) Vin Diesel. A
mysterious woman forces Dom to betray the crew. (In Stereo)
mysterious woman forces Dom to betray the crew. (In Stereo)
Law & Order: SVU
Movie: ››› “Ant-Man” (2015, Action) Paul Rudd.
Movie: ››› “Ant-Man” (2015, Action) Paul Rudd.
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Wipeout (In Stereo) Wipeout John and
Conan Å Wipeout (In Stereo) Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Å (DVS)
Nicole place bets.
Å (DVS)
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48
Nightwatch (N)
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(5:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›‡ “Gone in 60 Seconds” (2000, Action)
Movie: ››‡ “Mr. & Mrs. Smith” (2005, Action) Brad
“Shooter” (2007)
Nicolas Cage, Angelina Jolie, Giovanni Ribisi. Å
Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Vince Vaughn. Å
Top Chef Å
Top Chef (N) Å
Million Dollar Listing
Movie: “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone”
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Impossible (N) Å
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
(6:00) Movie: “Love Movie: “A Taste of Summer” (2019, RoGolden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
on Safari” (2018)
mance) Eric Winter, Alison Araya. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
Praise (N) Å
Drive
Insights Watch
Why Is
Praise Å
Prince
Osteen
Mountain Men
Mountain Men (N) Å (DVS)
Alone “The Hunted” (N)
Mountain Men
Mountain Men
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
My 600-Lb. Life “Doug’s Story”
Family by the Ton
Dr. Pimple Popper
Homestead Rescue Homestead Rescue Off the Grid
Off the Grid
Off the Grid
Homestead Rescue
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
› “Grown Ups 2” Movie: ›‡ “Big Daddy” (1999) Å
Every
Every
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Loud
Loud
“Alvin and Chipmunks: Squeakquel”
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Bunk’d
Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Gabby
Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Greens
Greens
(N) Å
Greens
Greens
Greens
Duran
Max
Home
Home
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law: Uncuffed (N) (In Stereo)
Louisiana Law “Spy in the Sky”
Lone Star Law
(6:00) ›› “Under- Movie: ››‡ “The Wolverine” (2013, Action) Hugh Jackman.
Movie: ››‡ “Maleficent” (2014) Angelina
world: Blood Wars” Premiere. Wolverine confronts the prospect of real mortality.
Jolie, Elle Fanning. Å (DVS)

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

10

$

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

25

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

00 OIL CHANGE
OFF

Offer expires 6/8/2021

WITH THIS COUPON. ALL MAKES.

SHEPARD

Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram
US Route 1, Thomaston • 594-2154
shepardchryslerdodge.com
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10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Hawaii Five-0 “Hana Hawaii Five-0 “Elua Hawaii Five-0 “Ka
Hawaii Five-0 “Ka’ili Hawaii Five-0 “Ka
Hawaii Five-0 (In
Komo Pae”
La Ma Nowemapa” Luhi” Å
Aku” Å
’aelike” Å
Stereo) Å
Big Bang Big Bang WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Stereo Live)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Half Men
Å
Big Bang Big Bang Magnum P.I. (In
Magnum P.I. Rick
Blue Bloods “The
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Stereo) Å
visits Icepick. Å
Common Good”
Corden
207
Inside
The Blacklist “Godwin Dateline NBC (N) (In Stereo) Å
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Page” (N) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Emergency Call
20/20 (In Stereo) Å
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
“Texting Trouble”
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Washing- FiringAmerican Masters
American Masters Å PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
ton Wk
Hoover
“Ballerina Boys” (N) (DVS)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Charmed “No Hablo Dynasty (N) (In
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Brujeria”
Stereo) Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Magnum P.I. (In
Magnum P.I. Rick
Blue Bloods “The
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo) Å
visits Icepick. Å
Common Good”
News
Corden
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
BST Fridays (N)
Curran’s Curran’s BST Fridays Å
To Be Announced
NBA Basketball: First Round: Teams TBA. (N) (Live)
NBA Basketball: First Round: Teams TBA.
NBA Basketball: First Round: Teams TBA.
NBA Basketball: First Round: Teams TBA.
SportsCenter (N)
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at New York Yankees. (N)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Rizzoli & Isles “65
Movie: ›› “Prosecuting Casey Anthony: Cellmate Secrets
Movie: ›› “Prosecuting Casey Anthony”
Hours” Å
Enhanced Edition” (2013) Rob Lowe.
“Casey Anthony”
(2013) Rob Lowe. Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time
Shepard Smith
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: ›‡ “The Ugly Truth” (2009)
“The Ugly Truth”
(6:00) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ›››‡ “Sense and Sensibility” (1995,
Movie: ››› “Persuasion” (1995, Ro“Pride”
“Night Must Fall”
Comedy-Drama) Emma Thompson, Alan Rickman. Å mance) Amanda Root. Premiere. Å
Movie: ››› “Ready Player One” (2018) Tye Sheridan. A teen All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) (Live) Å Movie: ››› “Amerfinds adventure in a virtual reality world in 2045. Å (DVS)
ican Gangster”
Office
Office
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
Movie: ›››‡ “The Martian” (2015) Matt Damon, Kristen Wiig. A The New York Times The New York Times Movie: ›››‡ “The
stranded astronaut tries to survive on Mars. (In Stereo) Å
Presents (N)
Presents
Martian” (2015)
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Bob’s
Movie: ››‡ “The Equalizer” (2014, Action) Denzel
Movie: ››‡ “The
Movie: ›› “National Security” (2003)
Burgers Washington, Marton Csokas. Å (DVS)
Martin Lawrence, Steve Zahn. Å
Equalizer” (2014)
Killer Couples Å
Killer Couples (N)
-Unexpected Killer
Mastermind
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48
Court
Court
The First 48 Å
(5:15) Movie: “Gone Movie: ›› “Fast & Furious” (2009, Action) Vin
Movie: ››‡ “The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift”
in 60 Seconds”
Diesel, Paul Walker, Michelle Rodriguez. Å
(2006) Lucas Black, Zachery Ty Bryan. Å
(6:42) Movie: “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1”
“Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2”
“Potter”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) Movie: “A
Movie: “Christmas With the Darlings”
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Summer Romance” (2020) Katrina Law, Carlo Marks. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Staying Sane
Staying Sane
Staying Sane
Staying Sane
Increas
End/
Ancient Aliens
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Happily Ever After? (N)
90 Day Fiancé: Happily Ever
90 Day
90 Day Fiancé
Gold Rush: D. Turin Gold Rush (N) Å
Bering Sea Gold “Naked and Unafraid”
Deadliest Catch
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
››› “Love, Simon” Love
Love
Love, Victor (N)
Love
Love
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Casa
Barbar
Danger
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
(6:25) Movie: ››‡ Bunk’d
Sydney- Gabby
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Summer Sydney- Gabby
Gabby
“Despicable Me 3” (N) Å
Max
Duran
Camp
Max
Duran
Duran
River Monsters
River Monsters: Deadliest Man-Eaters
River Monsters
River Monsters
River Monsters
(5:07) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››› “The Cabin in the Woods” Van Helsing “Deep Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
“The Wolverine”
(2011, Horror) Kristen Connolly. Å
Trouble” (N)
Å
Å
Å
Å
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THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, June 1, 2021

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at New York Yankees. Yankee
Stadium. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Voices of Big Bang NCIS: Los Angeles 48 Hours (In Stereo)
Hope
Theory
Å (DVS)
Å
NHL Hockey: Second Round: Teams TBA. (N) (In Stereo Live)

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
FOX23
The Nite
News
Show
48 Hours (In Stereo)

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Name That Tune
Two and Two and
“Episode 5”
Half Men Half Men
WABI TV5 Nite Show Opry (N)
Å
We
Small Fortune “Sem- NEWS- Saturday Night Live (In Stereo)
per Fly” Å
CENTER Å
Wheel of Jeopardy! Celebrity Family Feud The Chase “I Heard The Good Doctor
WMTW Castle “Meme Is
NightFortune
Å (DVS)
You’re a GOAT”
“Decrypt”
News 8 Murder” Å
watch (N)
Country Pop Legends (My Music) Country Best of the 60s: Ready, Steady, Nitty Gritty Dirt Band and
The Carpenters:
and pop charts. (In Stereo) Å
Go! (In Stereo) Å
Friends: 50 Years
Close to You
Modern Modern Mike &
Mike &
2 Broke 2 Broke WMTW TOTAL
Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
Family
Family
Molly
Molly
Girls
Girls
News 8 MAINE
Burgers Burgers
Voices of Super
NCIS: Los Angeles 48 Hours (In Stereo) 48 Hours (In Stereo) CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
Hope
Storms
Å (DVS)
Å
Å
News
tling Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
United Fight
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
College Softball
Update
2021 Women’s College World Series
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
College Baseball
College Baseball
G.O.A.T.s
WNBA Basketball: Liberty at Sun
Cruisin’ Cruisin’ NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
WNBA Basketball
(6:00) “Death Saved Movie: “Gone Mom: The Disappearance of Beyond the Headlines Movie: “Gone Mom: The Disappearance of
My Life”
Jennifer Dulos” (2021) Annabeth Gish.
Jennifer Dulos” (2021) Annabeth Gish.
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Gutfeld! Å
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
CNN Newsroom
CNN Newsroom
Dreamland-Burning of Black Wall Street
Story of Late Night
Story of Late Night
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: ››› “Monkey Business” (1952) Movie: ››› “I Was a Male War Bride”
Movie: ››› “PosGumball Rally”
Cary Grant, Ginger Rogers. Å
(1949) Cary Grant, Ann Sheridan. Å
sessed” (1947)
“Ready Movie: ›› “The Meg” (2018) Jason Statham. A diver Movie: ›› “The Meg” (2018) Jason Statham. A diver “Pirates:
Player” must confront a 75-foot-long prehistoric shark.
must confront a 75-foot-long prehistoric shark.
Dead”
Movie: › “Mr. Deeds” (2002) Å
Movie: ›‡ “The Waterboy” (1998) Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “Thor” (2011) Chris Hemsworth. Cast
Movie: ›› “Terminator Genisys” (2015) Arnold
“Deadpool” (2016) out of Asgard, the Norse god lands on Earth. Å
Schwarzenegger, Jason Clarke. (In Stereo) Å
Movie: ››› “Friday” (1995) Ice Cube.
Movie: ›› “Next Friday” (2000)
Movie: ›‡ “Friday After Next” (2002)
(5:30) “Crazy Rich Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Wipeout (In Stereo) Wipeout John and
Asians” (2018)
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Å (DVS)
Nicole place bets.
Accident, Suicide
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Accident, Suicide
Chris Farley
Biography: Mick Foley (In Stereo) Å
Biography: Booker T (In Stereo) Å
Mick Foley
(6:30) Movie: ›››‡ “Lethal Weapon 2” Movie: ››› “Lethal Weapon 3” (1992, Action) Mel Movie: ›› “Lethal Weapon 4”
(1989) Mel Gibson, Danny Glover. Å
Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci. Å
(1998) Mel Gibson. Å
(6:53) Movie: “Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them”
Movie: ›› “Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald”
Diners, Drive
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Movie: “Right in Front of Me” (2021) Janel Movie: “You Had Me at Aloha” (2021,
Movie: “Just My Type” (2020) Bethany Joy
Parrish, Marco Grazzini. Å
Romance) Pascale Hutton. Premiere. Å
Lenz, Brett Dalton, Aleque Reid. Å
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
Vikings
Vikings (N) Å
Vikings (N) Å
Buried: Knights
Buried: Knights
Buried: Knights
Seeking Sister Wife Seeking Sister Wife Seeking Sister Wife Seeking Sister Wife Seeking Sister Wife Seeking Sister Wife
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(6:10) “The Wedding Planner” Movie: ››‡ “The Proposal” (2009) Sandra Bullock. Å
Movie: ››› “Working Girl”
Sponge. Sponge. Henry
Henry
Danger
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Descen- Descen- Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
dants
dants
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey! It’s the Irwins (N) (In Stereo)
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
Crikey... Irwins
(6:00) Movie: ›››‡ “Jurassic Park”
Movie: ››‡ “The Lost World: Jurassic Park” (1997, Adventure) Futurama Futurama
(1993) Sam Neill, Laura Dern. Å (DVS)
Jeff Goldblum, Julianne Moore. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
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Over 20 Model Homes on Display!

Rte. 90 Warren • 273-2610 • BoggsHomes.com
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NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“Tidings We Bring”
“Kulinda”
“Hot Water”
Big Bang Big Bang Hell’s Kitchen (N) Å HouseDuncanTheory
Theory
(DVS)
Broken
ville (N)
Big Bang Big Bang Neighbor- BobNCIS: New Orleans
Theory
Theory
hood
Abishola Å (DVS)
207
Inside
American Ninja Warrior “Qualifiers 2” The
Edition
qualifiers continue. (N) Å (DVS)
Wheel of Jeopardy! The Bachelorette Katie Thurston begins her
Fortune (N)
journey. (N) Å (DVS)
PBS NewsHour (In Rick Steves Europe Awaits Vacation spots in
Stereo) Å
Europe. (In Stereo) Å
Modern Modern All American “Bring Penn & Teller: Fool
Family
Family
the Noise” Å
Us “Niagara Fools”
CBS 13 Ent.
Neighbor- BobNCIS: New Orleans
News
Tonight hood
Abishola Å (DVS)
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Early Edition Å
Baseball Baseball Ninja Warrior
Baseball 2021 Women’s College World Series: Teams TBA.
College Baseball
The David Ortiz Era Explore
Explore
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å

10:00

10:30

11:00

Single Wide

Double Wide
11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“Under Siege”
“Payback”
“Old Tricks”
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Bull A controversial News
Late Show-Colbert
James
news commentator.
Corden
Small Fortune (N) (In NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Stereo) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
The Good Doctor
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
“Vamos” (N)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
John Sebastian Presents: Folk Rewind (My Best of the 60s:
Music) Artists of the 1950s and ’60s.
Ready, Steady, Go!
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
Bull A controversial CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
news commentator. News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
MLB Baseball: Chicago Cubs at San Diego Padres. (N) (Live)
College Baseball
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Red Sox
Rizzoli & Isles “I
Rizzoli & Isles “Born Rizzoli & Isles Å
Kissed a Girl” Å
to Run” Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
American Greed (N) American Greed
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: ›› “The Change-Up” (2011)
“The Change-Up”
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ››‡ “Fast Company” Movie: ›› “Married Before
Movie: › “Beg, Borrow or
“Double”
“Rio Bravo” (1959) (1938) Melvyn Douglas. Å
Breakfast” (1937) Å
Steal” (1937) Frank Morgan.
“Taken 3” NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Inside the
(2014)
NBA
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: “Thor: Movie: ›› “Venom” (2018, Action) Tom Movie: ›››‡ “Baby Driver” (2017, Action) Ansel
“Baby
The Dark World”
Hardy, Michelle Williams. (In Stereo) Å
Elgort, Kevin Spacey, Lily James. (In Stereo) Å
Driver”
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Queen of the South Queen of the South
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American Final
Conan (N) Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad (N) Space
Å
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS “Frame-Up”
NCIS “Probie”
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS “Boxed In”
Chicago P.D.
Hoarders Å
Hoarders Å
Hoarders (N) Å
Intervention “Pam”
Cellmate Secrets
Hoarders Å
“Young Movie: ››› “Tombstone” (1993) Kurt Russell, Val Kilmer. Doc Movie: ››‡ “Young Guns II” (1990) Emilio Estevez.
Guns”
Holliday joins Wyatt Earp for the OK Corral showdown. Å
Billy the Kid and gang gallop to Mexico. Å
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck
Watch
Movie: ››‡ “Bruce Almighty” (2003) Jim Carrey.
Food Paradise
Guy’s Games
Best Baker in America (N) Å
Chopped Å
Best Baker
(6:00) Movie: “Sweet Movie: “The Secret Ingredient” (2020) Erin Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Carolina”
Cahill, Brendan Penny. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Steven
Blessed Best Life Let Go
Praise Å
Prince
P. Stone
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers “Big Tex” (N)
American Pickers
American Pickers
Seeking Sister Wife Seeking Sister Wife sMothered (N)
Germophobia (N)
Extreme Sisters
Seeking Sister Wife
Street Outlaws: Full Street Outlaws (N) (In Stereo) Å
Mudder
Street Outlaws
Street Outlaws
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Mary Poppins”
Movie: ››› “Mrs. Doubtfire” (1993) Robin Williams. Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Casa
Loud
Danger
Dylan
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Big City Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Gabby
Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Duran
Max
Home
Home
Last Frontier
Alaskan Bush People: Wild Life “On High Alert” (N)
Homestead Rescue Alaskan Bush
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›‡ “Hellboy” (2019, Action) David Harbour,
Movie: ›› “The Chronicles of Riddick” (2004, Sci“Jurassic Park III” Milla Jovovich, Ian McShane. Å
ence Fiction) Vin Diesel, Colm Feore. Å
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12:30

Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “The Criminal Minds “A
Criminal Minds (In
Criminal Minds “Exit Criminal Minds (In
“Solitary Man”
Fight” Å
Rite of Passage”
Stereo) Å
Wounds”
Stereo) Å
Duncan- Bless the Simpsons Great
The Moodys (N) (In FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
ville
Harts (N)
North
Stereo) Å
(N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
The 43rd Annual Kennedy Center Honors
NCIS: New Orleans News
Van
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
Entertainers receive recognition. (N)
“Stashed”
Susteren
Time
Gymnastics: U.S. Championships. From
America’s Got Talent “Auditions 1” Variety NEWS- American Ninja War- Inside
Dickies Arena in Fort Worth, Texas. (N)
acts audition. (In Stereo) Å
CENTER rior Å (DVS)
Edition
America’s Funniest Celebrity Family
The Chase “We’re
To Tell the Truth (N) WMTW Soledad Major Crimes “The
Home Videos
Feud (N)
Back!” (N)
Å (DVS)
News 8 O’Brien Deep End” Å
What the Durrells Did Next: A
Rick
Movie: “Agatha and the Truth of Murder” Suze Orman’s Ultimate Retirement Guide
Masterpiece Special Å
Steves
(2018, Drama) Ruth Bradley.
Planning for retirement. Å
Modern Modern DC’s Legends of
Batwoman “Armed
WMTW Soledad TOTAL
TMZ (N) (In Stereo) Extra (N)
Family
Family
Tomorrow (N) Å
and Dangerous” (N) News 8 O’Brien MAINE
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
The 43rd Annual Kennedy Center Honors
NCIS: New Orleans CBS 13 Sharyl
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
Entertainers receive recognition. (N)
“Stashed”
News
Attkisson
Time
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Angling Outdoor Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at New York Yankees. (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportCtr
2021 Women’s College World Series
Update
2021 Women’s College World Series
Formula 1 Racing
C. Moore C. Moore Focused Spotlight Dining
Red Sox NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
Minor Baseball
“Gone Mom: Disap- Movie: “Soccer Mom Madam” (2021,
Movie: “The Secrets She Keeps” (2021)
Movie: “Soccer Mom
pearance”
Docudrama) Jana Kramer. Premiere. Å
Zoe Cramond, Emily Miceli. Å
Madam” Å
Justice Judge
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Sunday Show
Life, Liberty
Revolution
CNN Newsroom
Story of Late Night
Story of Late Night
United Shades
State-Union
Story of Late Night
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
Week-Johnson
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
Week-Johnson
Jokers
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
(5:45) “The Heart Is Movie: ››› “The Long, Hot Summer” Movie: ››‡ “Paris Blues” (1961) Paul
Movie: “Laugh,
a Lonely Hunter”
(1958, Drama) Paul Newman. Å
Newman, Joanne Woodward. Å
Clown, Laugh”
“Ant
Movie: ››› “Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2” (2017, Science Movie: ››› “Ant-Man and The Wasp” (2018, AcMan”
Fiction) Chris Pratt, Zoe Saldana. Å (DVS)
tion) Paul Rudd, Evangeline Lilly. Å (DVS)
Movie: ›› “50 First Dates” (2004) Å
Movie: ›› “50 First Dates” (2004) Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:00)
Movie: ››‡ “Thor: The Dark World” (2013, Action) Pose “Series Finale” (Series Finale) Blanca Pose “Series Finale
“Thor”
Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman. (In Stereo) Å
joins ACTUP. (N) (In Stereo) Å
(Part I)” Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Movie: ›››‡ “Avengers: Endgame” (2019, Action) Robert Downey Jr., Chris Evans. Movie: ››› “Avengers: Infinity War”
The Avengers prepare for an epic showdown with Thanos. Å (DVS)
(2018) Robert Downey Jr. Å (DVS)
Mastermind
Accident, Suicide
Killer Couples Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Mastermind
Shawn Michaels
Biography: Bret Hitman Hart (N) Å
WWE’s Most
WWE’s Most
Hitman Hart
(6:30) Movie: ›› “I Am Number Four”
Fear the Walking
Fear the Walking
Gangs of London The Wallaces Fear the
(2011, Action) Alex Pettyfer. Å
Dead (N) Å
Dead Å
go into hiding. (N) Å
Walking
Shahs of Sunset
Shahs of Sunset
Married to Medicine (N) Å
Shahs of Sunset
Family Karma Å
Potomac
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Food Truck Race
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Food Truck Race
Movie: “You Had Me at Aloha” (2021)
Good Witch “The
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Pascale Hutton, Kavan Smith. Å
Exchange” (N) Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Rubin
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas Creflo D. Praise Å
Praise Å
Built America
Built America
Built America
Snack
Snack
Built America
Built America
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Happily Ever After? (N)
Extreme Sisters (N) 90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé
Naked and
Naked and Afraid XL (N) (In Stereo) Å
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
“National Treas.”
Movie: ›› “National Treasure: Book of Secrets”
Movie: ››› “Cast Away” (2000) Tom Hanks. Å
Loud
Dylan
Movie: ›› “Alvin and the Chipmunks” Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Summer Sydney- Gabby
Just Roll Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Big City Big City
Camp
Max
Duran
With It
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Louisiana Law
Louisiana Law
Louisiana Law (N)
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
Louisiana Law
“The Lost World:
Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic Park III” (2001)
Movie: ››‡ “47 Meters Down” (2017)
Futurama Futurama
Jurassic Park”
Sam Neill, William H. Macy. Å (DVS)
Claire Holt, Mandy Moore. Å (DVS)
Å
Å

Modular
10:00

10:30

11:00

FREE
State-wide
delivery
& set-up
on all
new
homes

11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans
“Pound of Flesh”
“Sheepdogs”
“Close to Home”
“Risk Assessment”
“Tick Tock”
“Vindicta”
Big Bang Big Bang LEGO Masters “Hero Mental Samurai
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Shot!” (N)
“Episode 203” (N)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Half Men
Å
Big Bang Big Bang NCIS “Watchdog” Å FBI “Discord” The
FBI: Most Wanted
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
(DVS)
team hunts a killer. “Anonymous” Å
Corden
Seth
207
Inside
America’s Got Talent “Auditions 2” Variety New Amsterdam (N) NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Edition
acts audition. (N) (In Stereo) Å
Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Goldbergs Home
The Con- black-ish To Tell the Truth (In WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Econ.
ners
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Doo Wop to Pop Rock: My Music Celebrates 20 Years The Carpenters: Close to You
Great Performances
Å
Stereo) Å
My Music celebrates 20 years. Å
(My Music Presents) Å
Modern Modern The Flash “Good-Bye Superman & Lois
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Vibrations” (N)
“Loyal Subjekts”
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
NCIS “Watchdog” Å FBI “Discord” The
FBI: Most Wanted
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight (DVS)
team hunts a killer. “Anonymous” Å
News
Corden
NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Boston Sports
Baseball 2021 Women’s College World Series: Teams TBA.
SportsCenter
SportsCenter
SportsCenter (N)
NFL Live Å
Spikeball
30 for 30
30 for 30
Helwani Steven
MLB Baseball: Houston Astros at Boston Red Sox. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Cellmate Secrets
Rizzoli & Isles “Sailor Rizzoli & Isles “Brown Rizzoli & Isles Å
“Casey Anthony”
Man” Å
Eyed Girl”
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Gutfeld! (N) Å
Fox News at Night
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time Don Lemon Tonight Don Lemon Tonight Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Tacoma Tacoma Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) Movie: “EsMovie: ››› “Two Weeks in Another
Movie: ››‡ “Party Girl” (1958) Robert
Movie: ››‡ “East
cape Me Never”
Town” (1962, Drama) Kirk Douglas. Å
Taylor, Cyd Charisse, Lee J. Cobb. Å
Side, West Side”
“NonNBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Inside the
Stop”
NBA
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:30) ›› Movie: ›››‡ “Us” (2019) Lupita Nyong’o. A family of Mr Inbe- Mr Inbe- Mr Inbe- Movie: ›› “The Mummy”
“Venom” four comes under attack from evil look-alikes.
tween
tween
tween
(2017) Tom Cruise. (In Stereo)
“Armageddon”
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Movie: ››‡ “Armageddon” (1998) Bruce Willis. Å
Big Bang Big Bang The Big Bang Theory “The Anything Can Happen Recurrence” Sheldon gives spontaneity a try. (In Stereo) Å
Theory
Theory
(DVS)
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage
(5:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “Salt” (2010) Angelina Jolie. Accused of Movie: ››‡ “Mr. & Mrs. Smith” (2005, Action) Brad
“Tombstone” Å
being a counterspy, a CIA agent goes on the run.
Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Vince Vaughn. Å
Below Deck
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped (N) Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
(6:00) Movie: “Sister Movie: “The Birthday Wish” (2017) Jessy Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Schram, Luke Macfarlane. Å
of the Bride”
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
America’s Book
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
7 Little Johnstons
7 Little Johnstons
Little People, World Doubling Down
Doubling Down
7 Little Johnstons
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch “Tangled Web” (N) Å
Deadliest Catch
Mysteries of
Deadliest Catch
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
“Mrs. Doubtfire”
Movie: ››› “Matilda” (1996) (In Stereo) Cruel Summer (N)
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Casa
Loud
Danger
Dylan
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Gabby
Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Duran
Max
Home
Home
Treehouse Masters Treehouse Masters: Ultimate Builds (N)
Crikey! It’s the Irwins (N) (In Stereo)
Treehouse Masters
(5:30) Movie: ›‡
Movie: ››‡ “Olympus Has Fallen” (2013, Action)
Movie: ›››‡ “Se7en” (1995) Brad Pitt. A killer dis“Hellboy” (2019)
Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart. Å (DVS)
patches his victims via the Seven Deadly Sins. Å
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Buying a VW Beetle a Dream Come True; When Checking Oil
Levels, Temperature Is Key
erly, I believe — wiping it off before reinserting it and then
DEAR CAR TALK: I have read your column for years,
and I have learned a lot from your advice and really
enjoyed your comedy and bad jokes. I have liked the
Volkswagen Beetle from the very beginning. I even considered buying a VW Thing back in the day but never
did. I’ve never owned a Beetle but always wanted to.
Lately I have been thinking seriously of purchasing a
used one. A convertible is a must, as well as an automatic. This would be a second car, just for fun. I believe the
last year of production was 2019. Would you offer some
advice as to whether I should pursue this purchase, and,
if so, what to look for in my search? Thank you. — Cathy
RAY: You should absolutely get a Beetle convertible, Cathy.
Look, some people have always wanted to climb Mount
Everest. That costs at least twice as much, and those people come back with only four toes and half a nose.
By comparison, fulfilling your lifelong dream is a piece
of cake, Cathy, and I can’t see any reason you shouldn’t
do it. Tomorrow.
Mechanically, the Beetle is the same as the VW Golf,
which is a perfectly good car. The engine in the Beetle is a little harder to work on, because the shape of the hood forced
them to cram the engine in there. But Golfs and Beetles have
shown at least middle-of-the-pack reliability over the years.
Regardless of where you search for a Beetle — a dealer,
classifieds or one of the single-price used car delivery services like Vroom or Carvana — it’s important to have your
own mechanic check it out from stem to stern before you
buy it.
Even if the seller promises a 489-point pre-sales check,
get someone you trust to test drive it and put it up on a lift.
Ask your mechanic to tell you if there’s anything that
needs to be fixed right away, if anything is obviously
wearing out, or if there are signs of excess wear and tear
or abuse. You can then use that information to negotiate
with the seller, and either ask for the failing items to be
fixed or get a reduction in price.
Obviously, the fewer miles on the car, the more reliable
it should be for the first few years. So if you can find one
with 30,000 or 40,000 miles on it, you’ll have a lot of miles
ahead of you. And less likelihood of unremovable dog odor.
And don’t stress too much about this decision, Cathy.
Remember, it’s only a car. If you change your mind and
suddenly decide that you always wanted a Ford Pinto,
you can always sell the Beetle.
DEAR CAR TALK: My daughter has a red 2013 Subaru
Outback with 85,000 miles on it. She was driving from
Omaha to Wichita when the “check oil level” light came on
in the remote prairie of Kansas. She dutifully pulled over
at the next exit and checked the dipstick. She did it propACROSS
1 Snert’s master
6 Trailing
12 Microwave, slangily
16 Time-teller
21 Lithe
22 Rock band crew
member
23 Kind of hygiene
24 Ziegfeld offering
25 Wandered freely
26 Before deadline
(2 wds.)
27 Narrow beams of light
28 Common abrasive
29 Come before
31 Nocturnal flyer
(2 wds.)
33 Sign
35 New York MLBer
36 “Little Women” girl
37 Rustic parents
38 Signed the lease
39 Great in quantity
42 Spring month
43 Persia, nowadays
45 Wall Street fear
50 Raccoon’s coat
51 MD employer
52 Enthusiasm, plus
56 Grad
57 Hit dead-center
59 Young horse
60 Dispense
62 Object
64 Kermit’s colleague
65 Greeted warmly
67 Flaky mineral
68 Licorice herb
69 TVA project
70 Pie slice
71 Scoundrel
73 Fled
74 Man-eating giant
77 July Fourth event
79 Coal alternative
80 Yellowstone sight
81 Trudges
83 Hardened, as cement

removing it. The dipstick showed the oil as being only half
a quart low. I advised her that since it was only half a quart
low, it was OK to drive the remaining 150 miles to Wichita
and have it checked there. When she got to Wichita, her
friend’s father checked the oil and got the same reading:
half a quart low. We decided it was OK for her to drive back
to Omaha and then figure out why the oil level light was
misbehaving. Her Omaha mechanic told her that there was
nothing wrong with the light, and that she was indeed low
on oil. Is it possible to get a “false positive” on a dipstick? If
so, how can this be prevented? Thanks. — Alan
RAY: It’s absolutely possible. And, in fact, it’s likely,
based on your description.
When the engine is hot — as it certainly would have
been when she first pulled off the highway — the oil
is not only thinned out, it’s also splattered all over the
place. Including all over the inside of the dipstick tube.
So it’s entirely possible that, even after wiping off the
dipstick, oil from the sides of the tube got on the stick
again when she dipped for the second time to check the
level. And if her friend’s father checked it soon after she
arrived in Wichita after 150 more miles of driving, the
same thing could have happened.
So most likely, she was a quart or more low when the
light came on, and the mechanic was the only one who
got the level measurement right.
You don’t say how low the oil actually was when the
Omaha mechanic checked it. If it was just a quart or so,
it’s unlikely she did any damage to the engine.
But if this happens again, even if the dipstick only
shows half a quart low, the safest course of action is to
stop at the nearest 24-hour Walmart off the highway, buy
a quart of oil and dump half of it in.
Then, the next morning, check the oil level properly.
When the engine is stone cold, all of the oil will have run
down out of the dipstick tube, and you’ll get a perfectly
clean reading. As a bonus, you don’t even have to wipe
off the dipstick. Or burn your fingertips trying.
©2021 BY RAY MAGLIOZZI AND DOUG BERMAN

WRFR FM,

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 20.

Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or
visit wrfr.org for more information.

84 Unnerve
DOWN
86 Air rifle ammo
1 Half-woman, half-bird
89 Want-ad letters
2 Where Greek met
90 Chinese exercises
Greek
(2 wds.)
3 Contributed
93 Two-wheeler
4 Smart —
94 NYC dwelling
5 Uses a coupon
97 Eye part
6 Semisoft cheese
99 Early camera
7 Years on end
100 Man, once
8 Variety of yoga
102 Answer
9 Expression
104 Deserve
10 Mr. Spock
105 Dark red
11 Bug repellent
107 Hair tint
12 Fjord country
109 Junk
13 Caspian Sea range
110 Big Dipper neighbor 14 Bandleader — Kyser
112 Good disguises
15 “What — can I do?”
113 Most prudent
16 Sideboard
114 Sharpen up
17 Below par car
115 Clean the deck
18 Plain as day
116 Yea, to a matador
19 Jinx
117 Rap-sheet letters
20 Entered data
118 Divided into parts
30 — ex machina
121 Thicken, as pudding 32 Khayyam or Sharif
123 Mensa stats
34 Firearms lobby
124 Fraud
40 Film
125 Window parts
41 Squirreled away
129 Slugger — Gehrig
42 Mire
130 Berlin article
43 PR matter
133 Latest news
44 Movie part
138 Large-billed bird
45 Speed gun
140 Unwilling to
46 “Maria —”
compromise
47 Cooking spice
142 Gave off vapor
48 Ostrich relatives
143 Double —
49 1492 caravel
144 Former science
50 Lawyer’s take
magazine
51 Refused to share
146 Mesh, as gears
53 Shade trees
148 Onward
54 Carroll heroine
149 San — Padres
55 Not widespread
150 Covered with
58 Lacking firmness
frosting
59 Wabbit-hunter
151 Shrewdness
61 Give a lecture
152 Make happen
63 End a shutdown
153 Organic compound
65 Moor
154 Hill
66 Cocktail
155 Tyrant
70 Jalopy
156 Put on the payroll
72 Modifies
75 Shine

76 Outback jumper
78 Sampan owner
79 Yes, to Pierre
82 Curly or Moe
85 Deep chasms
86 Propagated
87 Puts up with
88 Horse’s bedding
91 Fusses
92 White wader
94 Cook’s attire
95 Jet

96 Was a secretary
98 Machu Picchu
builder
99 Whale’s diet
101 Singles
103 Mike problem
106 MP’s prey
107 Estuary
108 Delineate
111 Dissenter
113 Yr. parts
117 Greenish-blue

119 Not loose
120 Denounce
122 That senora
123 Cloud-seeding
compound
125 Garden tool
126 Patronage
127 Winter precip
128 Gate pivot
129 Rustic roads
130 Move to the beat
131 Black cattle

132 Passport entry
134 — Lama
135 Romance on the
Seine
136 Uptight
137 Moved inch by inch
139 Roulette color
141 Honey wine
142 Posted a parcel
145 1,101, in old Rome
147 Earthy prefix

@
Crossword
solution on
pg 20.
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SATURDAY, MAY 29TH THROUGH SATURDAY, JUNE 5TH

VA MAINE FISHER HOUSE DONATION

For every individual who tries out a mattress at Dow’s Discount
or Dow Furniture during our sale we will donate $5 to the
Fisher House located at the Togus VA Medical Center here in Maine,
up to a $1000 donation.

THE FISHER HOUSE MISSION

A Fisher House is a home away from home where active duty military and Veteran’s families
can stay free of charge while a loved one is receiving care at our Togus VA Medical Center.

FISHERHOUSE.ORG

280 Atlantic Highway [Rte.1], Waldoboro
Call or Text 207-832-6363 • Mon. – Sat. 9-5:30 | www.dowfurniture.com

SALE ENDS
SATURDAY,
JUNE 5TH

Midcoast Maine’s Largest Local Furniture and Mattress Store!

